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Povzetek
Fuzijski reaktorji, ki delujejo na osnovi zlivanja jeder devterija (D) in tritija (T), sprostijo
velike količine nevtronov z energijo 14MeV. Pri vsaki reakciji zlivanja devterija in tritija se
sprosti en nevtron, zato so meritve števila sproščenih nevtronov, oziroma meritve pridelka
nevtronov, najbolj neposreden način za merjenje sproščene energije. V bodočih fuzijskih
elektrarnah bodo meritve izseva nevtronov pomembne za meritve fuzijske moči med obra-
tovanjem, spremljanje in nadzor količine tritija v sistemu, ocene poškodb komponent kot
posledice interakcije z nevtroni ter ocene hitrosti doz v delih naprave, kjer je predviden do-
stop delavcev. Poleg tega je natančno poznavanje nevtronskega izseva pomembno tudi pri
analizi fuzijske plazme.
Disertacija vsebuje uvod v problematiko in tri poglavja, ki opisujejo avtorjevo delo pove-
zano s kalibracijo detektorjev nevtronov tokamaka JET. Čeprav je bila večina dela opravlje-
nega v podporo kalibraciji detektorjev nevtronov tokamaka JET na nevtrone sproščene v DD
in DT fuzijskih reakcijah, so rezultati in izkušnje relevantne tudi za druge velike fuzijske re-
aktorje. Delo se tako osredotoča na izračune v podporo kalibracijam detektorjev nevtronov
velikih fuzijskih naprav. Predstavljeno je simuliranje produkcije nevtronov v generatorju
DT nevtronov, izračuni v podporo kalibracijskim eksperimentom in testiranje relativno no-
vega programa ADVANTG za pospeševanje simulacij Monte Carlo na geometrijah relevan-
tnih za JET, ki lahko bistveno zmanjša računsko zahtevnost simulacij v podporo kalibraciji
detektorjev nevtronov. Avtorjevi glavni prispevki, predstavljeni v disertaciji, pa so repro-
dukcija lastnosti generatorja nevtronov v nevtronskih simulacijah, računska kvantiﬁkacija
popravkov izmerjenih kalibracijskih faktorjev in eno od prvih neodvisnih testiranj programa
ADVANTG na modelu tokamaka.
Ključne besede: tokamak, kalibracija detektorjev pridelka nevtronov, Joint European To-
rus, generator DT nevtronov, MCNP, ADVANTG, podrutina ENEA-JSI, MCUNED, DDT,
SRIM, detekcija nevtronov
PACS: 24.10.Lx, 28.20.Fc, 28.52.Av, 28.52.Lf, 29.25.Dz, 29.30.Hs, 29.40.Cs, 29.40.Wk

Abstract
Fusion reactors based on the fusion of deuterium (D) and tritium (T) emit large amounts of
14MeV neutrons. As exactly one neutron is emitted per such fusion reaction, neutron yield
measurements are the most direct way for the determination of the released energy. Accurate
measurements of neutron output will be important in fusion power plants for the determi-
nation of a reactor’s power output, tritium accountability in the system, the assessment of
neutron damage of components, and for the assessments of the dose rates in the human-
accessible parts of the machine. Additionally, reliable information on a reactor’s neutron
emission is important for fusion plasma analyses.
The dissertation consists of an introduction and three chapters describing the author’s
work related to the calibration of neutron yield detectors at Joint European Torus (JET).
Whereas most of the work was performed for the DD and DT calibrations of the tokamak
JET, the lessons learned are relevant for other machines as well. The focus of the work are
thus the calculations performed in support of the absolute calibrations of the neutron de-
tectors in large fusion reactors. The details of the neutron source properties of the neutron
generator used in the calibration of JET’s neutron detectors to 14MeV neutrons were simu-
lated. This neutron source description of the neutron generator was then used in calculations
in support of the calibration experiments. Together with measurements, these calculations
resulted in the calibration factors for JET’s main neutron detectors. Additionally, the use of
a newly released variance reduction tool ADVANTG was tested for the speed-up of the sim-
ulations of the ﬁssion chamber responses in JET-relevant geometry. These analyses showed
that the computational intensity of these simulations can be signiﬁcantly reduced. The au-
thor’s main contributions presented in this dissertation are the detailed reproduction of the
neutron emission properties of a neutron generator, computational quantiﬁcation of correc-
tions applied to the measured calibration factors, and one of the ﬁrst independent tests of the
ADVANTG code on the model of the tokamak.
Keywords: tokamak, neutron yield calibration, Joint European Torus, DT neutron genera-
tor, MCNP, ADVANTG, ENEA-JSI source subroutine, MCUNED, DDT, SRIM, neutron
detection
PACS: 24.10.Lx, 28.20.Fc, 28.52.Av, 28.52.Lf, 29.25.Dz, 29.30.Hs, 29.40.Cs, 29.40.Wk
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Part I
Introduction

Chapter 1
Introduction to fusion
1.1 Nuclear fusion
In nuclear fusion reactions, two or more nuclei fuse and form a new nucleus with a higher
mass number. Typically, other reaction products, such as neutrons or protons, are released
in the process. The reaction is in a sense the opposite of nuclear ﬁssion where the nucleus
is split into two or more nuclei with lower mass numbers. Both nuclear fusion and ﬁssion
can be either exothermic or endothermic. Generally, the fusion of nuclei lighter than iron
and ﬁssion of heavier nuclei tend to be exothermic and thus have a potential to be used as an
energy source.
Many of the fusion reactions between light nuclei are exothermic; however, only a small
fraction of them are potentially suitable for use as a power source. In fact, due to extreme
requirements, the reactions that power the stars are not suitable for use in fusion reactors.
1.2 Nuclear fusion in stars
The large mass of a star leads to high pressure at its core, a region where energy is released
through fusion reactions. Additionally, due to the large size of the core, the energy losses are
signiﬁcantly lower than what is expected to be achievable on Earth in the foreseeable future.
Strict requirements make the reactions that power the stars an unsuitable choice for use in a
fusion power plant as the controlled reproduction of the required particle containment is not
feasible.
When stars have suﬃcient quantities of hydrogen, the most important chain of fusion
reactions, the ”proton-proton chain”, produces 4He through fusion reactions [1]:
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𝐻𝐻 1H + 1H⟹ 2H + e+ + ν (1.1)
𝐷𝐻 2H + 1H⟹ 3He + γ (1.2)
𝐻𝑒3𝐻𝑒33He + 3He⟹ 4He + 1H + 1H. (1.3)
This eﬀectively means that six protons (1H), via intermediate steps, fuse into 4He and two
protons:
6 × 1H⟹ 4He + 1H + 1H (+26.73MeV). (1.4)
Reaction 1.1, where two protons fuse into deuterium, is the result of the weak interaction.
The cross-sections for the reactions of weak interaction are small, i.e. even at the solar
core particle densities, the protons have an approximate probability for undergoing a fusion
reaction of 10−6 per 10 000 years [2]. This is the main reason why this reaction is not suitable
for use in power plants.
1.3 Fusion reactors
1.3.1 Reactions
To present a feasible choice for use in power reactors, only fusion reactionswith the following
properties are suitable (the list is based on [3]):
• There should be only two reactants. At ion densities achieved in magnetic conﬁne-
ment devices, the probabilities for three-body collisions are negligible compared to
two body collisions.
• Both reactants should have low atomic numbers to minimise electrostatic repulsion
between the nuclei. Hydrogen and helium isotopes are thus the most suitable.
• The number of protons and neutrons should be conserved. The reactions where the
number of protons and neutrons is not conserved rely on the weak interaction that
leads to orders of magnitude lower reaction cross-sections.
There are several reactions that meet these requirements. Due to the required low atomic
number of reactants, they are limited to the reactions between some of the lightest nuclei,
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i.e. deuterium (D or 2H), tritium (T or 3H), and 3He. The most promising fusion reactions
are:
𝐷𝐷2H + 2H⟹ 3H (+1.01MeV) + 1H (+3.02MeV) (1.5)
⟹ 3He (+0.82MeV) + n (+2.45MeV) (1.6)
𝐷𝑇 2H + 3H⟹ 4He (+3.5MeV) + n (+14.1MeV) (1.7)
𝐷𝐻𝑒32H + 3He⟹ 4He (+3.67MeV) + 1H (+14.68MeV) (1.8)
𝑇𝑇 3H + 3H⟹ 4He + n + n (+11.3MeV). (1.9)
To further evaluate the suitability of the reactions, an examination of their cross-sections,
i.e. their energy dependent probabilities for interactions (Figure 1.1), is required. The fu-
sion of D and T (Reaction 1.7), the DT reaction, seems to be the most suitable. Due to its
highest cross-section at the lowest energies, the DT reaction is the basis for the majority
of the fusion power plant concepts, while the DD reactions (Reactions 1.5 and 1.6) and TT
reactions (Reaction 1.9) are also important due to their presence in D-T plasmas. However,
many experiments are performed with pure D plasma to avoid diﬃculties with handling the
radioactive T and to decrease the amount of emitted neutrons while still producing results
relevant for the DT operation.
DD,DT and TT fusion reactions produce neutrons. Examples of spectra of these neutrons
are shown in Figure 1.2. The wide neutron emission spectrum of the TT fusion reaction is
caused by the fact that there are three products of the reaction, 4He and two neutrons, which
divide the energy and momentum within a range. The fusion of D and 3He, the D 3He
reaction, is interesting due to its relatively high cross-section at ion energies𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛 > 100 keV,
and due to its signiﬁcantly lower neutron production compared to DT reactions. Lower
neutron production is beneﬁcial as it leads to lower activation of reactor components. While
D 3He reactions do not produce neutrons, some are still produced via DD reactions in D-3He
plasma, with the amount depending on the D concentration and plasma temperature.
1.3.2 Fusion power measurements
Fusion power measurements are in most cases based on the time-resolved neutron yield
detectors due to the number of neutrons emitted from DD, DT and TT fusion reactions being
proportional to the amount of released energy. The conversion factors between the number of
emitted neutrons and the energy released through fusion reactions are presented in Table 1.1.
Signiﬁcantly diﬀerent energies and the peaked shape of the DD and DT neutron emission
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Figure 1.1 Cross-sections, in a laboratory coordinate system, of some of the most promising
fusion reactions. The cross-section for the DD reaction is a sum of the cross-sections for
Reactions 1.5 and 1.6 [4].
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Figure 1.2 The neutron emission spectra of DD (Reaction 1.6), DT (Reaction 1.7) and TT
(Reaction 1.9) fusion reactions at the mean ion energy of 10 keV normalized per neutron
released in the fusion reaction.
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Table 1.1 The number of neutrons per MeV and per MJ for relevant fusion reactions. The
ﬁssion of 235U is added for comparison.
Reaction Neutrons per MeV Neutrons per MJ
DD fusion 0.14 8.6 × 1017
DT fusion 0.057 3.5 × 1017
TT fusion 0.18 1.1 × 1018
Fission of 235U 0.0125 7.8 × 1016
spectra enable, to some extent, separate measurements of DD and DT neutron yields in D-T
plasmas. The TT neutron yield, on the other hand, is more diﬃcult to separate from the
down-scattered DT neutrons due to its wide emission spectrum which, together with a two
orders of magnitude lower cross-section compared to the DT reaction, makes it diﬃcult to
separate in T plasmas due to the inevitable presence of D in the machine.
High neutron emission rates and high neutron energies impose certain constrains on the
materials used in the reactor designs as most materials get highly activated and their proper-
ties degrade when exposed to neutron ﬂuences expected in fusion power plants. In principle
the choice of the D 3He reaction would signiﬁcantly decrease the amount of emitted neu-
trons and by that it could simplify some of the design constraints. However, the signiﬁcantly
lower cross-section compared to the DT reaction means that the use of this reaction would
only be feasible once the plasma conﬁnement is signiﬁcantly improved. Additionally, the
relative scarcity of 3He on Earth poses an obstacle to its widespread use as a fuel.
Role of fusion neutronics
Advances in achieved fusion powers lead to the increased importance of the science be-
hind neutron transport, or neutronics, in fusion machines. Whereas the design and operation
of small fusion reactors are typically primarily restricted by the plasma operation require-
ments, larger machines introduce additional constraints, including constraints resulting from
the neutron emission. Due to the release of a signiﬁcant amount of neutrons, large fusion
machines are nuclear facilities, which are subjected to strict regulation. In such machines
neutronics becomes an important part of the design process and neutronic analyses are re-
quired for the licensing of the facility, its safe operation, and decommissioning at the end of
the operational life time. Neutronic analyses in the reactors based on the DT fusion reaction
are important for:
• Selection of materials close to the plasma based on their low activation properties
and resilience to high neutron ﬂuences.
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• Fusion power measurements. Accurate measurements of reactor’s thermal and neu-
tron outputs are important to ensure its reliable long-term operation.
• T self-suﬃciency. As T is radioactive with a half-life of 12.3 years and naturally oc-
curring only in traces, it will have to be produced in the reactor via reactions of the
neutrons released from the DT fusion reaction with Li (Reactions 1.10 and 1.11, cross-
sections in Figure 1.3). The production of T in the reactor’s tritium breeding blanket,
the blanket surrounding the fusion plasma, is an ongoing technological challenge cru-
cial for the operation of the DT-based fusion reactors. The reactor design must ensure
T self-suﬃciency due to the lack of external sources for the required quantities of T.
𝐿𝑖6𝑛6Li + 𝑛⟹ 4He + 3H (1.10)
𝐿𝑖7𝑛7Li + 𝑛⟹ 4He + 3H + 𝑛 (1.11)
• Safety. Adequate shielding of reactor components must be ensured for safe and reli-
able long-term operation of the reactor. The design must ensure the safety of workers
and containment of radioactive materials during all phases of reactor operation in-
cluding construction, operation, and decommissioning of the entire reactor site for
both planned operation conditions and all reasonably probable accidental scenarios.
1.3.3 Tokamaks
There are diﬀerent approaches to achieving the conditions required for nuclear fusion. The
work presented in this thesis focuses on the fusion reactors where the conditions are achieved
by conﬁning the fusion plasma using magnetic ﬁelds. It focuses on tokamaks and, while
relevant to other large machines, most of the results were calculated for the tokamak JET,
currently the largest tokamak in operation.
Tokamaks are machines with a toroidal vessel where the appropriate shape of the mag-
netic ﬁeld is achieved through a combination of toroidal magnetic ﬁeld produced by the coils
surrounding the plasma and poloidal magnetic ﬁeld produced by the electric current through
the plasma in a toroidal direction (Figure 1.4).
Due to their good plasma conﬁnement properties and relative simplicity of the design,
the tokamaks became the prevalent type of a fusion research reactor soon after the 1968
presentation of the concept by the Soviet scientists at the IAEA conference [1]. Their name
originates from the Russian name toroidal’naya kamera s magnitnymi katushkami which
translates into toroidal chamber with magnetic coils.
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Figure 1.3 Cross-sections for the reactions used in T production from 6Li (Reaction 1.10)
and 7Li (Reaction 1.11).
Figure 1.4 The sketch of the tokamak principle [5].
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One of the most important parameters that quantify the eﬀectiveness of the tokamak as
a power source is the Q-factor deﬁned as
𝑄 =
𝑃𝑓
𝑃ℎ
, (1.12)
where 𝑃𝑓 is the fusion power produced in the reactor, and 𝑃ℎ the power used in the heating of
the fusion plasma. Once 𝑄 > 1 is reached, the reactor’s fusion power surpasses the heating
power required for its operation.
An important question for any power source is also the availability of the materials
needed for its operation. When it comes to fuel used in fusion reactors based on the DT fu-
sion reaction, the two most crucial materials are deuterium and lithium. The known amount
of deuterium on Earth is large, it is present in natural hydrogen in the ratio of 1 deuterium
per 6400 hydrogen nuclei. The large amount of water on Earth means that there is enough
deuterium to cover all human energy needs for millions of years either through the DD or
DT fusion reaction [6]. The amount of lithium required in the breeding blanket of a fusion
reactor with the fusion power of 2.4GW, corresponding to approximately 1GW of electrical
power, is assessed to be 10 t to 28 t and the annual consumption of 6Li 292 kg [7]. The recent
assessment of the lithium resources is 53Mt [8] which means that for the reactors based on
the DT fusion reaction, the availability of lithium is the more limiting factor compared to
deuterium. However, assessments of available lithium resources are increasing due to in-
creased exploration. Furthermore, the quantity of lithium in seawater is assessed to be above
200 000Mt [7].
1.3.4 State of the art machines
The Joint European Torus, JET, is currently the largest tokamak in operation. It started its
operation in June 1983 with most of the funding coming from the European Community [1].
JET is capable of DT operation and holds a record for the highest achieved fusion power of
16MW achieved during the DT campaign in 1997 [1]. It also achieved the record Q-factor
of 0.65. The next JET DT campaign is planned for 2019 [9] when both values are expected
to be improved.
The next, even larger machine, ITER, is currently under construction in Cadarache,
France as a collaboration of the European Union, India, Japan, China, Russian Federation,
South Korea and the United States of America. ITER’s larger dimensions compared to JET,
its linear dimension is larger for roughly a factor of two in all directions, will result in an ap-
proximately order of magnitude larger plasma volume. Larger volume leads to lower relative
losses, so ITER’s performance is expected to be signiﬁcantly above the performance of JET,
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it is expected to achieve 500MW of fusion power and a Q-factor of 10. At this moment, the
ﬁrst ITER plasma is planned for the end of 2025 and the ﬁrst DT campaign for 2035 [10].
Most of the other fusion experiments currently operational or under construction (e.g.
Wendelstein stellarator and ASDEX Upgrade tokamak in Germany, MAST spherical toka-
mak in UK, Tore Supra tokamak in France, EAST tokamak in China and KSTAR tokamak
in South Korea) are signiﬁcantly smaller than JET. The only notable exception is the Japan
Torus 60 Super Advanced, JT-60SA. This tokamak is close to JET’s size and is currently
undergoing a major upgrade which is expected to be completed by 2020 [11]. The upgrade
of the JT-60SA is a collaborative eﬀort of Japan and the European Union, and the tokamak is
intended as a ”satellite tokamak” to ITER. Its task will be to perform experiments in support
of ITER; however, it is not designed for D-T plasma operation.
Table 1.2 Relevant reactor parameters for current (JET) and near future (JT60-SA, ITER)
state of the art machines. The fusion power and Q factor of JT60-SA are not relevant due to
its lack of DT operation capability.
JET JT60-SA ITER
Plasma major radius 2.96m 3.4m 6.2m
Plasma volume 100m3 90m3 840m3
Fusion power 16MW (record) / 500MW (planned)
Q factor 0.65 (record) / 10 (planned)
1.3.5 The path toward fusion power plants
The current strategy toward the development of the commercial fusion power plant includes
current and future reactors JET, JT-60-SA, ITER, and DEMO.
In the 1990s, the experiments at JET and TFTR (large tokamak built at Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory, USA) conﬁrmed that it is possible to achieve signiﬁcant fusion powers
(𝑃 > 10MW). However, fusion powers higher than the required plasma heating (𝑄 > 1)
were not yet achieved. Hence, the next step is to conﬁrm that signiﬁcant energy multipli-
cation is possible, which is one of the goals of the ITER machine. JET and JT60-SA are
planned to be used as a support to the ITER project, testing relevant operational scenar-
ios and support systems. Since ITER will still be an experimental reactor and not a power
plant, another reactor, a demonstration power-plant, DEMO, is required as a step toward the
commercial fusion power plants. According to the latest European fusion roadmap, DEMO
should supply its ﬁrst electricity to the grid in the early 2040s [12].

Chapter 2
Theoretical background
2.1 Kinematics of relevant fusion reactions
The ﬁrst generation of the fusion reactors will be based on the DT fuel cycle. Thus the fusion
reactions relevant for fusion reactors and their calibration procedures are DT, DD, and TT
fusion reactions. Kinematics of these reactions determines the neutron emission and the
energy of produced neutrons for diﬀerent conditions, e.g. various plasma operation scenarios
(thermal-thermal, beam-thermal and beam-beam particle interaction) and accelerator-based
neutron generators.
2.1.1 General kinematics
The description of the reaction kinematics is based on descriptions from [13, 14], and [15].
To simplify the equations, the units used in this section use the notation of the speed of light
𝑐 = 1. For the interaction of two particles with masses 𝑚𝑎 and 𝑚𝑏, with starting energies 𝐸𝑎
and 𝐸𝑏, the four-momentum conservation law states that
𝑃 ≡ 𝑃𝑎 + 𝑃𝑏 =
𝑛
∑
𝑖=1
𝑃𝑖. (2.1)
Here 𝑃𝑗 = (𝐸𝑗 , 𝑝𝑗) is the four-momentum of individual particles (reactants 𝑎, 𝑏 and products
𝑖 = 1, 2, ...𝑛) and 𝑃 ≡ (𝐸, 𝑝) the total momentum of the system. Additionally, the invariant
mass of the reaction can be deﬁned as
𝑀2 = 𝑃 2 = (𝐸𝑎 + 𝐸𝑏)2 − (𝑝𝑎 + 𝑝𝑏)2. (2.2)
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In order to determine 𝐸1, 𝑃1 is subtracted from both sides of Equation 2.1 and squared. This
results in
𝑀2 + 𝑚21 − 2 (𝐸𝐸1 − 𝑝 ⋅ 𝑝1) = 𝑀
2
𝑅 (2.3)
for the invariant mass of the residuals deﬁned as
𝑀2𝑅 = (
𝑛
∑
𝑖=2
𝑃𝑖)2. (2.4)
The general solution of this equation for the reactions with two products, e.g. DD and DT
fusion reactions, is diﬀerent to the solution of reactions with three products, e.g. TT fusion
reaction. In both cases it is useful to separate the magnitude (𝑝1) and direction (𝑢) of 𝑝1 as
𝑢 = 𝑝1𝑝1
(2.5)
where
𝑝1 = √𝐸21 − 𝑚
2
1. (2.6)
Using this notation, Equation 2.3 can be rearranged into
𝐸1 −√𝐸21 − 𝑚
2
1
𝑝 ⋅ 𝑢
𝐸 =
𝑀2 + 𝑚21 −𝑀
2
𝑅
2𝐸 . (2.7)
This is a general equation where in the case of reactions with two products𝑀𝑅 = 𝑚2, while
the𝑀𝑅 in the case of reactions with three ormore products can take any value consistent with
preservation of the four-momentum as deﬁned by Equation 2.1. The solution is determined
through the invariant mass of residuals,𝑀𝑅, and the direction of emission, 𝑢.
The solution in the centre-of-momentum coordinate system, i.e. the system where 𝑝 = 0
and 𝐸 = 𝑀 , is independent of the direction and is
𝐸∗1 =
𝑀2 + 𝑚21 −𝑀
2
𝑅
2𝑀 (2.8)
for 𝐸∗1 , the energy of the product particle 1 in this system. Using the fact that velocity of the
original system in the centre-of-momentum is
𝑣 = 𝑝𝑀 =
𝑝
𝐸 , (2.9)
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Lorentz transformation back into the original coordinate system can be performed. This
results in
𝛾 (𝐸1 −√𝐸
2
1 − 𝑚
2
1 𝑢 ⋅ 𝑣) = 𝐸
∗
1 (2.10)
for 𝛾 deﬁned as
𝛾 = √1 − 𝑣2. (2.11)
Furthermore, 𝐸1, the energy of the particle 1 emitted into direction 𝑢 can be expressed with
𝐴 = 𝐸
∗
1
𝛾 and 𝐵 = 𝑢 ⋅ 𝑣 =∣ 𝑣 ∣ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) as
𝐸1 =
𝐴 ±√𝐴2 − (1 − 𝐵2)(𝐴2 + 𝑚21𝐵2)
1 − 𝐵2
(2.12)
where 𝜃 is the the angle between the 𝑢 and 𝑣.
2.1.2 DD and DT fusion reaction
In a centre-of-momentum system, DD and DT fusion reactions thus produce neutrons with
energies of 2.45MeV and 14.1MeV, respectively. However,the emission energy in the lab-
oratory system depends on the velocity of the laboratory system relative to the centre-of-
momentum system. In case of the neutron generator where D+ ions at 100 keV are produc-
ing neutrons via hitting of the target, energy ranges 2.1MeV to 2.8MeV and 13.4MeV to
14.7MeV are expected for DD and DT generators, respectively.
2.1.3 TT fusion reaction
The TT fusion reaction produces neutrons with a wide neutron emission spectrum due to
the TT reaction resulting in three particles. Kinematically allowed region of the phase-space
can be deﬁned and the expected energies calculated [13].
2.1.4 Relevance of neutrons
The released neutrons interact with the reactor components and penetrate the reactor struc-
ture. Accurate simulations of the radiation ﬁelds in fusion machines are diﬃcult due to
relatively high energies of released neutrons and the typical structure of fusion machines
featuring large number of penetrations in reactor walls for plasma heating and diagnostics.
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2.2 Particle transport simulations
The particle transport calculations are a standard tool in designing and licensing of the ma-
chines and facilities where signiﬁcant levels of radiation is expected. These simulations are
used to prove that the proposed design will work according to speciﬁcations and that, for the
case of neutron and gamma radiation, the shielding properties are adequate. In support of
existing machines the simulations are used to provide a way for optimisation of the experi-
ments, decrease in the number of the necessary experiments, and allow the investigation of
eﬀects that would be diﬃcult or impossible to measure directly. Due to the fact that avail-
able computer power signiﬁcantly increases with time, increasingly complex problems can
be analysed.
In the case of neutron transport simulations, the aim is to get a solution of the general
neutron transport equation for the speciﬁc case in question. The general neutron transport
equation for angular ﬂux 𝜑(𝑟, 𝐸, Ω̂, 𝑡) as a function of position 𝑟, neutron energy𝐸, direction
Ω̂, and time 𝑡 can be expressed as
1
𝑣
𝜕𝜑(𝑟, 𝐸, Ω̂, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑡 = − Ω̂ ⋅ ∇⃗𝜑(𝑟, 𝐸, Ω̂, 𝑡) − Σ𝑇 (𝑟, 𝐸) 𝜑(𝑟, 𝐸, Ω̂, 𝑡) +
𝑆0(𝑟, 𝐸, 𝑡)
4𝜋
+∫𝐸′ ∫̂Ω′
Σ𝑠(𝑟, 𝐸′ → 𝐸, Ω̂′ ⋅ Ω̂) 𝜑(𝑟, 𝐸′, Ω̂′, 𝑡) ⋅ dΩ̂′ d𝐸′
(2.13)
for neutron velocity 𝑣, macroscopic total cross-section Σ𝑇 , neutron source 𝑆0, and macro-
scopic scattering cross-section Σ𝑠 [16]. However, in most situations neutron angular ﬂux is
not needed. The relation between the neutron angular ﬂux 𝜑(𝑟, 𝐸, Ω̂, 𝑡), the more often used
neutron spectrum 𝜙(𝑟, 𝐸, 𝑡), and neutron ﬂux 𝜙(𝑟, 𝑡) is
𝜙(𝑟, 𝑡) = ∫𝐸
d𝐸 ⋅ 𝜙(𝑟, 𝐸, 𝑡) = ∫𝐸 ∫̂Ω
𝜑(𝑟, 𝐸, Ω̂, 𝑡) ⋅ dΩ̂ d𝐸. (2.14)
Due to the geometrical complexity of systems in question, high energy dependence of rele-
vant cross-sections, and explicit angular dependency, the solution of the transport equation
is in most cases not achievable. There are diﬀerent approaches that can generally be divided
into two main branches:
• the stochastic, or Monte Carlo, approach with the simulation of a large number of in-
dividual particles where both geometrical and physical models can be highly accurate
approximations of the actual systems;
• the deterministic approach where the problem is solved by simplifying both geometry
and physics, i.e. through the discretization of a spatial model and energy dependencies.
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The long range of the Coulomb force means that the main features of the ion transport
signiﬁcantly diﬀer from those of neutral particles. Simulations of the ion transport thus
inherently diﬀer from neutron and gamma transport simulations.
2.2.1 Deterministic neutron transport
A typical approach to deterministically solving the transport equation is to ﬁrst simplify the
problem by dividing the continuous energy, spatial and angular dependences into discrete
sets of variables. Due to the complex energy dependencies of reaction cross-sections and
simpliﬁcations of the geometry, this can introduce signiﬁcant uncertainties. However, using
these methods, experienced analysts with suﬃcient comprehension of the problem can still
produce large amounts of relevant information, especially when investigating relative eﬀects
although a bias in the absolute values of the results can be expected.
Direct and adjoint neutron transport
The transport equation can be considered in operator form. By rearranging Equation 2.13
into
𝑆0(𝑟, 𝐸, 𝑡)
4𝜋 = Ω̂ ⋅ ∇⃗𝜑(𝑟, 𝐸, Ω̂, 𝑡) + Σ𝑇 (𝑟, 𝐸) 𝜑(𝑟, 𝐸, Ω̂, 𝑡) +
1
𝑣
𝜕𝜑(𝑟, 𝐸, Ω̂, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑡
−∫𝐸′ ∫̂Ω′
Σ𝑠(𝑟, 𝐸′ → 𝐸, Ω̂′ ⋅ Ω̂) 𝜑(𝑟, 𝐸′, Ω̂′, 𝑡) ⋅ dΩ̂′ d𝐸′
(2.15)
the notation in Equation 2.15 can be simpliﬁed using only transport operator H(𝑟, Ω̂, 𝐸),
source distribution 𝑆(𝑟, Ω̂, 𝐸), and angular ﬂux 𝜑(𝑟, Ω̂, 𝐸) [17]. The transport equation in
this short form can be written as
H𝜑 = 𝑆. (2.16)
The quantity of interest, e.g. neutron ﬂux or detector response, can be calculated as
𝑅 = ⟨𝜎𝑑 , 𝜑⟩ (2.17)
where 𝜎𝑑 is an arbitrary response operator and angle brackets represent the integration of
their product over all variables of the phase space, i.e. 𝑟, 𝐸, Ω̂, and 𝑡.
Associated with the equation describing direct neutron transport (Equation 2.16) is the
adjoint transport equation
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H+𝜑+ = 𝜎𝑑 (2.18)
for the adjoint transport operator H+ and the adjoint angular neutron ﬂux 𝜑+(𝑟, Ω̂, 𝐸). The
direct and adjoint transport equations are related through
⟨𝜑,H+𝜑+⟩ = ⟨𝜑+,H𝜑⟩ . (2.19)
Additionally, the response of interest can be expressed with adjoint angular ﬂux as
𝑅 = ⟨𝑆,𝜑+⟩ . (2.20)
Based on Equations 2.17 and 2.20 it can be seen that the relation between the adjoint angular
ﬂux and the neutron source distribution corresponds to the relation between the response
function and direct angular neutron ﬂux. This means that 𝜑+ can be interpreted as a space-
and energy-dependent probability that a neutron in a certain part of the phase-space will
cause the response 𝑅 in the detector. This makes the adjoint neutron ﬂux a useful quantity
to increase the understanding of the problem’s properties and for speeding up Monte Carlo
simulations.
The above description of the relation between direct and adjoint neutron ﬂux is based on
the description from [17].
2.2.2 Stochastic neutron transport
The description of the stochastic, or Monte Carlo, transport simulations is based on the
MCNP manual [18], due to the neutron transport calculations in this thesis being mostly
based on it, and [19].
A general Monte Carlo N-Particle transport code, or MCNP, is a well-tested, feature-
rich, general-purpose, continuous-energy Monte Carlo code capable of simulation of many
diﬀerent particle types across wide energy intervals. It is one of the most widely used codes
for neutron transport and is thus one of standard codes for such analyses. There is a long
history ofMCNP usage in fusion and in JET applications [20, 21]which is why it is a standard
tool for such analyses at JET.
Particle transport
The exact paths of individual particles through material are random. In a sense stochastic
simulations are recreating this random process through computer simulated particle tracks
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based on pseudorandom numbers. The process of particle transport simulation in a homo-
geneous material can be described as a series of steps:
1. Start the particle history based on the deﬁned source deﬁnition, i.e. probability for
particle emission in terms of its position 𝑟, energy 𝐸, and direction Ω̂.
2. Determine the location of the next interaction.
3. Determine the type of nucleus to undergo an interaction.
4. Determine the type of reaction resulting from this interaction and determine the direc-
tion and energy of resulting particles, e.g. scattered neutron or produced secondary
particles.
Step 1 depends on the source deﬁnition parameters. For a line source stretching between
𝐿1 and𝐿2 with constant particle emission probability, the linear position of the source event,
L, would be deﬁned as
𝐿 = 𝐿1 + 𝜒 ⋅ (𝐿2 − 𝐿1) (2.21)
for 𝜒 , a random number between 0 and 1.
Step 2 in a cell with constant material composition is determined based on the probability
of interaction deﬁned by the total macroscopic cross-section Σ𝑇 . The probability for the
particles’ collision between 𝑙 and 𝑙 + d𝑙 is thus deﬁned by a function
𝑝(𝑙)d𝑙 = 𝑒−Σ𝑇 𝑙Σ𝑇 d𝑙. (2.22)
For 𝜒 , a random number on an interval between 0 and 1, calculated as
𝜒 = ∫
𝑙
0
𝑒−Σ𝑇 𝑠Σ𝑇 d𝑠 (2.23)
the particle’s track length to the next interaction can be determined as
𝑙 = − 1Σ𝑇
ln(1 − 𝜒). (2.24)
However, since 𝜒 and 1−𝜒 have the same distribution, the track length to the next interaction
can also be determined as
𝑙 = − 1Σ𝑇
ln(𝜒). (2.25)
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Step 3 for 𝑛 diﬀerent nuclides in the material and random number 𝜒 on an interval be-
tween 0 and 1, k-th nuclide is chosen if
𝑘−1
∑
𝑖=1
Σ𝑇 𝑖 < 𝜒
𝑛
∑
𝑖=1
Σ𝑇 𝑖 <
𝑘
∑
𝑖=1
Σ𝑇 𝑖 (2.26)
for Σ𝑇 𝑖 the total macroscopic cross-section of i-th nuclide.
Step 4 depends on the particle type and energy. The models used by the code determine
whether it is based entirely on theoretical models or on a combination of models and nuclear
data. Nuclear data ﬁles used in simulations contain information about probabilities for inter-
action via diﬀerent reactions, e.g. for neutron interactions there are cross-sections for elastic
scattering, inelastic scattering, radiative absorption, (n, 2n), and other reactions, depending
on the nuclei. Additionally, ﬁles also contain the probabilities for secondary particle produc-
tion (important in case of ﬁssion reaction simulation), energy-angle distributions and other
information. Again, random numbers are used to select the reaction channel and reaction
properties based on the probabilities provided by nuclear data and models used.
However, the process becomes more complicated once the more complex geometry is
introduced. In stochastic simulations of particle transport it is crucial that all parts of the
geometry are uniquely deﬁned and that a particle’s position in the geometry is tracked. For
realistic geometries this becomes a computer resource heavy task.
Random numbers
The simulations of particle transport rely on a computer’s ability to produce large amounts of
random numbers; in fact, the randomness determines the quality ofMonte Carlo simulations.
Numbers are considered randomwhen it is not possible to predict number𝜒𝑛+1 from previous
random number 𝜒𝑛.
Due to the deterministic nature of computer operations, the numbers produced are not
really random unless a special component, based on some sort of random physical process, is
used for random number generation. However, it is possible to generate large sets of numbers
which are seemingly random, but are in fact generated through a deterministic algorithm.
Such sets of pseudorandom numbers are beneﬁcial for use in simulations for the sake of
their reproducibility, ease of use, and low computer resource requirements. Randomness
tests are used to test the independence and uniformity of produced numbers, and by that the
suitability of pseudorandom number generators for use in simulations.
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Tallies
Several kinds of tallies were used in the MCNP simulations for this thesis, i.e. cell ﬂux
tallies, surface current tallies, and mesh tallies.
Cell ﬂux tally used in the majority of calculations in this thesis, denoted as F4 tally in
MCNP, returns the number of particles per cm2 in the cell, i.e. neutron ﬂuence in the cell.
The tally is deﬁned as
Φ𝑉 =
1
𝑉 ∫𝐸𝑖 ∫𝑡𝑗 ∫
𝑣𝑁(𝑟, 𝐸, 𝑡) d𝐸 d𝑡 d𝑉 (2.27)
for cell volume 𝑉 , particle at position 𝑟, and the speed of the particle 𝑣. 𝑁(𝑟, 𝐸, 𝑡), the
density of particles regardless of the direction of their trajectory Ω̂, is deﬁned through the
integration of the angularly dependent particle density, 𝑛(𝑟, Ω̂, 𝐸, 𝑡), as
𝑁(𝑟, 𝐸, 𝑡) = ∫𝑛(𝑟, Ω̂, 𝐸, 𝑡) dΩ̂. (2.28)
Surface current tally, denoted as F1 tally inMCNP, returns the number of particles which
have crossed the surface of interest. For particles with energy 𝐸, direction Ω̂ at position 𝑟
close to the surface element d𝐴 at time 𝑡, it is deﬁned as
∫𝐸𝑖 ∫𝑡𝑗 ∫ ̂Ω𝑘 ∫
|Ω̂ ⋅ 𝑛| 𝑣𝑛(𝑟, Ω̂, 𝐸, 𝑡) d𝐸 d𝑡 dΩ̂ d𝐴. (2.29)
The integral combines all contributions to the tally, i.e. simulated particles, that will cross
the surface 𝐴 within each of its energy (index 𝑖), temporal (index 𝑗), and directional (index
𝑘) bin.
Mesh tallies based on the cell ﬂux tallywere also used. In these tallies the space is divided
into separate volumes according to the user speciﬁed mesh. The neutron ﬂux in each bin is
then calculated the same way as for the cell tally where the cell volume 𝑉 in Equation 2.27
is replaced by the volume of each spatial bin in the mesh.
Accuracy of results
When dealing with the results of tallies produced by Monte Carlo codes, it is important
to note that the statistical uncertainty of the simulation only relates to the precision of the
result and not to its accuracy. Stochastic neutron transport calculations allow highly accurate
reproductions of the geometry and laws of physics. However, the accuracy of the results of
simulations depends on the quality of the models and the data used, whereas its precision is
determined by the number of simulated particles which contribute to the tallies of interest.
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𝜎𝑅, the relative statistical uncertainty or the estimated standard deviation of the tally 𝑅, is
proportional to the number of simulated histories𝑁 as a function of 1
√𝑁
. According to the
central limit theorem, there are 68% and 95% probabilities that results will be found within
𝑅±𝜎𝑅 and𝑅±2𝜎𝑅 respectively. This dependence on the number of simulated histories can
be problematic for large problems as the required number of simulated particles can lead to
impractically long computational times. To mitigate this issue, the methods that speed up
the Monte Carlo simulations are being developed and are described in Section 2.3.
In a sense the statistical uncertainty estimate only indicates the conﬁdence in results for
the analysed case, i.e. in the geometry as seen by the code and using physics models as
approximated in the used code. The results of such simulations can thus include signiﬁcant
biases due to simpliﬁcations and approximations in geometry, physics models, and nuclear
data. These uncertainties are in no way analysed through the simulation itself, and typically
require a signiﬁcant amount of eﬀort to estimate. However, when relative eﬀects are studied,
e.g. the relative change in detector response due to minor changes in the geometry, the
uncertainties resulting from these biases often decrease signiﬁcantly due to the correlations
in both cases cancelling out large parts of the biases.
Eﬃciency of the simulation
The measure of eﬃciency of Monte Carlo simulations in terms of CPU time (𝑡𝐶 ) spent to
achieve certain statistical uncertainty of the tally (𝜎𝑅), ﬁgure of merit or 𝐹𝑂𝑀 is deﬁned as
𝐹𝑂𝑀 = 1
𝑡𝐶𝜎2𝑅
. (2.30)
𝑡𝐶 of a simulation should increase linearly with the number of simulated particle histories
𝑁 and 𝜎𝑅 decrease as a function of 1√𝑁 , hence 𝐹𝑂𝑀 should be independent of the number
of simulated particle histories. In fact, signiﬁcant variations in 𝐹𝑂𝑀 values for diﬀerent
number of simulated particle histories indicate that some part of the problem is not captured
well.
2.2.3 Interaction of ions with matter
The interaction of ions with matter is important in accurate simulations of the neutron emis-
sion from neutron generators based on ion beams driven into solid targets. Such neutron
generators are used in fusion research due to their relevant neutron emission spectra, e.g. for
experiments related to cross-section testing and determination, for calibration and character-
isation of detectors, and testing of components in fusion relevant-neutron spectrum.
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Basics
The rate of loss of energy in a material is typically described by the stopping power or
stopping force, 𝑆, which describes the rate of energy loss per unit length d𝐸d𝑙 as
𝑆(𝐸) = −d𝐸d𝑙 . (2.31)
Nuclear and electron stopping of ions
The description of stopping of ions in matter is based on [15] describing the physics used in
the neutron source subroutine used in this thesis. The models for ion transport simulations
in this subroutine are based on the SRIM code package [22]. The equations are written for
the centre-of-mass coordinate system.
The long range of the Coulomb force means that ions, throughout their path in the mate-
rial, interact with a large number of charged particles simultaneously. Due to the diﬀerences
in mass, it is often convenient to divide the interactions into interactions with nuclei (elastic
scattering) and interactions with electrons (electron stopping power). In order to make the
simulations computationally eﬃcient, approximations are made in the modelling of each of
the contributions; only major nuclear interactions which result in signiﬁcant changes to the
ion energy are modelled while interactions with electrons are taken into account through
their average eﬀect between major interactions.
By adopting the universal screening length 𝑎𝑢 deﬁned as
𝑎𝑢 =
0.8854𝑎0
𝑍0.23𝑎 + 𝑍0.23𝑏
(2.32)
for Bohr radius 𝑎0, the atomic number of the ion 𝑍𝑎, and the atomic number of the target
𝑍𝑏, the interaction of ions with nuclei is simulated using the magic formula
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2 =
𝑏 + 𝑅𝑐 + Δ
𝑅0 + 𝑅𝑐
. (2.33)
Using relatively straightforward quantities:
• 𝑏 = 𝑝𝑎𝑢
, the reduced impact parameter,
• 𝑅𝐶 =
𝜌
𝑎𝑢
,
• 𝜌 =
−2 [𝐸𝐶 − 𝑉 (𝑟0)]
𝑉 ′(𝑟0)
for the centre-of-mass system energy 𝐸𝐶 , interatomic potential
𝑉 (𝑟0), and its spatial derivative 𝑉 ′(𝑟0),
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• 𝑟0 =
𝑅0
𝑎𝑢
for the closest approach 𝑅0, and
• Δ, the correction term obtained through ﬁtting of the scattering integral in the high
energy limit
we get a relatively simple but accurate approximation of the solution of the scattering integral
which provides a signiﬁcant increase in computational eﬃciency. From the scattering angle
𝜃, ion mass𝑀𝑎, mass of the target particle𝑀𝑏, and reduced mass𝑀𝐶 =
𝑀𝑎𝑀𝑏
𝑀𝑎+𝑀𝑏
, the energy
transferred in a collision, 𝑇 , can be calculated as
𝑇 = 4𝐸𝐶𝑀𝐶𝑀2
𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃2 . (2.34)
Due to the large amount of interactions with electrons their eﬀect is treated statistically.
Between two elastic collisions the ion energy is decreased as
Δ𝐸 = d𝐸d𝑙 Δ𝑙 (2.35)
based on the stopping power data d𝐸d𝑙 from the SRIM package.
2.3 Speed-up of Monte Carlo simulations
2.3.1 Techniques
The methods described in this section represent only a fraction of tools available in current
state-of-the-art codes such as MCNP [18]. Only the methods and techniques used in the
present work are described.
Truncation
The termination, or cut-oﬀ, of particles far outside the phase-space of interest is one of the
most straightforward ways to speed up the simulations. In most Monte Carlo simulations
some sort of truncation of the problem is necessary to deﬁne the phase-space of interest, at
least geometrically but often also in terms of particle energy. A typical example is the termi-
nation of particles that reach the parts of the geometry where their probability of returning
to the relevant parts of the geometry is negligible, e.g. the parts of the geometry far from the
tallies, behind thick shields or in the direction where there is no scattering medium and thus
the particles can not scatter back toward the relevant parts of the system (Figure 2.1). The
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understanding of the problem can lead to further decrease of the required CPU time by termi-
nation of the particles according to their energy, statistical weight, and/or lifetime. However,
there are limitations to these methods in terms of the simulation speed-ups. The methods
are diﬃcult to use eﬀectively in complex systems with a wide range of tallies located in a
range of locations.
Figure 2.1 An example of the geometry truncation. The red circle denotes the particle source
and green circle the tally cell. If done correctly, the full model (left) and truncated model
(right) produce indistinguishable tally values (within statistical uncertainty).
Typically truncation is used in combination with other techniques and is the most ef-
fective for problems where tallies of interest are in similar parts of the phase-space (similar
location and energy regions).
Nonanalog Monte Carlo
In order to signiﬁcantly increase the eﬃciency of the simulations, nonanalog methods need
to be used. These methods rely on the introduction of the statistical weight of the particle to
decouple the number of simulated particles in a part of the phase-space with their physical
probability of being there. The statistical weight,𝑤, relates the contribution of the nonanalog
Monte Carlo particle,𝑁𝑛, to a contribution of a physical particle,𝑁𝑝, as
𝑁𝑝 = 𝑤 ⋅ 𝑁𝑛. (2.36)
Once the number of the Monte Carlo particles and the number of the physical particles
are decoupled, it is possible to increase the relative number of particles simulated in relevant
regions of the phase-space by decreasing the number of particles simulated in other parts
without simultaneously changing the mean value of the result.
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The weight of the particle can be modiﬁed throughout its history to attract particles to
the relevant parts of the phase-space. The most common processes areRussian roulette and
particle splitting, which are a form of the population control methods.
Figure 2.2 A demonstration of the particle splitting and Russian roulette based on the statis-
tical weight of the particle.
The understanding of the neutron transport properties and ”steering” of Monte Carlo
particles toward the relevant regions of the phase-space can be built in the geometric model
by varying the cell importances throughout the geometry. When particles cross from one
cell to another, their number and weight are modiﬁed according to the diﬀerences in the
importances of the two cells through Russian roulette and particle splitting (Figure 2.2).
There are some limitations to the splitting, e.g. splitting is not performed in cells with no
materials and there is an upper limit to the number of particles that individual particles can
split into.
The weight windows are another widely-used technique of particle population control.
The technique is based on the idea of (approximately) preserving the number of particles
travelling from the source to the tally of interest while also keeping statistical weights of
particles within certain phase-space-dependent interval (weight window). This is achieved
by increasing the number of particles in the parts of the phase-space that are more likely
to contribute through particle splitting and decreasing their number in the parts that are less
likely to contribute to the tally through Russian roulette. In addition, particles are undergoing
splitting or Russian roulette to adjust their statistical weight to the interval deﬁned by the
weight window in the relevant part of the phase space (Figure 2.3).
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Implicit absorption is a method where particles are not killed after undergoing absorp-
tion. In each collision the weight of the particle is decreased by the probability of absorption;
however, the particles are never killed by the absorption event.
Forced collision is a method that increases the probability of simulating the collision
events in the cells. It forces the particles to undergo a collision event each time they pass
through the cell. This is useful in simulationswherewe are interested in products of relatively
low probability events, e.g. in a simulation of the neutron source resulting from a fusion
reaction between an ion from the ion beam and particle in the cell [23].
Generation of variance reduction parameters
There are various approaches to generating the variance reduction parameters for the tech-
niques described above.
Consistent adjoint driven sampling method (CADIS) [24] and forward-weighted CADIS
method (FW-CADIS) [25] are the twomethods that provide a prescription for the generation
of the weight windows and source biasing parameters based on the adjoint or a combination
of adjoint and direct neutron ﬂux respectively. This indicates that the variance reduction pa-
rameters can be generated once the transport properties of the problem are known. However,
experience in the production of the variance reduction parameters has shown that, in order to
generate eﬀective variance reduction parameters, the solution does not need to be accurate
in absolute terms. An approximate solution, where the local gradients of the particle ﬂux
correspond with the problem, is generally enough to eﬀectively decrease the computational
time. Approximate, computationally inexpensive solutions, e.g. deterministic solutions in
simpliﬁed geometries, can thus be eﬀectively used to produce eﬀective variance reduction
parameters.
For the work presented in this thesis, CADIS and FW-CADIS are relevant due to their
use in the variance reduction code ADVANTG [17]. In CADIS the adjoint ﬂux, Φ+(𝑟),
calculated for the quantity of interest, 𝑅, is used to produce the appropriate weights, 𝑤(𝑟),
for each point of space deﬁned by its location 𝑟, as
𝑤(𝑟) = 𝑅Φ+(𝑟) . (2.37)
This can work well for problems with a single tally of interest or multiple tallies with com-
parable responses 𝑅𝑖 or locations close together. In such cases the response is treated as
𝑅 =∑
𝑖
𝑅𝑖, (2.38)
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and the appropriate adjoint ﬂux. However, such treatment does not work well with tallies
signiﬁcantly apart both in space and in terms of their response, e.g. for global calculations
where the tally of interest is the ﬂux over the whole geometry. For such cases FW-CADIS
was developed. It uses forward ﬂux, or any kind of quantities of interest 𝑅𝑖, as a weighting
function for the adjoint source, 𝑆+, to take into account diﬀerences in expected responses.
This is performed as
𝑆+ =∑
𝑖
𝜎𝑑,𝑖
𝑅𝑖
(2.39)
for response functions 𝜎𝑑,𝑖 of tallies with responses 𝑅𝑖. The adjoint source modiﬁed in such
a way results in the expected response of the tallies deﬁned by a sum of equal terms
𝑅 = ⟨𝑆+, Φ ⟩ = 1 + 1 +⋯ + 1. (2.40)
Using such response,𝑅, CADIS method can be used and relatively uniform uncertainty over
all the tallies of interest can be achieved.
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2.4.1 Tokamak plasma
Tokamak plasma is a complex source of neutrons and a rigorous, both temporally and spa-
tially dependent, description of its neutron emission properties is a complex problem beyond
the scope of this work.
Generally, for known D ion density distribution 𝑛𝐷(𝑟) in units of 𝑐𝑚−3, T ion density
distribution 𝑛𝑇 (𝑟) in units of 𝑐𝑚−3, and ion temperature distribution 𝑇𝑖(𝑟), the density of the
plasma neutron source (in units 𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑐𝑚3⋅𝑠 ) can be described as
𝑆(𝑟) = 𝑛𝐷𝑛𝑇 𝜎𝑣𝐷𝑇 , (2.41)
where the temperature dependence of the 𝜎𝑣𝐷𝑇 (𝑇𝑖) (in units 𝑐𝑚3𝑠−1) is a known function
of the ion temperature dependent energy distribution of ions in plasma and the DT reaction
cross-section [26]. 𝜎𝑣𝐷𝑇 is deﬁned as the average of the fusion cross-section multiplied
by the relative velocities of D and T ions over the apropriate velocity distribution of ions.
However, the temperature and density distributions are diﬀerent for diﬀerent plasma dis-
charges and are changing over the duration of the pulse. Approximations are often made
to reduce its complexity to a neutron source described with a small number of parameters
that describe an ”average plasma neutron source”. This kind of neutron source is typically
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toroidally symmetric and time independent, and can be used in neutronic calculations for a
range of plasma discharges that do not signiﬁcantly diﬀer from its plasma emission proper-
ties. Nonetheless, the sensitivities of the neutron yield detectors to the expected changes in
the neutron emission proﬁle must be low enough in order for the uncertainty of the neutron
yield measurement to stay within the reference uncertainty estimate (typically 10%).
2.4.2 Calibration neutron sources
To perform the in-situ calibration of a tokamak’s neutron detectors, a neutron source with
suitable characteristics must be used. The uncertainties of the neutron emission properties
of these sources must be suﬃciently low to keep the total uncertainty of the calibration low.
The main requirements for the neutron source to be considered a suitable calibration source
are:
• The energy of emitted neutrons is similar to that of the neutrons emitted from the
fusion plasma.
• Neutron source intensity and spectrum are known with suﬃcient accuracy.
• The anisotropy of the neutron emission is well understood and quantiﬁed. The repro-
duction with neutron transport codes is adequate.
• Time dependency of neutron emission is understood (for decay sources) or monitoring
detectors are added (for active sources) to compensate for possible variations.
• Neutron emission has to be suﬃciently high to ensure realistic measurement times for
the detectors of interest.
• The neutron source typically needs to be portable to be used in the calibration proce-
dure, i.e. in diﬀerent positions inside the reactor.
Portability requirements depend on the method of the neutron source delivery in the
reactor and the intensity requirement on the sensitivity of the neutron detectors. The need
for the transfer of the source to the facility can impose restrictions on the intensity of the
decay source.
The neutron sources typically used in calibrations of neutron detectors of fusion reactors
are presented in Table 2.1, and their neutron spectra in Figure 2.5. Multiple calibration
neutron sources with diﬀerent neutron emission properties can also be used to experimentally
test the sensitivity of the detector responses to the diﬀerences in neutron emission properties
(e.g. in the energy of emitted neutrons).
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Table 2.1 Neutron sources typically used for the calibration of the neutron yield detectors in
fusion reactors.
Calibration source Undesirable properties
252Cf diﬀerent spectrum ( ̄𝐸 ≈ 2MeV)
AmBe diﬀerent spectrum ( ̄𝐸 ≈ 4MeV)
DD or DT neutron generator
angular anisotropy
instability
low intensity (DD generators)
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Figure 2.5 Normalised neutron emission spectra of typical calibration neutron sources. 252Cf
spectrum is based on the IRDF-2002 [27], AmBe on the source deﬁnition from [28] which
is based on the ISO 8529, while DD and DT neutron generator spectra were calculated using
the ENEA-JSI source subroutine further described in Section 4.3.1.
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2.4.3 Decay sources
Typical nuclear-decay-based neutron sources are based on spontaneous ﬁssion of transuranic
nuclei (e.g. 252Cf) or on (𝛼, n) reaction on low-Z nuclei (e.g. in AmBe sources). In the latter
sources the 𝛼 emitter is packed into the low-Z elemental matrix and the emitted 𝛼 particles
produce neutrons through interaction with the surrounding material.
The neutron sources based on the decay of nuclei are often used as calibration sources
due to their compactness, predictable behaviour with regards to time dependence, and the
isotropy of their neutron emission. Their downsides are mostly related to diﬀerences in the
spectrum of emitted neutrons compared to DD or DT plasma neutron sources. Additionally,
there are some complications related to the handling of these sources. Decay sources cannot
be turned oﬀ. This necessitates their handling with specialised tools and radiation shields
which makes the use of very intense sources diﬃcult.
Time dependence
Due to the predictable nature of nuclear decay, time dependence of the decay-based neu-
tron sources is well known. To determine the neutron emission rate from such sources at
any given time, 𝑡0 + Δ𝑡, an absolute measurement of the neutron emission, 𝐴(𝑡0), informa-
tion about when the measurement was performed, 𝑡0, and the decay constant or half life
(Table 2.2) values, 𝜏 or 𝑡1/2, are needed (Equation 2.42).
𝐴(𝑡0 + Δ𝑡) = 𝐴(𝑡0) ⋅ 𝑒−
Δ𝑡
𝜏 = 𝐴(𝑡0) ⋅ 2
− Δ𝑡𝑡1/2 (2.42)
This predictable behaviour of the neutron emission characteristics is beneﬁcial in use as a
calibration source. The neutron emission at any time during the calibration experiments can
be determined without constant monitoring of the intensity of the source which simpliﬁes
the experimental set-up and the analysis of results. Often the neutron source intensity vari-
ation during the calibration experiment can be neglected. A typical calibration procedure is
performed in two weeks in which time the neutron emission of the 252Cf and 241Am neutron
sources are decreased for approximately 1% and 0.006% respectively.
Source anisotropy
Due to the nature of nuclear decay, i.e. it has no preferential direction, the neutron emission
from decay-based sources is isotropic. However, the shape and the packaging of the source
is usually cylindrically symmetric, which introduces some asymmetry. Additional asym-
metry can be introduced by means of positioning the neutron source in positions inside the
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Table 2.2 The decay properties of nuclei used in relevant neutron sources [29]. The relative
probabilities for 𝛼-decay and spontaneous ﬁssion (SF) are shown.
Nuclei Decay time (years) Half-life (years) Decay mode𝛼 (%) SF (%)
252Cf 3.82 2.645 96.908 3.092
241Am 624.1 432.6 100 3.6 × 10−10
tokamaks [30]; however, these eﬀects can be minimised by the choice of the materials and
the design of the object containing the source.
In the past, 252Cf neutron source was put in positions inside JET [31] and TFTR [32] by
moving it through a polyethylene tube laid around the reactor. Absorption, scattering, and
other interaction between the emitted neutrons and the source delivery system were kept as
low as possible by keeping masses of these tubes and their support structure low and by the
choice of materials used.
However, changes in the reactor’s construction prevented the use of the same method of
source delivery during the 2013 calibration of neutron detectors at JET. Instead, the remote
handling system, a system designed to perform maintenance inside the reactor, was used to
position the neutron source in desired positions. This method of delivery led to a signiﬁ-
cantly higher perturbation of the detector responses of up to 15% (described in more detail
in Chapter 5).
2.4.4 Neutron generators
Compared to decay sources, neutron generators introduce some signiﬁcant complications
both due to the anisotropy in their neutron production and due to possible time dependence
of their neutron emission. These complications arise from the method of neutron generation,
meaning that all neutron generators are aﬀected. Characterisation of the source, introduction
of monitoring detectors, and simulations using validated models can mitigate these eﬀects.
In typical neutron generators, neutrons are produced through DT, DD or TT fusion re-
actions achieved by ions accelerated to energies typically between 50 keV and 300 keV im-
pinging on the target (Figure 2.6). The acceleration is necessary in order to overcome the
repelling Coulomb force between the two nuclei and by that to increase the probability for
the fusion reactions. The ion beam usually contains D+ ions, T+ ions, ionised molecules of
these two hydrogen isotopes or a combination of all three. The target is a part of the genera-
tor where a signiﬁcant amount of D, T or a mixture of both is located and is being impinged
by the beam. It can be either solid or in some other form, e.g. gaseous targets can be used
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Figure 2.6 A sketch describing the principle of operation of an accelerator-based neutron
generator.
for longer lifetime at the expense of having a larger, less localized neutron emission region.
In designs with a solid target, it is made of a material into which a signiﬁcant amount of the
hydrogen atoms can be implanted. Ti, Sc or Zr are suitable for use as target materials since
they can form stable metal hydrides with up to two hydrogen atoms per atom of the metal.
There are multiple approaches to designing the neutron generators and the choice de-
pends on the requirements that the source must meet. However, DD neutron generators are
in most cases not used as calibration neutron sources in tokamaks due to two orders of mag-
nitude lower cross-sections of the DD reaction compared to the DT reaction at practical ion
energies, and are in calibration experiments typically substituted by the 252Cf spontaneous
ﬁssion neutron sources. The large size of the DD neutron generator with a suﬃciently high
intensity would lead to a neutron spectrum with a signiﬁcant part of neutrons leaving the
generator at energies below the DD peak, which would somewhat negate the advantages of
the use of a neutron generator instead of the 252Cf neutron source. In addition, the in-vessel
deployment procedure sets the limit on the size and mass of the neutron source. The use of
the neutron generator with a lower intensity, on the other hand, would mean signiﬁcantly
longer counting times or lower statistical quality of the results.
For detector positions outside the tokamak (e.g. ﬁssion chambers at JET), the typical
diﬀerences in detector responses caused by the diﬀerences in neutron emission spectra from
DD and 252Cf neutron sources are 10% [33, 32]. This is the same order of magnitude as the
total uncertainty of the calibration factors of these detectors which means that a correction
based on computationally determined factors is necessary.
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Compact neutron generators
Typical designs of the compact neutron generators suitable for use in tokamak calibration
experiments are based on an ion accelerator and a solid target. The targets are typically
cooled passively to achieve a small size of the generator and to keep the design as simple
as possible. This limits the amount of heating power that can be applied to the target by
the ion current. Due to its highest reaction cross-section of all fusion reactions, compact
neutron generators are often based on the DT fusion reaction as larger cross-section leads
to lower cooling requirements per produced neutron. ”Mixed beams”, beams where both
D and T are present, can be used in combination with targets also containing both D and
T to increase the lifetime of the sealed-tube compact DT neutron generators [34, 35]. An
additional complication in such neutron generators is the presence of both ions and ionised
molecules in the beam due to the lack of the beam analysing magnet. This leads to fusion
reactions at diﬀerent energies of nuclei (more in Section 4.3.2), which can be seen in their
neutron spectra, and to lower neutron yield per ion due to lower energies of nuclei. Typical
sealed-tube compact accelerator-based neutron generators use Penning ion source, where the
majority of produced ions are ionised diatomic molecules, and accelerating voltages are up
to 110 keV [35].
Another possible complication with the use of compact neutron generators as calibration
sources is that they do not necessary include integrated neutron yield detectors. As the
neutron emission can be time-dependent, the external monitoring detectors can be added.
For the case of the neutron generator used in DT calibration of neutron detectors at JET, two
diamond detectors and a set of activation foils were used [36].
Source anisotropy
As described in Section 2.1, the production of DT or DD neutrons in the accelerator-driven
system leads to anisotropy in the neutron emission in the laboratory frame of reference. The
anisotropy is present both in terms of the intensity of the neutron emission and in terms of
the energy of emitted neutrons (demonstrated in Section 4.3).
However, experience shows that the geometry necessary for the neutron generation intro-
duces additional signiﬁcant anisotropy to the source. This is due to the requirements for high
voltage, which is necessary for particle acceleration. High energies of particles impinging
on the target lead to the need for heat dissipation and thus introduction of signiﬁcant amount
of materials such as copper in passive and water in typical active cooling solutions.
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2.5 Detection of neutrons
Detectors based on diﬀerent physical processes can be used for the detection of neutrons.
Some methods of neutron detection provide a response based on the number of neutrons
only while other methods also provide information about their energy. As the neutron radia-
tion is often accompanied by the gamma radiation, discrimination between the two types of
particles or insensitivity of neutron detectors to gamma radiation is often required.
2.5.1 Neuron yield detectors
Due to reliability requirements, the detectors based on robust methods are often used as the
main neutron yield detectors in fusion devices. In most cases these detectors only provide
the information about the neutron ﬂux at that location but when calibrated they can provide
information about the neutron yield of the neutron source. Use of multiple detectors based
on diﬀerent reactions or encased in shielding or moderating material of varying thickness
can provide some insight about the neutron spectrum as well.
At JET, ﬁssion chambers and an activation system are the two major neutron yield de-
tector systems. When calibrated, the three pairs of 235U and 238U ﬁssion chambers provide
time-dependent neutron yield measurements and the activation system provides an infor-
mation about the number of neutrons produced in a plasma discharge, i.e. time-integrated
neutron yield. In the activation system, foils of diﬀerent materials can be irradiated in the
irradiation channel positioned very close to plasma. These systems are further described in
Section 3.1.1.
Activation measurements
The activation of the material with well-known nuclear characteristics are used to measure
the neutron ﬂux or to provide information about the neutron spectrum when materials (typ-
ically in the form of foils) with diﬀerent threshold energies are activated. The selection of a
suitable reaction is crucial to ensure reasonable absolute accuracies of measurements. In the
ideal case the material used in irradiation foils would be monoisotopic with a suitably high
threshold energy, suﬃciently large cross-section with low uncertainties in available data,
and with daughter nuclide with energetic 𝛾 with a suitable half-life (e.g. for JET somewhere
between minutes and an hour). As there is no ideal reaction, the most suitable reactions and
sizes of samples are selected based on the expected irradiation scenario [21, 37].
In fusion applications, reactions with relatively high threshold energies (above 1 MeV)
are often used in order to decrease the importance of neutrons that have undergone many
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scattering reactions. This is done to decrease the sensitivity of a neutron yield measurement
to the changes in the reactor’s geometry. Typical reactions used for neutron yield measure-
ments are shown in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3 Some examples of reactions relevant for neutron yield measurements in fusion
reactors. Reactions on 238U and 14N are added to demonstrate that detection methods other
than 𝛾 spectroscopy can be used.
Reaction Measurement method Used in
115In (n, n’) 𝛾 spectroscopy DD
93Nb (n, 2n) 𝛾 spectroscopy DT
27Al (n, p) 𝛾 spectroscopy DT
27Al (n, 𝛼) 𝛾 spectroscopy DT
56Fe (n, p) 𝛾 spectroscopy DT
238U (n, f) delayed neutron measurement past DD
14N (n, p)14C mass spectroscopy proposed in [38]
JET’s neutron activation system (KN2) is an example of the activation measurements
being used for the determination of the amount of neutrons that interact by the activation
sample.
Fission chambers
Fission chambers are one of the standard time-dependent neutron detectors due to their reli-
ability, scalability, and low sensitivity to gammas. These properties stem from their design
based on the relatively simple ionisation chambers with an added layer of ﬁssionable ma-
terial to signiﬁcantly increase their sensitivity to neutrons relative to gammas. The choice
of the active material and the size of the detector determines the energy region where the
detector is sensitive and the magnitude of the signal from these detectors.
Fission chambers can be divided into two groups based on the selection of the detection
material. Detectors based on ﬁssile materials, e.g. 235U and 239Pu, are most sensitive to
low energy neutrons while detectors based on ﬁssionable materials, e.g. 238U and 240Pu,
only respond to neutrons with the energy above the threshold energy of the reaction. Addi-
tionally, due to diﬀerences in cross-sections, the response of the latter detectors is orders of
magnitude lower compared to the sensitivity of the former detectors of the same size. Both
high sensitivity to low energy neutrons of one type and low overall sensitivity of the other
type of ﬁssion chambers can be problematic. However, suitable detector response properties
can be achieved by choosing the appropriate size of the ﬁssion chamber, and, if needed, by
adding neutron shields and/or moderators, e.g. at JET ﬁssion chamber pairs consist of one
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235U detector and one 238U detector. The former is covered with 4.5 cm of lead, 5 cm of
polyethylene, and 1mm of Cd resulting in a relatively ﬂat response function for energies be-
tween 1 eV and 15MeV, while the latter is covered with 0.25mm of Cd and 9.5 cm of lead
to additionally decrease the sensitivity to 𝛾 rays.
2.5.2 Proposed standard in-vessel calibration procedure
It was recognized that a standardised calibration procedure for neutron yield detectors would
be beneﬁcial. In August 1989, a workshop on the topic was held at the Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory (PPPL). Based on the experience from past calibrations, a standardised
method of the calibration of neutron yield detectors was proposed. The main idea behind
the proposal was to ensure better comparability of results produced by diﬀerent tokamaks;
however, the standardised method would most likely also lead to the decrease of the un-
certainties of the detector calibrations due to the use of well-known methods where typical
uncertainties are known and their origin understood.
The following description of the method is based on the paper summarizing the conclu-
sions of the workshop [33].
Proposed calibration procedure
The proposed procedure focused on the calibration to DD neutrons as only JET and TFTR
were capable of DT operation. Lessons learned from the standardised DD calibration are
also applicable to DT calibration; however, standardisation of the DT neutron source would
be more diﬃcult.
For the in-situ calibration, 252Cf was selected for the role of a calibration source. To
decrease the discrepancies in the source intensities used in diﬀerent machines, the inten-
sity would be determined by a measurement using an absolutely calibrated transfer detector
positioned in a prescribed position. The use of a shared transfer detector, that would be
transferred between the laboratories, was found to be more practical than transporting the
shared neutron source.
During the calibration process another detector, temporary detector, should be positioned
in a prescribed position in front of the reactor’s equatorial port. The standard position of
the temporary detector was selected to be on the horizontal midplane close to the vacuum
vessel, separated from the plasma by a thin stainless-steel window of thickness less than
5mm. The in-vessel measurements should be performed for neutron source positions on the
magnetic axis. The eﬀect of the scattering in the neutron source holder used for the in-vessel
positioning of the source should be less than 2%.
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The proposed steps of the standard calibration procedure are thus:
1. 252Cf neutron source intensity is determined using the transfer detector.
2. The temporary detector is calibrated using 252Cf source in prescribed positions (ring
scan). To assess the eﬀects of the neutron energy on detector response, the measure-
ments are performed using the bare neutron source and the neutron source covered by
3.5 cm thick polyethylene sphere.
3. The temporary detector is used to cross-calibrate the reactor’s epithermal detectors
during an ohmic plasma.
4. The diﬀerence in detector responses to 252Cf and DD neutron source are assessed
through simulations.
Uncertainty estimates
The sources of uncertainties and their magnitudes were assessed. Based on the assessed
magnitudes (Table 2.4) it seems possible to limit the total uncertainty of the calibration to
10% (target uncertainty for JET and ITER), provided the modelling and simulations, which
transfer from the calibration source to the plasma source, are suﬃciently accurate.
Table 2.4 Sources of uncertainties for in-vessel calibration using the standard calibration
method. The magnitudes are as quoted in [33].
Source of error/uncertainty Typical magnitude
Source intensity 2%
Transfer from 252Cf to DD spectrum <10%
Scattering from source holder 3%
Toroidal integral 1%
Plasma shape and position 5%
Cross-calibration 2%
Stability of detector system and electronics 2%
Counting statistics 2%
Detector dead time correction 5%
Total 13 %
Use of the standardised approach
Even though the attendants of the 1989 workshop at PPPL agreed on the standardised ap-
proach to the calibration of tokamaks, there is no evidence in the literature that the exact
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procedure was actually used in subsequent calibrations of any of the large or mid-sized toka-
maks. However, the report and the suggested procedure give insight into the calibration
procedure and can be seen as a basis for any calibration of large fusion machines. Indeed
many of the calibration procedures performed or planned after this workshop took the sug-
gested approach into consideration or were based on it (some examples are in [39–41]).
Comments of the standardised approach based on the experience from the most recent
calibration of JET’s neutron yield detectors:
• The requirement for neutron scattering in the source holder, which is in eﬀect a source
delivery system, to be below 2% is too strict for the delivery of the neutron source via
the remote handling system as used in JET and planned for ITER. The eﬀect greatly
depends on the location of the neutron detectors but can signiﬁcantly exceed the pro-
posed upper limit of 2%.
• The assessed upper limit of 10% uncertainty due to the diﬀerence in the neutron spec-
trum between the calibration source and the plasma source seems high. Current com-
putational capabilities and models used should reduce this uncertainty.
• The reference position for the transfer detector, the position right behind the thin plate
covering a window into the vacuum vessel, will most likely be impractical in the future
machines such as ITER and DEMO. Due to large fusion powers (500MW), thick
shields will be needed everywhere and such a detector would need to be part of the
reactor’s diagnostics system.
• The calibration source typically used in DT calibrations, a portable DT neutron gen-
erator, would be diﬃcult to standardise due to anisotropies introduced by the acceler-
ation voltage and generator’s geometry. The transport of the same source and use in
multiple calibration experiments is not feasible due to the relatively short operational
lifetime of compact generators. The most practical way would be to standardise the
neutron generator type/model, characterisation procedure, and monitoring detectors.
Chapter 3
JET tokamak and models used
3.1 JET tokamak
The Joint European Torus, or JET, is the largest tokamak built and operated so far, and
is currently the only tokamak capable of operation using tritium. Some of JET’s relevant
parameters are presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Relevant JET reactor parameters [5, 42].
Parameter Value
Plasma major radius 2.96m
Plasma minor radius 2.10m (vertical)
1.25m (horizontal)
Toroidal magnetic ﬁeld (on plasma axis) 3.45T
Additional heating power >50MW
Total electric power requirements ≈ 500MW
JET started its operation in June 1983 as a collaboration within the European Commu-
nity and has been upgraded signiﬁcantly throughout its operational life (Figure 3.1). Design
decisions made at the time of construction allowed signiﬁcant upgrades including the instal-
lation of the divertor at the bottom of the plasma chamber, upgrades to the heating systems,
and the use of diﬀerent ﬁrst wall conﬁgurations.
JET, TFTR (USA), and JT60 (Japan), all similarly sized tokamaks which began their
operation between 1982 and 1985, were a signiﬁcant leap forward in terms of both size and
capabilities. For example, the volume of the plasma in prior tokamaks was up to 1m3, while
the volume of JET plasma, the largest of these three large machines, is 100m3 [2]. The large
size of these machines allowed signiﬁcant increases in performance, and the machines were
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a substantial step toward the fusion power reactors, e.g. the linear physical dimensions of
JET are for a factor of 2 to 3 smaller than the current power plant designs [42], its high-
est achieved fusion power was 16MW, about two orders of magnitude below the planed
output of proposed conceptual designs [43], and the highest achieved Q factor (deﬁned in
Equation 1.12) was 0.65.
Figure 3.1 JET’s interior in 1983 (left) and 2011 (right) [5].
3.1.1 Neutron yield detectors
JET is equipped with a wide range of detectors (Figure 3.2) including multiple neutron detec-
tor systems. Three pairs of 235U and 238U ﬁssion chambers positioned outside the vacuum
vessel next to the transformer limbs (Figure 3.3) are used as the main time-dependent neutron
yield monitors. As each of these ﬁssion chambers contain approximately 0.57 g of U [44],
235U ﬁssion chambers are signiﬁcantly more sensitive compared to 238U ﬁssion chambers
due to the signiﬁcantly higher cross-section for 235U (n, f) compared to 238U (n, f). The work
in this thesis focuses on 235U ﬁssion chambers, which are sensitive enough to be calibrated
via in-situ calibration using calibration neutron sources with practical intensities. Sources
with intensities of approximately 2 × 108 n/s were used in the latest calibrations.
The 235U ﬁssion chambers were designed to have a relatively constant response to neu-
trons with energies between 1MeV and 15MeV, and a cut-oﬀ of low energy neutrons (shown
in Section 3.4.1). The use of two diﬀerent ﬁssion chambers, and the ability to use both in
pulse and current modes enable the neutron yield measurements over 10 orders of magni-
tude [44]. The redundancy of the detectors, i.e. 3 detector locations denoted D1, D2 and
D3 (Figure 3.3), and the distance between them help localize the eﬀects of minor changes
in the reactor’s geometry. This way the detectors aﬀected by minor changes can be cross-
calibrated to unaﬀected ﬁssion chambers in subsequent plasma campaigns, and the overall
calibration of the system is maintained.
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(a) A pair of ﬁssion chambers.
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(b) Locations of neutron yield detectors.
Figure 3.3 A pair of JET’s ﬁssion chambers (height 80 cm and radius 30 cm) with a (red)
transformer limb in the background (a) and the positions of JET’s main neutron yield detec-
tors (ﬁssion chambers D1, D2 and D3, and the irradiation end of the activation system) with
respect to the JET octants (b).
Frequent upgrades of the machine, and thus changes in the reactor’s structure, led to
frequent recalibrations of its ﬁssion chambers. To decrease the need for the time consuming
in-situ calibrations, the activation system positioned close to the plasma was introduced and
cross-calibrated to the absolutely calibrated ﬁssion chambers. Once absolutely calibrated,
the activation system was used as a reference detector for cross-calibration of the ﬁssion
chambers after the updates of the reactor’s structure. This was possible due to the relative
insensitivity of the activation system to the changes in the reactor’s external structure.
3.2 Models of JET
3.2.1 Tools used in neutronic simulations
The Monte Carlo simulations presented in this work were performed using diﬀerent varia-
tions of the MCNP/MCNPX code [18, 45–47], a standard code for neutronic simulations.
The nuclear data libraries used in the calculations were to a large extent taken from Fusion
Evaluated Nuclear Data Library (FENDL), where FENDL-2.1 was used in simulations for
DD calibration and FENDL-3.1b [48] for DT calibrations. Some data not present in FENDL
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was taken from JEFF [49] and ENDF evaluations, e.g. fusion reaction cross sections used
were based on ENDF/B-VII.1 [4].
Most of the calculations were performed on the three clusters jointly owned by the Re-
actor Physics Department and Reactor Engineering Division of Jožef Stefan Institute, i.e.
Razor, Krn and Mangrt [50].
3.2.2 Models
Over the years several MCNP models of the JET tokamak were produced. Two models
prepared with signiﬁcantly diﬀerent purposes were used in the analyses presented in this
thesis. One of them is a simpliﬁed model of a JET-like machine, used when the goal was to
study major physical behaviour, while the other is a relatively detailed model of JET, used
when the goal was to produce results relevant for a speciﬁc JET conﬁguration or experiment.
Figure 3.4 A photograph of the JET tokamak hall [5].
Both models describe a fusion reactor with the JET’s characteristic 8-fold symmetry,
which includes 8 transformer limbs and 8 ports in the equatorial mid-plane. These relatively
large equatorial ports are the main pathways for neutrons from the reactor’s interior to the ﬁs-
sion chambers next to the transformer limbs. The simpliﬁedmodel features the perfect 8-fold
symmetry of the reactor, while the symmetry of the detailed model is broken by the limiters,
heating systems and other objects which are added to the basic symmetrical structure of the
tokamak, to better resemble the actual machine (Figures 3.1b and 3.4).
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The detailed model in its current conﬁguration is suitable for use in the simulations of
the reactor after the installation of the ITER-like wall in 2011. The simpliﬁed model, on the
other hand, was found to roughly correspond to the reactor conﬁguration at the beginning of
its operation [51], when many of the current components and systems were not yet installed.
Simpliﬁed model
The simpliﬁed model is based on JET’s dimensions and material composition. It is con-
structed entirely of simple surfaces, i.e. planes, cylinders, and spheres, leading to the verti-
cal cross-section of rectangular shape. However, component masses, material compositions,
and major dimensions, as well as surface to volume ratio were conserved as much as rea-
sonably achievable [51]. The horizontal and vertical cross-sections of the MCNP model are
shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 respectively.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.5 A horizontal cross-section of the simpliﬁedMCNPmodel of JET. The dimensions
are in cm and the colour denotes the material. Spheres near the transformer limbs (blue) can
be used for assessments of the response of ﬁssion chambers.
The simple model was used in various analyses where the objective was to test the gen-
eral neutronic behaviour of JET-like tokamaks [51, 52]. In such cases the asymmetries and
the JET-speciﬁc details would complicate the analysis and possibly decrease the level of
relevance for other machines.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.6 A vertical cross-section of the simpliﬁed MCNP model of JET. The dimensions
are in cm and the colour denotes the material.
Detailed model
The detailed model of JET is used for all simulations where it is important to use the model
as similar to the JET machine as possible (Figures 3.7 and 3.8). The model includes the
divertor, a detailed geometry of the irradiation end of the activation system (Figures 3.9 and
3.10), and a realistic shape of the equatorial ports.
However, there are still somemajor simpliﬁcations, e.g. many of the support systems and
detectors surrounding the reactor are approximated by a homogenised approximation called
”Scotch mist”1 (a layer of material around the reactor best visible in Figure 3.8), modelled
as a mixture of hydrogen (2wt%), carbon (12wt%), copper (50wt%), iron (32wt%), and
manganese (4wt%). The reason for these major simpliﬁcations is the lack of information
about many of the reactor components such as support structures, cables, and experimental
equipment, i.e. their material composition, geometry, and position in the reactor.
There are some extensions of this detailed model, which extend the model beyond the
walls of the torus hall. These models are used in neutron ﬁeld and dose rate analyses in those
regions [53]; however, these extensions were not used in the present analyses as they would
not meaningfully contribute to the results other than by increasing the CPU time require-
ments due to the added size and complexity of the MCNP model.
1This name was given by the experimentalists to describe the diﬃculties in determining the geometry and
composition of components around the reactor. The name is also a homage to Scottish origins of Bryan D.
Syme who was leading the JET neutronics team in the years before and during DD calibration.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.7 A horizontal cross-section of the detailed MCNP model of JET in two diﬀerent
scales. (a) and (b) show anisotropies inside and outside of the reactor. The locations of ﬁssion
chambers (D1, D2 and D3) are denoted in (a), and the tokamak hall walls surrounding the
reactor are visible in (b). The dimensions are in cm and the colour denotes the material.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.8 A vertical cross-section of the detailed MCNP model of JET in two diﬀerent
scales. Figure (a) shows the extent of the ”Scotch mist”, a homogenised approximation of
objects around the reactor, and (b) the vertical position of reactor relative to the walls. The
dimensions are in cm and the colour denotes the material.
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(a) An MCNP model of the irradiation end (b) The position of the irradiation end in JET
Figure 3.9 An MCNP model of the irradiation end (a) and its position in JET (b). In (a) the
dimensions are in cm, the colour denotes the material, and the irradiation foils are shown as
a stack of green cells.
Figure 3.10 A close-up of the JET’s irradiation end and mushroom-shaped limiters in a cut-
away CAD model of the machine. The position of the irradiation end is marked with a red
ellipsis.
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Remote handling system and operational shield
For the purpose of simulations performed in support of the calibration experiments, the
model of JET was extended to include the remote handling system (RHS) [54] and the op-
erational shield (OS). Due to their positions, these two systems can signiﬁcantly inﬂuence
neutrons during calibration experiments.
The remote handling system was designed for maintenance tasks inside JET. It consists
of an articulated Boom that can reach all parts of the reactor vessel, and theMascot, a dexter-
ous force-reﬂecting master-slave servo-manipulator used for precise work inside the reactor.
In the latest in-situ calibrations of neutron yield monitors at JET, the remote handling sys-
tem was used as a calibration source delivery system due to its ﬂexibility and suitability for
use in reactor conditions, e.g. in a radiation environment, potentially exposed to tritium,
and irradiated with neutrons from the calibration source. This system was modelled with a
Fortran program that produced MCNP transformation cards and source position coordinates
based on the system’s angles and movements from the system’s control software. Amodel of
this system (Figure 3.11) was put inside the detailed model of the reactor and all calibration
source positions were reproduced in simulations.
Figure 3.11 The MCNP model of the remote handling system. The colours do not denote
the material composition they are a result of the colouring system used by the MCNP Visual
Editor in 3D view.
During the calibration experiments using 252Cf as a calibration source, an operational
shield was required to be near the reactor to provide shielding from the source neutrons in
case of a remote handling system breakdown. It was designed as a polyethylene block at
the end of the second Boom, which is usually used to assist the Mascot by delivering tools
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and reactor parts to the required location in the reactor. Due to its position outside the vessel
(Figure 3.12) this second Boommodel was simpliﬁed to a block of appropriate material with
adjusted densities to preserve its mass. The operational shield was also modelled as a simple
block of appropriate material.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.12 The JET MCNP model for normal operation (a) and for calibration experiments
(b). The main diﬀerences between models are the presence of the horizontal neutron camera
(KN3) in (a), and the remote handling system (RHS) and operational shield (OS) in (b). The
dimensions are in cm and the colour denotes the material.
As seen in Figure 3.12, there is another diﬀerence between the reactor conﬁguration for
normal operation (a) and during a DD calibration experiment (b), namely in order to make
the port accessible with the operational shield, the neutron camera (KN3) had to be removed
from that port.
3.3 Models of neutron sources
3.3.1 Calibration neutron sources
To perform accurate simulations in support of the calibration, the calibration neutron sources
were modelled in as much detail as possible. Both 252Cf spontaneous ﬁssion source used in
DD and the compact neutron generator used in DT calibration are further discussed in Chap-
ter 4 as modelling of the neutron emission from the DT neutron generator was an important
part of the author’s work.
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3.3.2 Description of the plasma source
To describe the plasma as a source of neutrons, the source must be described both in terms
of its shape and its emission properties. The volume where the plasma is conﬁned represents
the region where the wast majority of the neutron emission is expected. The shape of this
surface depends on the conﬁguration of the magnetic ﬁeld in the machine.
Two approaches were used to describe the plasma neutron source in our analyses. The
ﬁrst approach is based on the neutron emission properties obtained through the simulation of
the plasma and is written in the form of a standard MCNP source deﬁnition card (SDEF) de-
scribing the neutron emission probability proﬁle. The second method is a parametric plasma
neutron source which introduces the approximations of the plasma emission proﬁle to the
MCNP through the added source subroutine where plasma is described using a small number
of parameters. This makes the variation of the parameters describing the shape and proﬁle
of the emission relatively straightforward.
There are some diﬀerences in the neutron emission properties of the two plasma source
descriptions. For example, the neutron emission proﬁles are diﬀerent as the two sources
describe two diﬀerent modes of operation and the sources use diﬀerent values for the ion
temperature.
Source deﬁnition card based neutron source
Due to its use in the process of the calibration of neutron yield detectors of the tokamak JET,
the source description prepared by Sean Conroy (Uppsala University, Sweden) was used in
the calculations directly related to this calibration. The description of the source is based on
the TRANSP [55] simulations of the tokamak plasma and is prepared in a format suitable
for use in MCNP calculations, in the form of a source deﬁnition card (SDEF), where the
source emission probability is varied throughout the vertical cross-section of the tokamak.
The spectrum of emitted neutrons is constant throughout the whole volume of the plasma
and is modelled as a DD or DT fusion spectrum built in the MCNP [18] which uses Gaussian
distribution with a mean energy of 2.45MeV or 14.1MeV for DD and DT neutrons respec-
tively. The default ion temperature determining the width of the Gaussian was 10 keV. The
Gaussian neutron source distribution is deﬁned in MCNP [18] with a probability function 𝑝
as a function of energy 𝐸 expressed in MeV as
𝑝(𝐸) = 𝐶 ⋅ 𝑒−
𝐸−𝐸0
𝑇 (3.1)
for the normalization constant𝐶 , average energy𝐸0 inMeV, and thewidth of the distribution
deﬁned by the ion temperature 𝑇 in MeV.
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The parametric plasma neutron source
The second neutron source description used in the calculations was a parametric neutron
source. This source has been used in various analyses in the ﬁeld [56] and is described in
[57], which was used as a basis for the description below. The description of the neutron
source is added to MCNP in the form of a source subroutine which adds an additional way
of deﬁning the neutron source. To use this neutron source, the user has to deﬁne the special
source description cards in the input ﬁle. These cards deﬁne the parameters describing the
plasma neutron source (Table 3.2) in terms of the shape of the plasma, its neutron emission
proﬁle, and the energy of emitted neutrons.
Table 3.2 Parameters describing the parametric plasma neutron source and their reference
values used in our analyses. The values are based on the values used in previous analyses.
Symbol Meaning Reference value Equation
𝑇 Ion temperature [keV] 20 Equation 3.5
𝑅0 Major radius of LCMS [cm] 290 Equation 3.2
𝐴 Minor radius of LCMS [cm] 80 Equation 3.2
𝐸𝑙 Vertical elongation or ellipticity 1.6 Equation 3.3
𝛿 Triangularity 0.2025 Equation 3.2
𝑒𝑠ℎ Plasma shift/Shafranov factor 0.2 Equation 3.2
𝛾𝑃 Plasma peaking factor 7.0 Equation 3.4
Due to the toroidal symmetry of the source, its magnetic surfaces can be described in the
(𝑅, 𝛼,𝑍) coordinate system (Figure 3.13). 𝑅0 deﬁnes the radial distance of themagnetic axis
from the tokamak’s axis of symmetry. The shortest horizontal distance from the magnetic
axis to any magnetic surface is 𝑎, with 𝑎 = 𝐴 describing the last closed magnetic surface
or LCMS. The vertical elongation factor, 𝐸𝑙, is deﬁned as the ratio between the minor radii
in the vertical and horizontal direction, while the triangularity, 𝛿, further deﬁnes the shape
of the vertical cross-section of the plasma. Additionally, Shafranov factor, 𝑒𝑠ℎ, controls
the radial displacement of the magnetic surfaces, where the innermost surface is shifted the
furthest outward.
𝑅 and 𝑍 of the magnetic surfaces in (𝑅, 𝛼,𝑍) coordinate system are deﬁned as
𝑅 = 𝑅0 + 𝑎 ⋅ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝛼 + 𝛿 ⋅ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼) + 𝑒𝑠ℎ ⋅ [1 − (
𝑎
𝐴)
2
] (3.2)
𝑍 = 𝐸𝑙 ⋅ 𝑎 ⋅ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼. (3.3)
The spatial distribution of the neutron source density is deﬁned by the peaking factor 𝛾𝑃 as
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𝑆 (𝑎) ∝ [1 − (
𝑎
𝐴)
2
]
𝛾𝑃
. (3.4)
Similarly, the temperature proﬁle can be described using the temperature peaking factor 𝛼𝑇
as
𝑇𝑖 = 𝑇𝑖0 [1 − (
𝑎
𝐴)
2
]
𝛼𝑇
(3.5)
and ion density proﬁle using the ion density peaking factor 𝛼𝑛 as
𝑛𝑖 = 𝑛𝑖0 [1 − (
𝑎
𝐴)
2
]
𝛼𝑛
. (3.6)
For 𝛾𝑇 , the factor describing the scaling of the reactivity with temperature, i.e. 𝜎𝑣𝐷𝑇 (𝑇𝑖) ∝
𝑇 𝛾𝑇𝑖 , the peaking factor is deﬁned as
𝛾𝑃 = 𝛾𝑇 𝛼𝑇 + 2𝛼𝑛. (3.7)
Figure 3.13 The deﬁnition of magnetic surfaces of a parametric neutron source as described
in [56].
3.4 Models of detectors
3.4.1 Fission chambers
In both models, ﬁssion chambers are simulated as empty cells (Figures 3.5 and 3.7) and their
response is determined through the use of the energy-dependent response function (Fig-
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Figure 3.14 The response function of the JET ﬁssion chambers based on 235U.
ure 3.14 and [31, 44]) multiplied by the neutron ﬂux spectrum in the detector cell. The
response function determines the probability for neutrons to produce a detector response,
i.e. a pulse in the detector, as a function of energy. This procedure was used to improve
the eﬃciency of the simulations and by that to reduce the CPU time required to perform the
simulations.
3.4.2 Activation system
Due to the need for determination of the absolute activity of the irradiation foils, the detailed
model of JET features detailed models of the irradiation end, including the sample foil con-
ﬁguration (Figure 3.9). The neutrons interacting with foils can signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the
neutron yield determination due to shielding and self-shielding, hence in calibration simu-
lations the foils need to be modelled for each of the foil conﬁguration separately instead of
the approximation using the response function as used in ﬁssion chamber calculations.
Activation reactions
Tominimize the eﬀect of the scattered neutrons, and by that decrease the uncertainties in both
calculated and measured values, reactions with threshold energies are used for neutron yield
measurements. Additionally, only reactions with well known cross-sections, i.e. dosimetry
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reactions, and resulting nuclei with half-life practical for detection are considered. Some of
the suitable reactions are given in Table 2.3
Part II
Work and results

Chapter 4
Simulation of neutron sources
4.1 Introduction
Due to the principle of operation and method of delivery into the reactor, the realistic cali-
bration neutron sources exhibit signiﬁcant anisotropy. A combination of measurements and
simulations is required to produce models where the neutron emission properties are reli-
ably close to the actual source and these validated models can thus be used in simulations in
support of the calibration process.
4.1.1 Motivation
The work on the accurate reproduction of the 252Cf neutron source and the neutron generator
for use as a calibration neutron source was performed in support of the latest two in-situ
calibrations of neutron detectors to DD and DT neutrons at JET. Due to relatively unknown
neutron emission characteristics of the compact neutron generator used as the calibration
source, signiﬁcant eﬀort was made to experimentally characterise the source and accurately
reproduce the neutron emission properties through simulations. This was necessary in order
to keep the total uncertainty of the calibration within the target 10%. Once validated, the
model of the neutron generator was suitable for use in the calculations to support the 2017
in-situ DT calibration, which is still in progress. This work on the characterisation of the
neutron generator was based on the previous characterisation of the 252Cf neutron source
performed before the 2013 DD calibration. This characterisation was less demanding due to
simpler neutron emission properties of 252Cf neutron source but was conceptually similar.
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4.2 252Cf spontaneous ﬁssion source
The 252Cf neutron source used in the 2013 in-situ calibration of JET’s neutron detectors to
DD neutrons was one of the commercially available sources hired from the National Physical
Laboratory (NPL), UK. The material containing 252Cf was encapsulated into a stainless steel
capsule for easier handling [30]. NPL was also responsible for placing the source capsule
into a baton (Figure 4.1), which was used to further separate the neutron source from the JET
Remote Handling System [54] used for the positioning of the neutron source in the reactor.
The neutron source was modelled according to the best information available at the time
and the neutron emission spectrum of 252Cf used in the simulations was based on the IRDF-
2002 [27].
4.2.1 Source properties and geometry
252Cf emits neutrons due to spontaneous ﬁssion so it is an isotropic neutron source. However,
the encapsulation of the source into a cylindrical capsule and its positioning into a baton,
both were done for easier and safer handling, introduce some anisotropy to the source. To
determine the anisotropy of such a source and to validate the MCNP model, the source was
characterised by measuring the neutron emission intensity in diﬀerent directions around the
baton.
Figure 4.1 The 252Cf neutron source in the baton used during 2013 DD calibration at JET.
An additional complication of the calibration procedure was the perturbation of the neu-
tron ﬁeld caused by the Remote Handling System used for the delivery of the source inside
the reactor. Its eﬀects on the responses of various detectors were dependent on the position
of the neutron source and detector, and are further described in Chapter 5.
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4.3 DT neutron generator
The calibration of neutron yield detectors at JET to DT neutrons was performed using a
compact DT neutron generator. The neutron source had to be characterised prior to its use in
the calibration and the simulations were an important part of both the characterisation and
calibration process.
4.3.1 Simulation of the neutron source
The ﬁrst step in simulating the neutron emission from the neutron generator is a simulation
of the neutron production through fusion reactions in its target. Typically, accelerator-based
neutron generators using a solid target are used. Additionally, the part of the target where
neutrons are produced is typically small, in the order of cm, which means that the uncer-
tainties due to unknown source density distribution are low. However, ions impinging on
the target are slowing down throughout their path in the target and undergo fusion reac-
tions at diﬀerent energies. Due to the energy dependence of the DT reaction cross-section
and anisotropy of neutron emission in the laboratory system, it is necessary to simulate the
slowing down of ions and neutron production in order to produce relevant neutron emission
spectra. In fact, the typical acceleration energy for larger accelerator-based neutron gener-
ators is higher than the energy where the DT reaction has its maximum. This is done to
increase the neutron yield per kW of beam power through ions interacting with material in a
wider energy interval and longer path through the target [34]. The side eﬀect is a somewhat
higher angular anisotropy of emitted neutrons and their wider range of emission energies.
Codes
Diﬀerent codes capable of simulating DT reactions in a system with an accelerator and a
solid target were used. We tested their capabilities and compared results in a paper [58].
The codes used were the ENEA-JSI source subroutine [59], MCUNED [23], and DDT.
The ENEA-JSI source subroutine is a source subroutine added to the standard MCNP or
MCNPX code to add the capabilities for simulations of the DD, DT and TT fusion reactions
in the accelerator-based systems. The part of the code where hydrogen ion transport through
the target is simulated is based on the TRIM code (version from 1996), a part of SRIM [22],
a well tested software package widely used for the simulations of the ion transport in matter.
MCUNED is an extension of the standard MCNPX 2.70 code [47]. It uses the capability
of MCNPX to read the proton libraries and extends its functionality to other light ions. This
way the ion transport in MCUNED is based on the approach from MCNPX.
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DDT is a code developed by Sean Conroy from Uppsala University, Sweden. It uses
the ion transport simulation results from the TRIM simulation, part of the SRIM software
package, extracts the relevant data and uses it to produce DT spectra via the code based on
the DRESS code [14]. The result of the DDT code is a standard source deﬁnition card for
MCNP (SDEF) describing the DT neutron source.
Normalization of the results
When using diﬀerent codes to simulate the production of neutrons via fusion reactions, the
simulated particles are treated diﬀerently. This leads to a diﬀerent normalization of results
and a need to renormalise results before relevant comparisons can be made.
Ion transport in the ENEA-JSI source subroutine is performed within the MCNP simula-
tion through an additional part of the code, the source subroutine added to the MCNP. Once
the neutrons are produced through fusion reactions in this code, they are introduced into the
MCNP and are transported through the geometry as standard MCNP particles, which leads
to the normalization of results to per fusion reaction. For the DT reaction this results in
normalization per 1 source neutron, and for the DD per 0.5 source neutrons.
In MCUNED the source particles are ions deﬁned in a form of a standard source def-
inition card, i.e. SDEF card, where source particles are ions. These ions are transported
through the geometry and can produce neutrons via interaction with the material. Due to
the source ions being deﬁned through a standard MCNP source deﬁnition card, all results
are normalized per source ion. The ratio between the number of neutrons produced through
fusion reactions,𝑁𝑛, and the number of ions hitting the target,𝑁𝑖𝑜𝑛, is the neutron yield per
ion (𝑌𝑛) deﬁned as
𝑌𝑛 =
𝑁𝑛
𝑁𝑖𝑜𝑛
. (4.1)
Ion transport for DDT is performed outside MCNP and the description of neutrons pro-
duced through fusion reactions is exported by the DDT code in a form of a standard MCNP
source deﬁnition card (SDEF). This results in the normalization of results to per source neu-
tron.
A normalization procedure had to be developed to ensure that the same quantities are
compared when results are produced by diﬀerent codes. Because we were aware of several
other codes capable of DT neutron source simulations, it was decided that the procedure
should be as general as possible to make future comparisons with other codes possible. In
the normalization procedure all results of simulations, 𝑅𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 , are normalized as
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𝑅𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 =
𝑅𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚
, (4.2)
where the normalization constant,𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚, was set to be the number of neutrons emitted from
the target. The probability for the neutrons interacting with the target is low due to the low
thickness of the target, which means the normalization constant for the MCUNED is close
to the neutron yield, 𝑌𝑛, while the values for the ENEA-JSI source subroutine and DDT, on
the other hand, are close to 1, diﬀering from this value only because of some relatively rare
absorption and neutron multiplication events in the target material. The number of neutrons
emitted from the target, 𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚, was calculated using the surface current tally (F1 tally in
MCNP) on the sphere surrounding the target.
For calculations where the full model of the neutron generator was used (e.g. when the
model from Figure 4.14 was used), the normalization is performed using the normalization
constant from a separate simulation. In this separate simulation, the same ion beam and
target parameters are used as in the full simulation; however, the materials are removed from
all cells other than the cells describing the target where the neutrons are produced. This
procedure is described by
𝑅𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 =
𝑅𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒
(4.3)
for𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 calculated in a separate normalization calculation.
Compared quantities
To test the performance of the three neutron source codes, simulations of a DT neutron
generator were performed using a simple geometry consisting of only a D+ beam, a thin
target (10 μm thick target containing a 1:2 mixture of Ti and T) and tally cells (Figure 4.2).
Ion beam energies of 100 keV and 250 keVwere chosen to be representative both for portable
generators and larger neutron generators (e.g. Frascati Neutron Generator) respectively. Low
thickness of the target in the model used means that the neutrons produced in the target are
to a large extent unaﬀected by the target and the neutron production properties of the three
codes can be observed relatively unperturbed. The compared quantities were:
• Total neutron spectrum, the spectrum of neutrons emitted in all directions to assess
the integral properties of the simulated neutron source.
• Angular dependence of the neutron ﬂux and spectrum, to compare the anisotropy
produced by the three codes both in terms of the total emission and in terms of the
neutron spectrum.
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• Figure of merit (FOM) values of a representative tally for diﬀerent codes, to compare
the eﬃciency of diﬀerent codes.
Figure 4.2 The cross-section of the spherical shell divided into tallies for determination of
the angular dependence of the neutron emission. As the neutron emission is independent of
the azimuthal angle, the shell was divided into 5° intervals in polar angle only. The size of
the target is exaggerated for the purpose of geometry demonstration.
Total neutron spectrum
The spectrum of neutrons emitted into all directions (Figure 4.3) was determined by the
neutron current tally on the spherical surface surrounding the target. The total value of this
tally was used for the normalization of results and the energy bins for the determination of
the neutron spectra produced by the three codes.
The comparison of the total neutron spectra showed good agreement betweenMCUNED
and the DDT, while the ENEA-JSI subroutine produced somewhat diﬀerent results. How-
ever, the range of energies in all three cases were in agreement and also agreed with the
theoretical values for the minimal energy in the backward direction and maximal energy in
the forward direction.
Angular dependence of the neutron ﬂux and spectrum
The ion beam impinging on the target introduces an angular anisotropy into the system. The
anisotropy estimates can be compared by the comparison of the angular dependence of the
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total neutron emission and the spectra of neutrons emitted in various directions. For the anal-
ysis of the anisotropy, a spherical shell was divided into 5° wide angular bins (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.3 Total DT neutron emission spectra for D+ at 100 keV and 250 keV produced by
the three codes tested.
The results of the three codes showed relatively good agreement for the angular depen-
dence of the neutron emission (Figure 4.4). The deviation observed at 90° is due to the
interaction of the neutrons with the target at 90° where the eﬀective thickness of the target
is substantial.
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Figure 4.4 The angular dependence of the total neutron ﬂuence for D+ at 100 keV and
250 keV produced by the three codes tested.
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The spectrum of emitted neutrons in diﬀerent directions relative to the ion beam is af-
fected by the translation from the centre of mass system to the laboratory system and diﬀerent
energies of ions involved in the DT reaction due to their slowing down in the target. Neutron
spectra in selected directions (0° to 5°, 60° to 65°, 90° to 95°, 120° to 125°, and 175° to
180°) were compared (Figure 4.5). While the spectra calculated by the three codes generally
followed the expected behaviour, some signiﬁcant discrepancies were found in the shape
of their spectra produced. The most notable irregularity in the results is the large width of
the MCUNED simulated spectra at angles close to 90°. Other codes and the experimentally
obtained spectra [60] showed that the peaks should be the narrowest at those angles.
Eﬃciencies of the simulations
Using FOM values deﬁned in Equation 2.30, the eﬃciencies of the three compared codes
were compared to the eﬃciency of the simulation of an isotropic 14.1MeV point neutron
source. The tally used in these calculations was a cylindrical cell with the radius of 0.5 cm
located 100 cm from the target. Due to diﬀerent sources being limited to diﬀerent versions
of MCNP/MCNPX, the relative comparisons were made to the fastest simulation, the simu-
lation using MCNPX 2.7.
The compared quantity, slow-down, presented in Table 4.1, is the ratio between the
𝐹𝑂𝑀 value of the reference calculation, 𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑓 , and the 𝐹𝑂𝑀 value of the compared
simulation, which corresponds to the relative duration of the simulation compared to the
reference one:
slow-down =
𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝐹𝑂𝑀 . (4.4)
In these comparisons the CPU time spent on the simulations of the ion transport for DDT
(TRIM simulations) was not included. We were interested in the comparison of eﬃciencies
for the use-case where the same source would be used multiple times and the CPU time spent
on the ion transport for DDT would be negligible, i.e. in simulations for the characterisation
of the neutron generator and for the JET calibration experiments.
It is important to note that the model used in this comparison of FOM values is extremely
simple. It contains a small number of cells and only one of the cells is ﬁlled with material
(target cell). This means that a relatively large part of the CPU time is spent in the simulation
of the ion transport and neutron production in the target while the time spent on the transport
of neutrons through the geometry is relatively low. In the simulations with more complicated
geometrical models, the CPU time spent on the simulation of the neutron transport would
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Figure 4.5 Neutron spectra at diﬀerent polar angles produced by the three codes for the two
tested D+ ion energies.
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Table 4.1 Slow-downs for diﬀerent codes and settings used, corresponding to the relative in-
crease in required CPU times. VR indicates the variance reduction parameter in MCUNED,
where VR secondary particles (in this case neutrons) are produced per simulated ion history.
Source VR Slow-down
100 keV 250 keV
SDEF (MCNPX) / 1 1
SDEF (MCNP 6.1) / 1.5 1.5
ENEA-JSI / 6.8 6.8
DDT (MCNPX) / 1.2 1.2
DDT (MCNP 6.1) / 1.8 1.7
MCUNED 1 35 51.5
MCUNED 10 4.6 6.0
MCUNED 100 1.5 1.6
be signiﬁcantly larger and the relative diﬀerence due to the time spent on the DT neutron
source simulation would be lower.
Results of the source comparison
The results show relatively good agreement of codes in some cases and signiﬁcant discrep-
ancies in other cases. The most important discrepancy is in the angular dependency of the
shape of the neutron spectra in diﬀerent directions. In this regard, the spectra produced by
MCUNED are themost questionable due to their large width at angles around 90° where both
theory and experiments produce much narrower peaks. However, the measurable eﬀects of
this diﬀerence in various cases are limited due to, in most cases, insuﬃcient resolution of
spectrometers and generally small changes in cross-sections for the reactions of interest in
the relevant energy region.
Due to the good experience with the reproduction of the measurements from the experi-
ments at Frascati Neutron Generator [15, 60, 61], the ENEA-JSI subroutine was selected to
be the reference source in all further simulations. Unless stated otherwise, all simulations of
neutron production in the accelerator-based neutron generator from here onward are based
on the ENEA-JSI source subroutine.
Comments about the codes
One of the current limitations of the ENEA-JSI source subroutine is that it can only be used
to simulate the neutron generators with the ion beam along one of the axes (X, Y or Z) of
the MCNP coordinate system. The location of the sources is also limited to the centre of
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the coordinate system and only movements along the axis describing the beam direction are
permitted.
DDT was developed to simulate the T(d, n) reactions. It would be possible to expand it
to also simulate D(t, n) and D(d, n) reactions if needed.
The non-physically wide neutron emission spectra produced by MCUNED at angles
close to 90° indicate that a part of the simulation most likely deviates from reality. The
width was deemed non-physical based on other simulations and measurements of the neu-
tron emission spectra at Frascati Neutron Generator. The fact that the simulations with a
target much thinner than the range of ions produced the expected narrow peaks means that
the diﬀerence comes from the way the slowing down of ions is simulated, which is based on
the MCNPX models.
Both the ENEA-JSI source subroutine and MCUNED necessitate either the access to
the MCNP/MCNPX source code or access to the extended versions of the code, which is in
some cases diﬃcult. In addition, the extensions are in most cases not compatible with new
versions of the codes and thus need to be updated and extensively tested before they are used
in simulations. The only requirements for the use of DDT, on the other hand, are access to
the SRIM software package, which is freely available for download and (non-commercial)
use, and any version of MCNP/MCNPX.
Target heating
The heating of the target was also assessed. The amount of heating the target is exposed to
can be approximated by adding up the heating caused by energetic ions impinging on the
target and the amount of heating introduced to the target due to fusion reactions in the target.
The energy of the produced neutrons can be neglected as most of them do not interact with
the target (based on the assessment in Section 4.3.4).
A simple approximation of the target heating was performed for a generator with a pure
D+ ion beam at various energies impinging on the Ti T2 or TiD2 target and thus producing
neutrons via T(d, n) or D(d, n) fusion reactions respectively. The heating power introduced
to the target is proportional to the deuterium ion current 𝑗𝑑 (in units of 𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠s ) and is dependent
on the energy of the ion (𝐸𝑑). For a DT neutron generator based on the T(d, n)4He fusion
reaction, the heating power can be estimated as
𝑃𝐷𝑇 (𝐸𝑑) = 𝑗𝑑 [𝐸𝑑 + 𝑌𝐷𝑇 (𝐸𝑑)𝐸4𝐻𝑒 ⋅ 𝒫𝑖𝑜𝑛] (4.5)
for the neutron yield normalised per ion, 𝑌𝐷𝑇 (𝐸𝑑), the energy of the 4He produced in
fusion reaction, 𝐸4𝐻𝑒 = 3.5MeV, and 𝒫𝑖𝑜𝑛, the probability for 4He2+ absorption in the
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target. The upper limit is assessed by setting 𝒫𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 1. The heating of the target of a DD
neutron generator can be estimated in a similar manner. There are two branches of the DD
fusion reaction with approximately equal cross-sections and by that the same probabilities
of occurring, 𝑌𝐷𝐷 (𝐸𝑑). The upper limit of heating power applied to the target as a function
of the energy of the ion, 𝐸𝑑 , can thus be estimated as
𝑃𝐷𝐷 (𝐸𝑑) = 𝑗𝑑 [𝐸𝑑 + 𝑌𝐷𝐷 (𝐸𝑑) [𝐸𝐷(𝑑,𝑝)𝑇 + 𝐸3𝐻𝑒]] (4.6)
for 𝐸𝐷(𝑑,𝑝)𝑇 = 4.03MeV, the energy released in D(d, p)T fusion reaction, and 𝐸3𝐻𝑒 =
0.82MeV, the energy of 3He from a D(d, n)3He fusion reaction. The relative contribution
of the fusion reactions in the target to the total heating of the target is
Relative fusion heating of the target = 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝑗𝑑𝐸𝑑𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
= 1 − 𝑗𝑑𝐸𝑑𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
(4.7)
for 𝑗𝑑𝐸𝑑 describing the heating caused by the ion beam and 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 representing 𝑃𝐷𝐷 or 𝑃𝐷𝑇 .
The relative fusion heating of the target as a function of 𝐸𝑑 is presented in Figure 4.6. The
results show that the amount of energy added to the target due to fusion reactions in the target
is negligible (up to 0.05% for DT and 0.001% for DD generators with acceleration voltages
of up to 500 kV). These results show that the neutron generators or devices with a similar
principle of operation are not suitable for energy production due to their low fusion power
production relative to the power required for their operation.
There are constraints on the amount of energy that can be deposited in the target by the ion
beam. An important limiting factor is the low range of ions in the target leading to high ion
heating per unit of volume, e.g. the ranges of D ions in Ti T2 target at 100 keV and 300 keV
are 0.55 μm and 1.4 μm respectively (according to SRIM [22] simulations). Based on the
estimations from the Equations 4.5 and 4.6 as well as neutron yields from MCUNED [23]
(more on this code in Section 4.3.1), the target heating can be estimated. At 𝐸𝑑 = 100 keV
and neutron emission rate of 1 × 108 s−1, both typical for compact neutron generators. the
target heating amounts to 0.17W or 54W for DT and DD based generators respectively. At
𝐸𝑑 = 250 keV and neutron emission rate of 1 × 1011 s−1, typical for larger neutron genera-
tors (e.g. Frascati Neutron Generator), the target heating amounts to approximately 120W
or 16 kW for DT and DD based generators respectively. A signiﬁcantly lower cross-section
for DD compared to DT fusion reaction means that signiﬁcantly higher ion currents and thus
target heating loads are required for a DD generator to reach the same neutron production
rate as a DT generator.
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Figure 4.6 The relative amount of heating added by fusion reactions in the target.
4.3.2 Amplitude of diﬀerent source components
The emission of neutrons generated through DT, DD and TT fusion reactions is expected in
the accelerator-based neutron generators due to the principle of their operation. The relative
intensity of each of the source components depends on the cross-sections for fusion reactions,
the acceleration energy 𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛, and the ratios between D and T both in the ion beam and in the
target.
Large neutron generators (like the Frascati neutron generator) typically use replaceable
tritiated targets (e.g. in a form of titanium, scandium or zirconium metal hydrides) and
pure D ion beams with a well-deﬁned 𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛. This leads to a well-deﬁned DT neutron source
spectrum at the beginning of the operation with the new target. However, through extended
operation D is deposited in the target which leads to the increase in the contribution of the
DD component to the total neutron emission.
Compact accelerator-based neutron generators, on the other hand, often operate on the
principle of the mixed beam. This means that D and T are present both in the ion beam and
in the target. Additionally, due to the lack of an analysing magnet, the ion beam consists
of both ions (D+, T+) and ionised diatomic molecules (D2 +, T2 + and D1 T1 +); triatomic
molecules can typically be neglected. This introduces additional complications to the accu-
rate modelling of the neutron emission from such neutron generators. The lack of reliable
information from the supplier and the relatively small amount of the sensors included in
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Table 4.2 Neutron-producing fusion reactions expected in a mixed beam neutron generator.
Beam component Ion energy ReactionsDT DD TT
D+ D at 𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛 T(d, n) D(d, n) /
T+ T at 𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛 D(t, n) / T(t, 2n)
D2+ D at 12𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛 T(d, n) D(d, n) /
T2+ T at 12𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛 D(t, n) / T(t, 2n)
D1 T1+
D at 25𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛 T(d, n) D(d, n) /
T at 35𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛 D(t, n) / T(t, 2n)
such generator designs do not give a high conﬁdence in the accuracy of the modelling of
the neutron emission spectrum based purely on the generator’s quoted speciﬁcations. In or-
der to accurately simulate the neutron emission properties, a method for assessment of the
relative intensity of diﬀerent source components has been developed. The method relies on
the measurements of the neutron emission spectrum using a high-resolution neutron spec-
trometer, e.g. the diamond detector, in the position directly in front of the neutron generator,
the analysis based on the fusion reaction cross-sections, and the simulation of the neutron
production in the target.
The work described in this section is based on the author’s original contribution [62] and
collaboration on [63].
Source components
Due to the presence of D and T in the form of ions and diatomicmolecules, the nuclei undergo
fusion reactions at diﬀerent energies. The ions receive full acceleration energy 𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛 and the
nuclei from the ionised molecules a part of the energy proportional to their mass relative to
the total mass of the molecule. The expected main source components are listed in Table 4.2
with 6 DT, 3 DD and 3 TT source components. However, the low expected intensities of DD
and TT components for most generators mean that an approximation with a single DD and a
single TT source component can be used in simulations, e.g. DD and TT components based
on determined intensities of all components and spectra from ion beam components only.
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DT components
The lack of detailed information on the composition of the target and the ion beam means
that the determination of the neutron source composition cannot rely entirely on simulations.
To overcome this, a high resolution measurement of the neutron emission spectrum directly
in front of the neutron generator, relative to the direction of the ion beam, is required (Fig-
ure 4.7). Diamond detectors are suitable for spectrum measurements at energies relevant for
DT reactions; however, the intensities of DD and TT components cannot be determined the
same way due to the complex response function of the diamond detector at relevant energies
[60] reducing their resolution.
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Figure 4.7 The sketch (a) and photo (b) of the neutron spectrum measurement process used
for the determination of the intensities of DT source components as performed using a dia-
mond detector spectrometer at National Physical Laboratory, UK.
The process of determination of the intensities of diﬀerent neutron source components
relies on the ﬁtting of themeasuredDT neutron emission spectrum and the calculated neutron
emission spectra for the relevant source components. In order to perform the simulations,
the acceleration voltage and from that acceleration energy𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛 needs to be determined. This
voltage is not necessarily indicated by the neutron generator’s control unit as there can be a
signiﬁcant drop in the voltage between the nominal high voltage and the accelerator stage of
the neutron generator. For example, the neutron generator used in the latest DT calibration
at JET indicated a nominal voltage of ≈100 kV for measured neutron emission spectra corre-
sponding to 73 kV of acceleration voltage [64]. The acceleration voltage can be determined
based on the measured neutron spectrum, i.e. on the highest energy neutrons that gener-
ally correspond to D(t, n) by T+ ions from the beam. However, in order to discern between
diﬀerent source components, a spectrometer with a high resolution is required. For exam-
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Table 4.3 Neutron yields (Y) of diﬀerent DT source components relative to T(d, n) for D+
ions at 73 keV, calculated by the MCUNED code.
Neutron source component Ion energy (keV) Relative neutron yield or𝑌
𝑌 (𝑇 (𝑑, 𝑛)(73 keV)) (%)
T(d, n) 73.0 100
T(d, n) 36.5 7.24
T(d, n) 29.2 2.66
D(t, n) 73.0 35.5
D(t, n) 36.5 1.71
D(t, n) 43.8 4.11
ple, at 73 kV acceleration voltage there is 120 keV diﬀerence in the energy of T(d, n) and
D(t, n) peaks, while their widths at half maximum are approximately 150 keV and 200 keV
respectively.
Once the acceleration energy is known, the spectra for the expected DT neutron source
components are calculated and used for the ﬁtting of the measured spectrum. For this step
the detector’s response function is required, i.e. the detector needs to be characterised prior
to its use as a spectrometer. In this process it can be assumed that the source components
corresponding to the D1T1+ molecules (T(d, n) at 25𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛 and D(t, n) at
3
5𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛) are 100%
correlated since they originate from the same ion beam component. However, an assumption
of the target composition is required. Based on the literature, the target of a compact DT
neutron generator can typically be assumed to consist of a Ti1D1 T1, i.e. Ti metal hydride
with up to two hydrogen atoms per titanium atom, and equal split between D and T [35].
Based on the assumed target composition, the relative neutron yields, or probabilities for
neutron production per ion, for diﬀerent source components can be calculated (Table 4.3).
Generally, as diamond detectors measure the spectrum of 𝛼 particles resulting from
C(n, 𝛼), 5.7MeV is deducted from neutron energy to determine the corresponding energy
of an 𝛼 particle in the detector. This conversion is needed due to C(n, 𝛼) being an endother-
mic reaction with the Q-value of −5.7MeV. Fitting is then performed on the spectra of 𝛼
particles to make appropriate comparisons. Additionally, to take into account the energy
dependency of the C(n, 𝛼) cross-section, the spectra in the detector are calculated from the
energy dependence of the reaction rates of this reaction. The spectrum was measured dur-
ing the neutron generator characterisation campaign at National Physical Laboratory, UK
[64]. The experimental team performed the ﬁtting using the component spectra from our
simulations and their best approximation of the detector’s response function. The results
of the ﬁtting process (Figure 4.8) are the relative intensities of diﬀerent source components
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presented in Table 4.4. The excellent agreement between the measured and calculated spec-
tra conﬁrm the acceleration voltage of 73 kV. More details about the ﬁtting process can be
found in [63].
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Figure 4.8 Themeasured spectrum of 𝛼 particles resulting fromC(n, 𝛼) in a diamond detector
and its best ﬁt using components from simulations [63]. The contributions of components
from the ﬁt are also plotted and the D1 T1 + molecules represent a combination of T(d, n)
at 29.2 keV and D(t, n) at 43.8 keV with relative intensities determined by their respective
neutron yields per ion.
Table 4.4 Relative intensities of diﬀerent DT source components of the compact DT neu-
tron generator used in the latest calibration of the neutron yield detectors in JET [9]. The
intensities are based on the ﬁt of measurements shown in Figure 4.8.
Neutron source component Ion energy (keV) Relative intensity (%)
T(d, n) 73.0 7.3
T(d, n) 36.5 15.1
T(d, n) 29.2 25.0
D(t, n) 73.0 11.1
D(t, n) 36.5 2.9
D(t, n) 43.8 38.6
Ion beam composition
Using the assumed target composition, relative neutron yields (Table 4.3), and results of the
ﬁtting process (Table 4.4), the ion beam composition can be determined (Table 4.5).
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Table 4.5 Ion beam composition determined from neutron source components for the latest
calibration of the neutron yield detectors in JET [9].
Ion beam component Relative abundance in the ion beam (%)
D+ 0.63
T+ 8.95
D2+ 2.66
T2+ 7.32
D1 T1+ 80.4
Based on the ion beam composition from Table 4.5, the ion beam consists of 45.4% D
and 54.6% T. This composition seems reasonable as it is close to 50% D and 50% T as
quoted by the supplier and literature [35], and indicates a somewhat larger amount of T,
possibly to compensate for its decay through time.
In principle, the neutron emission spectrum can change throughout the operational life of
the generator due to changes in its target and beam composition, e.g. as a result of T decay,
and D or T building-up or escaping from the target. However, the neutron spectrum mea-
surements at diﬀerent times in the characterization process, i.e. neutron emission spectra
after diﬀerent operational histories of the generator, showed no major changes for the gen-
erator used in the latest DT calibration at JET. This is encouraging as the need for regular
changes in the source deﬁnition would lead to signiﬁcant complications in the analysis due
to the requirement for regular spectrum measurements and source component adjustments.
First approximation of the DD and TT neutron source components
An approximation of the upper limits of the intensity of DD and TT components can be made
entirely on the cross-sections for fusion reactions and an approximation of the ion beam and
target compositions.
The relative contribution of a fusion reaction as a function of energy can be assessed
using the D and T atom densities in the target, 𝑛𝐷 and 𝑛𝑇 , D+ and T+ ion beam currents,
𝑗𝐷 and 𝑗𝑇 , and cross-sections for T(d, n), D(t, n), D(d, n), and T(t, 2n), 𝜎𝐷𝑇 , 𝜎𝑇𝐷, 𝜎𝐷𝐷, and
𝜎𝑇𝑇 respectively. The resulting contributions of DD and TT reactions are calculated as
DD contribution = 𝑗𝐷𝑛𝐷𝜎𝐷𝐷𝑗𝐷𝑛𝑇 𝜎𝐷𝑇 + 𝑗𝑇 𝑛𝐷𝜎𝑇𝐷 + 𝑗𝐷𝑛𝐷𝜎𝐷𝐷 + 2 ⋅ 𝑗𝑇 𝑛𝑇 𝜎𝑇𝑇
(4.8)
and
TT contribution = 2 ⋅ 𝑗𝑇 𝑛𝑇 𝜎𝑇𝑇𝑗𝐷𝑛𝑇 𝜎𝐷𝑇 + 𝑗𝑇 𝑛𝐷𝜎𝑇𝐷 + 𝑗𝐷𝑛𝐷𝜎𝐷𝐷 + 2 ⋅ 𝑗𝑇 𝑛𝑇 𝜎𝑇𝑇
. (4.9)
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Figure 4.9 The relative contributions of DD and TT neutron source components as a function
of ion energy for the hydrogen in the target and the ion beam consisting of 45% D and 55%
T.
A simpliﬁed form for the ion beam and the target with equal amounts of D and T, i.e. 𝑗𝐷 = 𝑗𝑇
and 𝑛𝐷 = 𝑛𝑇 , can be expressed as
DD contribution = 𝜎𝐷𝐷𝜎𝐷𝑇 + 𝜎𝑇𝐷 + 𝜎𝐷𝐷 + 2 ⋅ 𝜎𝑇𝑇
(4.10)
and
TT contribution = 2 ⋅ 𝜎𝑇𝑇𝜎𝐷𝑇 + 𝜎𝑇𝐷 + 𝜎𝐷𝐷 + 2 ⋅ 𝜎𝑇𝑇
. (4.11)
The energy dependences of the DD and TT neutron production probabilities for a mixture
of 45% D and 55% T both in the beam and in the target, a ratio determined by the ion beam
composition (Table 4.5), is presented in Figure 4.9. The dependences for an equal split of D
and T in the beam and in the target are shown in Figure 4.10.
The average energy of the ion at the time of nuclear interaction in the target is in most
cases lower than the acceleration energy 𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛. This means that the upper limit for the ex-
pected intensity of each source component can be determined by the maximal value of the
component’s relative contribution on the interval [𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛], for𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 representing the low-
est energy where the ions can still have a signiﬁcant contribution to the neutron production.
Due to the shape of the relevant cross-sections, i.e. at lower energies the cross-sections
abruptly decrease for several orders of magnitude, the 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 can in most cases be set between
10 keV and 20 keV.
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Figure 4.10 The relative contributions of DD and TT neutron source components as a func-
tion of ion energy for the hydrogen in the target and the ion beam consisting of 50% D and
50% T.
The results from both cases (Figures 4.9 and 4.10) show that for 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 of 20 keV and
𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛 of 73 keV, the expected relative intensity the DD component is 0.17% to 0.47%, TT
component 0.28% to 0.43%, and combined intensity of non-DT components 0.55% to 0.7%
of the total neutron emission.
Full neutron source simulation
When an approximation of both target and beam compositions is available, a simulation of
the full neutron source can be performed. To get additional insight into the importances
of diﬀerent ion beam components for neutron production, each of the beam components
(Table 4.5) can be simulated separately. 𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛 of 73 keV and 300 keV were used to both
test the performance of a neutron generator used in the latest calibration of JET’s neutron
detectors and estimate the performance of the neutron generator with higher intensity where
higher acceleration energy could be used.
These simulations were performed using a simple model where only the ion beam and
a thin target are modelled. The thickness of the target was 2 μm and 10 μm for the case
of 73 keV and 300 keV mixed ion beams respectively. The target consisted entirely of the
mixture of hydrogen and titanium in the number ratio of 2 : 1, and the hydrogen consisting
of equal split between D and T or of mixture of 45% D and 55% T (based on the beam
composition). An example of the spectrum produced and its division into diﬀerent source
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components is in Figure 4.11 while the relative intensities of the source components deter-
mined in these analyses are in Table 4.6.
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Figure 4.11 The spectrum obtained in full simulation of the neutron emission spectra for a
73 keV ion beam of the composition from Table 4.5 and 50% D and 50% T target.
Table 4.6 The relative intensities of diﬀerent source components for an 𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛 of 73 keV and
300 keV, and beam composition from Table 4.5.
Neutron source component Relative intensity (%)
Target composition (D : T) 50% : 50% 45% : 55%
𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛 73 keV 300 keV 73 keV 300 keV
DD 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17
TT 0.96 0.65 1.04 0.71
DT 98.86 99.18 98.79 99.12
Due to the relatively low amount of neutrons scattered in the target, the DT, DD, and
TT neutron source components can be separated through the analysis of the neutron emis-
sion spectrum. In principle there could be some diﬃculties in the separation of the the TT
component from the DT neutrons scattered toward lower energies; however, the results in
Figure 4.17 indicate that for a 2 μm target in a purely DT source the neutrons below the DT
peak, i.e. the neutrons down-scattered to lower energies, only amount to 0.01% of all neu-
trons emitted from the target. Due to this, the down-scattered neutrons were estimated as
a constant background to the DD and TT source components. In a more rigorous analysis
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the appropriate DT neutron spectrum including the down-scattered neutrons would be sub-
tracted from the total spectrum in order to get DD and TT components. However, this was not
deemed necessary due to the low amount of down-scattered neutrons and other uncertainties
being signiﬁcantly higher.
The conclusion of this analysis was that, for the case of the DT neutron generator used
in the JET neutron calibration, DD and TT neutron source components can be neglected.
Roughly 99% of neutrons emitted from the target of the generator are produced through
DT reactions so the main focus was on these neutrons while the DD and TT components of
the source were neglected. The analysis using a 300 keV ion beam showed similar results
meaning that DD and TT components can most likely be neglected in more intense neutron
generators working on the same principle. However, in cases where the required uncertainty
associated with the neutron emission would be signiﬁcantly below 5%, these neutron source
components could become relevant.
4.3.3 Source description card
To reduce the amount of the CPU time spent on the simulation of the neutron source, stan-
dardise the neutron source, and make the simulated neutron generator positioning more ﬂex-
ible, it was decided that the neutron source used in the JET calibration-related calculations
would be based on the standard MCNP source deﬁnition card (SDEF). Additionally, using
this approachmultiple source components can be combined to represent the neutron emission
from a mixed beam neutron generator. The goal was to produce a neutron source description
based on the source components from Table 4.4.
As explained in Section 4.3.1, the ENEA-JSI source subroutine was selected as a ref-
erence source and was used for the preparation of the standardised neutron source. Due to
the azimuthal symmetry of the generator’s neutron source, only the information about the
direction relative to the ion beam and the energy distributions of neutrons as a function of
their polar angle was needed.
Two methods of the source description card preparation were tested. First, the method
based on the ring detectors provided by the ENEA was tested, and later a diﬀerent method,
based on the ability of MCNP to write out the information about the individual particle
histories (PTRAC output ﬁle), was developed.
Metod based on the ring detectors
This method for the preparation of the standard MCNP source deﬁnition card (SDEF) is
based on the neutron spectra estimated by the ring detector tallies surrounding the neu-
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tron source at diﬀerent emission angles. The method relies on performing the simulation
of the neutron production using the MCNP extended by the ENEA-JSI source subroutine in
a model where only the target is ﬁlled with material while the rest of the geometry is empty.
Ring detector tallies (F5 tally in MCNP) are added to assess the neutron spectra at diﬀer-
ent emission angles. The reproduction of the neutron emission properties is achieved by
the standard source deﬁnition card (SDEF) based on the spectra extracted from these tallies
through the analysis of the MCNP output ﬁles using an ENEA developed MATLAB script.
The ﬂowchart of the procedure is presented in Figure 4.12. The original procedure used
38 angular bins (36 bins were 5° apart, and two bins 2.5° apart, one in forward and one in
backward direction) and energy bins with a 20 keV resolution in the relevant energy region.
The number of angular bins was later increased to 100 (equally spaced in angles) to increase
the resolution of the source reproduction.
Some of the limitations of this procedure are:
• The target material always aﬀects the results as it has to be present in the model. The
dimensions of the target can be minimised to further reduce this eﬀect.
• The number of ring detectors per simulation is limited to 20 in MCNPX 2.70 and
MCNP5 1.40, and to 100 in MCNP5 1.60 and MCNP6. A higher number of angular
bins can be achieved by combining the results of multiple simulations where detectors
are in diﬀerent positions.
• The functioning of the ring detectors with the ENEA-JSI source subroutine relies on
the modiﬁcation of another routine, named SRCDX, which is used in simulations
where point or ring detector tallies are used. The modiﬁed SRCDX subroutine needs
to be distributed together with the ENEA-JSI source subroutine and its performance
tested to ensure it works properly.
• The production of the source deﬁnition based on the same source model but using a
diﬀerent set of energy or angular bins requires the repetition of the MCNP simula-
tion(s).
In most cases these limitations are not problematic; however, due to the involvement of
the user in the intermediate steps, the possibility of errors made by the user inexperienced in
the procedure can be signiﬁcant. This could be mitigated through automatic generation of
modiﬁcations to the MCNP input ﬁles and MATLAB script based on the required angular
and energy bins.
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Figure 4.12 A ﬂowchart describing the generation of the source deﬁnition card (SDEF) based
on the ring detector tallies (in the MCNP_output ﬁle) and MATLAB script provided by
ENEA.
Method based on the neutron production data
To mitigate the limitations of the method provided by ENEA, a new procedure based on the
MCNP’s capability of printing out the particle tracks into a ﬁle (PTRAC ﬁle) was developed.
To decrease the amount of data, only the particle properties at the time of neutron production
events were written to a ﬁle. The description of these source events includes the position,
energy, direction, and statistical weight of each produced neutron. Once all the information
about the produced neutrons was written to the PTRAC ﬁle, it had to be extracted. This was
performed by a Python script that analysed the ﬁle and sorted the particles according to both
the cosine of their direction relative to the direction of the ion beam (Y-axis) and according to
their energy within this cosine interval. The result of this sorting was the 1D array describing
the probability of emission into each cosine interval and the 2D array describing the neutron
emission spectrum for each of the cosine intervals. To get a suﬃciently detailed description
of the neutron emission properties, a large number of neutron production events had to be
simulated. Based on the number of angular bins (400, 0.005 wide cosine bins), energy bins
(10 keV wide energy bins in appropriate energy interval), and some tests, it was decided that
2 × 108 particles would suﬃce. This process is schematically described by the left part of
the ﬂowchart in Figure 4.13
When extracting data from the PTRACﬁle, unnecessary rounding errors should be avoided.
MCNP’s PTRAC output ﬁle is printed in 5 digits for each of the results, which means that
cosine boundaries should be an integer multiple of 1 × 10−5 and energy boundaries an inte-
ger multiples of 1 keV for neutron energies above 10MeV. Due to a relatively large number
of the particles, and bins used, both in energy and angle, the sorting was done using the
searchsorted function from the NumPy [65] package for scientiﬁc computing in Python.
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Source description
Once the information about the neutron emission spectra was obtained through either of the
two methods, it was written to a ﬁle in an MCNP standard source deﬁnition (SDEF) format.
In this format the probabilities for the neutron emission in each of the directions and rela-
tive probabilities for emission at diﬀerent neutron energies are deﬁned. These probabilities
correspond to 1D and 2D arrays from data extraction respectively.
The source description of amixed beamneutron generator was reconstructed as aweighted
sum of probabilities for neutron emission based on the information about the relative inten-
sity of diﬀerent neutron source components obtained through the neutron spectrummeasure-
ment with a diamond detector described in Section 4.3.2 and [63]. In eﬀect this meant that
the SDEF distributions for diﬀerent components were summed into a single SDEF where
the intensity of each component was adjusted through their relative intensities (the right part
of Figure 4.13).
To make the procedure of combining the source components easier in case of the method
based on PTRAC ﬁles, the Python script (Python script 1 in Figure 4.13) which produced
SDEF ﬁles for each of the components also produced another ﬁle where the 1D array describ-
ing the probability of emission into a cosine interval and the 2D array describing the neutron
emission spectra were written in a format simple for reading by another Python script. This
second script (Python script 2) combined multiple source components into a single source
deﬁnition ﬁle (SDEF) according to their relative intensities (Figure 4.13). A histogram type
description of the neutron source properties was used.
i-th PTRAC
Python 
script 1
i-th angular 
emission intensity 
(1D)
do for all source components
i-th neutron 
spectra in angular 
bins (2D)
Python 
script 2
Relative source 
intensities
SDEF.txt
…
…
Figure 4.13 A schematic description of data extraction and MCNP source deﬁnition card
preparation based on a PTRAC output ﬁle and two Python scripts.
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4.3.4 Modelling of the neutron generator geometry
Simpliﬁed model
At ﬁrst a relatively simple model of the neutron generator was constructed based on the best
available information at the time. An exact internal structure of the neutron generator is pro-
prietary so only the sketch of the generator’s interior and some additional information about
the properties of the ion beam and the target (Table 4.7) were provided by the supplier. The
MCNP model, Figure 4.14, was prepared as an exact representation of all the information
available. Various simulations were performed to get some insight into the neutron emis-
sion properties of this neutron generator [66]. The neutron generator is the ING-17 neutron
generator manufactured by VNIIA (Russian Federation).
Table 4.7 Parameters describing the target and ion beam properties of the neutron generator
based on the information provided by the supplier.
Parameter Value used
Target diameter 1.5 cm
Target thickness 2 μm
Target material Ti T2
Target density 5.0 g/cm3
D ion beam energy 100 keV
D ion beam diameter 0.5 cm
Figure 4.14 AnMCNPmodel of the neutron generator based on the information provided by
the supplier. The colours of the cells denote their material composition. Most of the volume
is ﬁlled with insulating oil (40% C and 60% H). There are two aluminium alloys denoted
with yellow (94% Al and 6% Mg) and cyan (94% Al, 2% Mg and 4% Cu), two types of
steel denoted with green (58% Fe, 17% Pr, 16% Nd, 4% Co, 3% Dy and 1% B) and orange
(70% Fe, 18% Cr, 10% Ni, and 2% Mn), and blue cells in the cooling unit are ﬁlled with
copper (100% Cu). Percentages given for material composition are atomic percentages.
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Figure 4.15 Diﬀerent stages of the neutron generator assembling used in our analyses. Ev-
erything is void except the TiD2 target (a), the target and cooling unit ﬁlled with material
(b), and the full model (c).
Neutron emission properties were studied using this model completed to various extents
to assess the eﬀects of diﬀerent parts of the model on the neutron ﬁeld around the gener-
ator. The calculations were performed with a model where only the Ti T2 target was ﬁlled
with material (Figure 4.15a), a model where only the Ti T2 target and the cooling unit were
ﬁlled with material (Figure 4.15b), and with a full model (Figure 4.15c). The neutron emis-
sion proﬁles calculated using these models (Figure 4.16) indicate that the relatively massive
cooling unit, responsible for keeping the temperature of the target within operational limits,
signiﬁcantly aﬀects the neutron emission properties. The anisotropy of the neutron emission
intensity was found to be to a large extent a result of the interaction of the neutrons with the
cooling unit and not as a result of the anisotropy of the DT reaction. The rest of the geometry,
mainly consisting of insulating oil and an Al casing, signiﬁcantly aﬀects the neutron emis-
sion intensity in the backward direction and has only minor eﬀect in other directions. Due
to the large amount of material in the backward direction, the neutron emission signiﬁcantly
decreases between the angles of 135° and 180°.
However, the eﬀects of the components of the neutron generator on the neutron emission
spectrum are also signiﬁcant. The changes in the total spectrum of the neutrons emitted from
the generator show that for a model where only a Ti T2 target was present 0.01% of neutrons
were emitted with energies below 12.8MeV1, while the model with the cooling unit emitted
12% of neutrons and the full model 20% of neutrons with energies below 12.8MeV. A part
of the eﬀect can be attributed to neutrons losing energy via scattering and another part to
the neutron multiplication via (n, 2n) reactions in the neutron generator. The importance of
the neutron multiplication is signiﬁcant – the number of neutrons emitted from the neutron
generator is roughly 2% higher than the number of neutrons produced by the DT fusion
reaction in the target (Figure 4.17), which means that the number of neutrons that undergo
themultiplication is higher than the number of absorptions. Simulations show that the copper
112.8MeV is an arbitrary energy that comes from the 175 neutron energy group structure called Vitamin J
often used in simulations of material activation. It was chosen as it is suﬃciently low to exclude DT peaks in
all directions for various practical ion beam energies.
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Figure 4.16 Angular dependence of the total neutron ﬂuence for models in multiple stages
of model completeness.
cup, part of the cooling unit on which the Ti T2 target is deposited, is an important region
for neutron multiplication.
Sensitivity to material composition
The sensitivity of the neutron emission characteristics to changes in the material composi-
tion of the neutron generator was investigated. The purpose was to get some insight into
the sensitivity of our results to uncertainties in the material composition. In these tests the
insulating oil was to various degrees replaced by the stainless steel and the neutron emission
properties of neutron generator model modiﬁed in such a way were compared to the standard
model.
The results of this analysis were encouraging as the sensitivity was found to be low.
However, these results only show the uncertainty due to the uncertainty in material com-
position while the potentially more problematic uncertainties due to the geometry of the
neutron generator were not assessed. It was expected that the main geometric characteristics
would relatively accurately describe the actual system as they were provided by the supplier.
Additionally, the measurements of the neutron emission anisotropy were performed as well
as the CT scan of the generator’s internal structure, both of which provided additional insight
into its structure and neutron emission properties.
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Figure 4.17 Cumulative neutron emission spectra in multiple stages of neutron generator
model completeness. The cumulative spectra are in the units of per DT neutron and show
the number of neutrons emitted with energies up to a certain value.
Detailed model
To get additional insight into the structure of the generator and to improve the MCNPmodel,
the neutron generator was analysed by the CT scanner (Figure 4.18). The scan revealed some
signiﬁcant diﬀerences from the internal structure described in the sketch provided by the
supplier. Notable diﬀerences taken into accout for the detailed model (Figure 4.19) are:
• The target in the detailed model was found to be 1.3 mm closer to the front surface
compared to the simpliﬁed model. The position of the target has an eﬀect on the
monitoring detectors due to their proximity to the target.
• The shape of the cooling unit, a substantial object right behind the target, is diﬀerent
than in the sketch. Neutron emission in forward direction is aﬀected by this.
• There is less material in backward direction (around 180°) compared to the simpliﬁed
model which leads to higher neutron emission in backward direction.
• The simpliﬁed model is cylindrically symmetric while the detailed model includes
some objects that (to some extent) break this symmetry.
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Figure 4.20 Angular dependence of the total neutron ﬂuence for the two models.
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Figure 4.21 Relative diﬀerence in the angular dependence of the total neutron ﬂuence for the
two models shown as Detailed modelSimpliﬁed model − 1 from Figure 4.20.
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Figure 4.22 Cumulative neutron emission spectra from the two neutron generator models.
The cumulative spectra are in the units of per DT neutron and show the number of neutrons
emitted with energy up to certain value.
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Figure 4.23 The relative diﬀerence in the cumulative neutron emission spectra from the two
neutron generator models. The relative diﬀerence is shown as the ratio Detailed modelSimpliﬁed model − 1
from Figure 4.22.
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• Themost important geometrical properties are the shape and dimensions of the cooling
unit behind the target and of the vacuum tube where the ion beam is accelerated.
• The simpliﬁedmodel was useful to determine the general characteristics of the neutron
ﬁeld; however, signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the results obtained with the detailed
model showed that it was not suitable for use in calibration calculations.
Uncertainty assessment
The uncertainties introduced by themodelling of the neutron generatorwere assessed through
a study of sensitivity of the neutron emission to varius parameters of the model. This was
done both in terms of the angular and energy dependencies. 30° wide intervals in polar an-
gle and three energy bins for neutron energies >10MeV, 1MeV to 10MeV, and <1MeV
were chosen. Angular bins were chosen based on the angular dependence in Figure 4.20
where the neutron emission is relatively constant in all the chosen intervals except for the
interval from 150° to 180°. However, the neutron emission decreases signiﬁcantly between
150° and 180°, and thus has a minor eﬀect on the total neutron emission. The energy bins
were chosen based on the DT neutron emission peak and 93Nb (n, 2n) reaction cross-section
(>10MeV), the region relevant for most threshold reactions (1MeV to 10MeV), and the
region below most relevant threshold energies but still important for the response of ﬁssion
chambers (<1MeV). Relative contributions of diﬀerent energy bins at diﬀerent angles cal-
culated using the referencemodel, i.e. unmodiﬁed detailedmodel, are presented in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8 The relative contribution of diﬀerent angular and energy bins to the total neutron
ﬂux expressed in %.
E 0-30° 30-60° 60-90° 90-120° 120-150° 150-180°(MeV)
Relative <1 7.5 8.5 9.0 7.8 6.6 4.0
contribution 1-10 13.9 14.4 14.6 13.2 13.6 11.6
>10 78.5 77.1 76.3 79.1 79.8 84.4
The eﬀect of the uncertainty in the position and the radius of the ion beam were inves-
tigated. The changes in the neutron emission properties resulting from the increase of the
radius of the ion beam from the reference value of 2.5mm to 5mm and a 5mm change in
the position of the ion beam are shown in Table 4.9. Such variations of the source size and
position were chosen due to the actual size of the target being signiﬁcantly larger than the
size of the ion beam. The target area and ion beam radii, as indicated by the supplier, were of
7.5mm and 2.5mm respectively. Additionally, a comparison to the neutron emission from
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an isotropic neutron source with the DT neutron emission energy distribution was made to
test the eﬀects of the accurate modelling of diﬀerent source components.
Table 4.9 Sensitivities to changes in radius of the ion beam (from 2.5mm to 5mm) and
to 5mm change in taget location impinged by the beam is expressed in %. Additionally, a
comparison to an isotropic neutron source with DT fusion spectrum is added to evaluate the
diﬀerence caused by a simpliﬁed simulation of the neutron emission spectrum.
Variation E 0-30° 30-60° 60-90° 90-120° 120-150° 150-180°(MeV)
Radius <1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
1-10 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.0
>10 -0.3 0.2 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.2
total -0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0 -0.2 -0.2
Location <1 -0.3 -0.3 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3 0.0
1-10 0.0 -0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1 -0.1
>10 -0.3 0.6 0.4 -0.1 -0.7 -0.6
total -0.3 0.4 0.3 -0.1 -0.6 -0.5
Isotropic <1 -0.9 -0.6 -0.4 -0.8 -0.7 0.0
source 1-10 -0.8 -0.7 0.0 -0.2 -0.5 -1.3
>10 -2.4 -1.4 3.6 -3.0 1.7 3.1
total -2.0 -1.2 2.7 -2.5 1.2 2.5
To estimate the eﬀects of the uncertainties caused by the uncertainties in the modelled
geometry, the density and size of important components were varied. The amplitudes of
uncertainties in parameters were assessed based on the images from the CT scan in [67],
the engineering judgement, and experience with both simpliﬁed and detailed models of the
neutron generator.
Changes in the density of the insulating oil, the cooling unit, and the Al casing material
were used to evaluate the eﬀects of small uncertainties in both density and thickness of
components. As some of the small metallic components are neglected even in the detailed
model, part of the insulating oil was replaced by stainless steel (SS) to assess the sensitivity of
the results to the uncertainties in the model composition. To additionally estimate the eﬀects
of uncertainties of the dimensions of the modelled components, the radii of the selected
components (indicated in Figure 4.24) in the cooling unit were varied. These components
were selected based on their vicinity to the target.
The uncertainty estimates for parameter properties were selected conservatively and the
values used in the analysis are presented in Table 4.10. The assessed sensitivities to these
changes are shown in Table 4.11.
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Table 4.10 Uncertainties in neutron generator parameters as used for uncertainty analysis.
Parameter Assessed
Uncertainty in varied unc. Corresponds to
Insulating oil density density 5% ±0.8mm side cell thickness
or thickness ±0.7mm front thickness
±2.6mm back thickness
Cooling unit thickness density 5% ±1mm of thickness
Al casing thickness density 10% ±0.2mm side casing thickness
±0.4mm front plate thickness
±0.6mm and back plate thickness
SS wt% in insulating oil SS content 10wt% SS displacing 10% of oil
Size of ”components #1” cell radius 2mm 10% change of radius
Size of ”components #2” cell radius 1mm 24% change of radius
Figure 4.24 The cells where the radius was varied in the uncertainty analysis. Red colour
denotes ”components #1” made of copper while ”components #2” are represented by both
the green cell made of insulating oil and blue cells made of copper.
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Table 4.11 Sensitivities to changes in the construction of the neutron generator model ex-
pressed in %. The amplitudes of parameter variations are based on Table 4.10.
Variation E 0-30° 30-60° 60-90° 90-120° 120-150° 150-180°(MeV)
Oil density <1 1.9 2.3 2.3 1.9 1.0 0.0
1-10 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.0 -0.1
>10 -0.3 -0.4 -0.4 -0.3 -0.5 -1.4
total 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 -0.2 -1.2
Cooling <1 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.6
unit 1-10 0.9 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.7
density >10 -0.4 -0.9 -0.2 -0.2 -0.1 -0.2
total 0.0 -0.4 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.0
Al casing <1 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3
density 1-10 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.2
>10 -0.3 -0.3 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2 -0.4
total -0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.3
SS content <1 0.7 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.9 1.7
in oil 1-10 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.1
>10 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.4
total 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.2
Size of <1 1.5 1.8 1.9 1.8 1.9 1.9
”comp. #1” 1-10 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.1 1.1
>10 0.0 -0.4 -0.8 0.1 0.0 0.0
total 0.2 -0.1 -0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2
Size of <1 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
”comp. #2” 1-10 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0
>10 -0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
total -0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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The total uncertainties resulting from all of the assessed contributions were assumed
uncorrelated and combined accordingly. The values of total uncertainties are presented in
Table 4.12. These results show that the neutron emission properties of the model have rela-
tively low sensitivity to uncertainties in the geometry.
Table 4.12 Combined uncertainties due to uncertainties in the construction of the neutron
generator model, size of the ion beam and position of the ion beam on the target of the
generator expressed in%. The uncertainties are calculated from the sensitivities in Table 4.9
and Table 4.11.
Uncertainty E 0-30° 30-60° 60-90° 90-120° 120-150° 150-180°(MeV)
Geometry <1 3.0 3.5 3.6 3.3 2.9 3.1
and 1-10 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 1.8 1.4
source >10 0.8 1.3 1.0 0.4 0.9 1.6
deﬁnition total 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.7 1.4
However, the use of the neutron generator as a calibration source depends on the accurate
measurements of the neutron emission performed by the diamond detectors. This means that
the uncertainties associated with the positioning of the diamond detectors on the neutron
generator aﬀect the accuracy of the source intensity determination. To assess this eﬀect, the
position of the diamond detector was varied along the diamond’s axis (”Diamond position”),
i.e. in terms of its relative distance to the target of the neutron generator, and in terms of the
position of the detectors relative to the generator’s axis (”NG position”) which corresponds
to the change in the emission angle visible by the detectors. The assessed amplitude of
uncertainties of position in both directions was 1mm.
Additionally, the position of the ion beam could be time-dependent. To assess the eﬀects,
the position was varied for 1mm in two perpendicular positions (”Source X” and ”Source
Z”).
The sensitivities of diamond detector response to these uncertainties in the position of
the detector and ion beam are presented in Table 4.13.
Table 4.13 The uncertainties in diamond detector response due to uncertainties in the position
of the diamond detector and ion beam.
Diamond position NG position Source X Source Z
Sensitivity 0.3%/mm 1.2%/mm 1.7%/mm 0.4%/mm
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4.4 Conclusions
The work toward developing an accurate model of the neutron generator for use in the anal-
ysis of experiments related to its characterisation and its use in the calibration procedure in
JET has shown some signiﬁcant diﬃculties. The generator’s mixed beam operation com-
plicated the neutron source simulations, the geometry being signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the
sketch provided by the supplier meant that the modelling of the generator had to be redone,
and the acceleration energy of 73 keV instead of 100 keV as indicated by the generator’s
control unit meant that the ﬁtting process took longer than expected due to the need to ﬁrst
determine this energy before the ﬁtting of all source components could be done. However,
this work also showed that a full simulation of such sources is possible if properly supported
by experimental work. Additionally, uncertainties in the neutron emission properties caused
by the uncertainties in material composition or component dimension of the MCNP model
of the neutron generator were assessed. The model was found to be relatively insensitive to
these uncertainties. On the other hand, the sensitivity to the relative angle between the ion
beam and the line of sight between the source region and the diamond detector was found
signiﬁcant.
Chapter 5
Calibration simulations
5.1 Calibration methods
Diﬀerent approaches have been used in the past calibrations of neutron yield detectors in
fusion machines. The common features of most approaches are the measurement of detector
response to some sort of calibration source in positions inside the reactor and the calculations
which relate the detector responses from the calibration scenario to the responses during
plasma operation.
Aﬀordability of computer power currently available allows us to extensively use simu-
lations in all phases of the calibration procedure. However, the measurements are still an
important part of the process due to the complexity of the large fusion machines and associ-
ated uncertainties of the results of the calculations.
5.1.1 Motivation
The motivation behind the work presented in this chapter was the collaboration in and the
computational support to the in-situ calibrations of JET neutron detectors to the neutrons
emitted from DD and DT plasma. These latest calibrations experimentally performed in
2013 and 2017 included some new approaches, e.g. the source positioning via the remote
handling system, which made the analysis of measurements more diﬃcult and additional
computational support necessary. However, as the main calibration principles are based
on the procedures used in the 1984 and the 1989 in-situ calibrations, an overview of the
procedure used in the 1980s was made alongside the procedure used in the latest calibra-
tions. Based on experiences the uncertainties introduced by the computational support were
assessed and the combined uncertainties of the calibration factors estimated.
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5.1.2 Semi-analytical approach
Analytical calculations were performed in support of the measurements and Monte Carlo
simulations to get additional insight into the problem and to assess the uncertainties intro-
duced due to the limited amount of experimental data. The methods described in this section
focus on the calibration of neutron detectors relatively far from the neutron source. The ﬁnd-
ings are thus relevant for the calibration of the ﬁssion chambers of the tokamak JET.
From point source to volumetric source
Simpliﬁed analytical calculations with neutron sources in an empty space were performed
to determine the eﬀects caused by the use of a limited number of the calibration source po-
sitions in determining the responses to a volumetric neutron source [68]. This is a simplistic
approach which does not take into account the scattering and streaming of neutrons through
the geometry of the reactor.
First, the eﬀects of the ring source discretization were assessed. In this assessment the
point source approximations using diﬀerent numbers of point sources were compared to the
ring source in an empty space. The ﬂux of particles at a distance 𝑟 = √Δ𝑥2 + Δ𝑦2 + Δ𝑧2
from a point source of intensity 𝑆 is described by
𝜙 = 𝑆
4𝜋𝑟2
. (5.1)
The approximation of a ring source using N point sources can thus be made for 𝑟𝑖, the dis-
tances between the point of interest and the 𝑖-th location on the ring, and 𝑆𝑖, the source
intensities of these sources, as
𝜙 =
𝑁
∑
𝑖=1
𝑆𝑖
4𝜋𝑟2𝑖
. (5.2)
For a neutron source of constant intensity, or after correction for diﬀerences in the intensity
are applied, this sum can be used to determine the ring integral, the approximation of the
detector response to a ring source.
The neutron ﬂux (Δ𝑥,Δ𝑦, Δ𝑧) from the centre of the ring source in XY plane, with radius
𝑅 can be described using normalised distances in each of the directions 𝑋 = Δ𝑥𝑅 , 𝑌 =
Δ𝑦
𝑅 ,
and 𝑍 = Δ𝑧𝑅 , and normalized distance in XY plane 𝐿
2 = 𝑋2 + 𝑌 2 as
𝜙 = 𝑆
4𝜋𝑅2𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
⋅ 1
√(𝐿2 − 1)
2 + 2 (𝐿2 + 1)𝑍2 + 𝑍4
(5.3)
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Figure 5.1 The relative diﬀerence between the particle ﬂux from a ring source (𝑅 = 300 cm,
𝑍 = 0 cm) and ﬂux from the ring of point sources as a function of the number of points.
Results are shown for a ring of equally spaced source positions for detector positions relevant
for JET’s ﬁssion chambers and activation system.
for 𝑆 = 2𝜋𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑗, the total intensity of a ring source with constant longitudinal source
density 𝑗 and radius 𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔.
Results (Figure 5.1) show that the diﬀerence between point source approximation and
full ring source is low for a practical number of points (20 or more). For a detector in
an empty space, the ring of more than 10 positions already produces results less than 1%
diﬀerent from the full ring source at typical detector positions. However, the scattering
inside the reactor and pathways between the source locations and the detector locations can
signiﬁcantly complicate the ring integral (more on this in Section 5.1.4) and thus the use of
a higher number of experimental source positions is recommended in order to suﬃciently
capture the details of the machine. For example, 40 positions were used for each ring source
scan in the latest DD and DT calibration campaigns at JET, and the standard calibration
approach described in the beginning of this chapter suggests the use of 40 positions in the
half of the reactor where the temporary detector is located and 20 in the other half of the
reactor.
Secondly, the eﬀect of the approximation of the volumetric plasma neutron source using
the ring source was assessed (Figure 5.2). The approximation of a large volume source
by a ring of source positions might seem diﬃcult at ﬁrst; however, the symmetry, peaked
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Figure 5.2 The relative diﬀerence between the particle ﬂux from a ring source (𝑅 = 300 cm,
𝑍 = 0 cm) and ﬂux from a volumetric toroidal source with a ﬂat neutron emission proﬁle as
a function of its minor radius. Results are shown for the detector positions relevant for JET’s
ﬁssion chambers and activation system.
neutron emission proﬁle, and scattering of neutrons on their path to detectors (especially in
case of ﬁssion chambers) all decrease the eﬀects of this approximation. Due to this, only a
minor correction needs to be applied to translate between the response of ﬁssion chambers
to the ring source positioned in the centre of the neutron emission proﬁle and the full plasma
neutron source. The realistic approximation of the correction performed for DD and DT
calibrations using full neutronic models shows that this correction is < 3%.
5.1.3 Methods used in the latest JET calibrations
The goal of the latest in-situ calibrations toDD andDT neutrons experimentally performed in
2013 and 2017 respectively, was to calibrate both ﬁssion chambers (recalibration after change
of the reactor’s ﬁrst wall material) and the activation system (ﬁrst direct calibration). The
neutron sourceswere positioned inside the reactor by the remote handling system (RHS) [54],
which was a change from the polyethylene guide-tube source positioning used in previous
calibrations [31, 69].
The basic principles used in both DD andDT calibration procedures were the same. Most
of the diﬀerences between the procedures can be contributed to the diﬀerences in the neutron
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Figure 5.3 The positions of ﬁssion chambers relative to the entrance port for the remote
handling system and the deﬁnition of the calibration source positions for the ring scans inside
the reactor through numbers (1 to 40) and angles (−180° to 180°).
source used, i.e. additional safety precautions in case of 252Cf as it cannot be turned oﬀ and
additional detectors used for monitoring the time dependence of the DT neutron generator.
The irradiation foils used for the measurements in the activation system (already presented
in Figure 3.9) were also diﬀerent (examples are shown in Table 2.3) due to signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent energies of the neutrons.
The diﬀerences in the positions of the activation system (Figure 5.10) and the ﬁssion
chambers (Figure 5.3) necessitate the use of diﬀerent calibration procedures and source po-
sitions. Computational support was crucial in the planning phase as well as in the analysis
of the measurements and determination of calibration factors for both detector systems.
Measurement positions
Detector response to neutron detectors at various positions inside the reactor was measured.
In DD and DT calibration campaigns detector responses for more than 200 (Figure 5.4) and
more than 50 source positions were measured, respectively. The purpose of the majority of
these measurements was to get a spatial scan of the ﬁssion chamber and, to some extent, ac-
tivation system sensitivities to the source in relevant positions. The neutron source positions
can be divided into:
• Positions for the calibration of the activation system. Three positions near the irradi-
ation end were used to test the models for the calibration source in positions where
suﬃcient counting statistics in 𝛾-spectroscopy of irradiation foils were possible.
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• Standard positions for the calibration of ﬁssion chambers. These positions follow a
ring through the centre of the plasma (central ring - C). The central ring measurements
were performed twice to test the reproducibility of the source positions and detector
responses.
• Additional ring source scans were performed in DD calibration. These described 4
additional rings of positions 50 cm from the central ring position in upward (upper
ring - U), downward (lower ring - L), inward (inner ring - I), and outward (outer ring
- O) direction.
• Additional measurement positions, in front of selected ports, were performed to scan
the ﬁssion chamber sensitivity to neutron source positions in vertical and radial direc-
tion.
• ”Overlap” measurements were performed in source positions where the remote han-
dling system was able to position the source from both sides of the reactor. These
measurements were performed to experimentally quantify some of the eﬀects of the
remote handling system on the response of the ﬁssion chambers.
Figure 5.4 The scan positions used in the latest in-situ calibration to DD neutrons performed
in 2013. DT calibration in 2017 used similar source positions; however, only the central ring
scan was performed.
Neutron sources
In the case of the 252Cf source used in the calibration of the JET neutron yield monitors to
DD neutrons, the characterisation of the neutron source was performed in February 2013
while the calibration of JET’s detectors was performed in April 2013. In this time the source
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intensity decreased for approximately 4% from 2.738 × 108 n/s to 2.620 × 108 n/s. Addi-
tionally, during the two weeks of the calibration experiments, the intensity decreased for
approximately 1% which was, for the sake of simplicity1, neglected in our analyses.
Due to the time-dependent nature of the neutron emission of the neutron generator it was
characterised in terms of the neutron emission anisotropy (to validate themodels as described
in Chapter 4) and in terms of monitoring detector response versus the total neutron emission
(for absolute neutron emission measurements). In fact, changes were observed in the source
intensity during the use of neutron generators at JET and NPL, and the average intensity of
the DT generator during the calibration experiment was approximately 2.1 × 108 n/s.
A more detailed description of the neutron sources used in the calibration experiments
can be found in Chapter 4.
Calibration of ﬁssion chambers
Due to their location far from the plasma, behind several layers of reactor components (both
235U and 238U ﬁssion chambers), and a relatively ﬂat response function between 1 eV and
15MeV (for 235U ﬁssion chambers), the method used in the calibration of the activation sys-
tem is not suitable for ﬁssion chambers. Due to their position, ﬁssion chambers are sensitive
to changes in the reactor’s construction both on the inside and on the outside of the machine.
Additionally, uncertainties in material composition and geometry of the reactor, support
systems, and detector systems positioned around the reactor lead to large discrepancies in
calculated and measured detector responses. This means that calculations can only be used
to assess relative changes or corrections due to factors such as neutron energy or presence
of certain objects while their absolute values are questionable and only roughly correspond
to the measurements. To take advantage of both the measurements and calculations, the
calibration of ﬁssion chambers is performed in the following steps:
1. The measurements of the detector responses to the neutron source in the central ring
positions (with combined source intensity 𝑆𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔) are used to determine the detector
response to a ring source: ring integral 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔.
2. Relative correction due to uncharacteristic conditions is applied. This translates detec-
tor response from the conditions during calibration experiments (Figure 3.12b) to the
conditions during normal reactor operation (Figure 3.12a): correction factor 𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑆 .
1In order to properly take into account the intensity of the source, the time of each measurement would have
to be taken into account to calculate the approximation for the neutron source intensity at that time. It was not
deemed necessary due to a relatively low error introduced as a result of this simpliﬁcation.
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3. Relative correction due to changes in neutron source energy (e.g. from 252Cf to DD)
and shape (i.e. from ring of point sources to volumetric plasma source) is applied:
correction factor 𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐 .
Using these corrections, the calibration factor 𝐹 is calculated (Figure 5.5 top) as
𝐹 =
𝑆𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 ⋅ 𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑆 ⋅ 𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐
. (5.4)
It quantiﬁes the sensitivity of the detector to neutrons emitted from the plasma so it is ex-
pressed in units of n/count and is used to translate the detector count values to neutron yields.
Due to the wide range of expected neutron emission intensities, the corrections for non-linear
behaviour of detectors at high count rates need to be applied and alternative modes of de-
tector operation (i.e. Campbell mode and current mode) cross-calibrated to the absolutely
calibrated counting mode.
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Figure 5.5 The schematics of the calibration procedures used for the activation system and
ﬁssion chambers. The measurements are an important part of both calibration procedures.
For KN1 calibration procedure in-situ measurements were used for the assessment of the
calibration factors and to provide the feedback about the quality of the MCNP model used
while the KN2 calibration was performed using the MCNP model validated through in-situ
measurements. The MCNP model of the neutron source used in both calibration procedures
was validated through comparisons with characterisation experiments.
Correction factors 𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑆 for the DD calibration are deﬁned as the ratio between the ring
integrals ”MCNP” and ”MCNP (calibration)” in Figure 5.6 for each of the detectors cal-
culated using the models shown in Figure 3.12. Similarly the correction factors 𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑆 for
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the DT calibration are deﬁned as the ratio between the ring integrals ”MCNP” and ”MCNP
(calibration)” in Figure 5.7. The values of correction factors from the calibration of JET’s
ﬁssion chambers to DD and DT neutrons are listed in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 respectively.
For comparison, the ratios between DD ring integrals ”MCNP (calibration)” and ”measured
(calibration)”, the C/E ratios, are 1.31, 1.06, 1.12 for D1, D2, and D3 respectively. The neu-
tron source position dependent correction factors are deﬁned as ratios between the detector
response from a simulation of neutron source in a reactor geometry representing the reactor
during normal operation, 𝑝(𝜃), and the reactor during calibration experiment, 𝑝calibration(𝜃),
as
𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑆(𝜃) =
𝑝(𝜃)
𝑝calibration(𝜃)
(5.5)
where 𝜃 deﬁnes the neutron source position within the ring scan. The neutron source position
dependent correction factors for the DD calibration are shown in Figure 5.8 and for the DT
calibration in Figure 5.9. A large part of the diﬀerences in correction factors can be attributed
to the diﬀerences in reactor conﬁgurations between DD and DT calibration experiments, i.e.
the operational shield (Figure 3.12) was only used during the DD calibration.
Calibration of the activation system
The determination of the calibration factor for the activation system is essentially based on
the simulations using the model of the reactor which was experimentally veriﬁed. This is
possible due to the location of the activation system close to the plasma where the eﬀects of
the reactor’s geometry on the activation of the samples are low. There are 8 irradiation ends
located in 5 octants, however, only one irradiation end, positioned the closest to the plasma,
is used as an absolutely calibrated neutron yield detector (green in Figure 5.10, positions
of other irradiation ends, with respect to the vertical cross-section, are indicated in blue).
The use of the activation reactions with high threshold energies (Figure 5.11) additionally
minimizes the eﬀects of the scattered neutrons on the measured neutron yield.
To get suﬃciently low statistical uncertainties in 𝛾 spectroscopy, the measurements of
the activation were only performed for three source positions close to the irradiation end.
These positions were approximately 30 cm (upper position, position near the irradiation end),
85 cm (middle position, roughly related to themean of the activation-biased neutron emission
proﬁle) and 160 cm (lower position, position at the centre of the typical plasma) below the
irradiation end (Figure 5.10).
In the DD calibration, a purposely designed mechanical spacer tool was used for posi-
tioning of the source in the position closest to the irradiation foils. In the DT calibration, on
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Figure 5.6 Count rates for the three 235U ﬁssion chambers. Measured values are de-
noted as ”measured (calibration)” while the MCNP simulations were performed for calibra-
tion reactor conﬁguration (”MCNP (calibration)”), and in normal operational conﬁguration
(”MCNP”).
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Figure 5.7 Count rates for the three 235U ﬁssion chambers. The MCNP simulations were
performed for calibration reactor conﬁguration (”MCNP (calibration)”), and using isotropic
neutron source in normal operational conﬁguration (”MCNP”). As the calibration process
is still in progress, the values are preliminary.
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Table 5.1 The corrections used to determine the calibration factor in 2013 calibration to a
DD plasma neutron source.
Fission chamber D1 D2 D3
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔/𝑆𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 (counts/neutron) 2.4 × 10−9 1.4 × 10−9 2.8 × 10−9
𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑆 1.02 1.15 1.10
𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐 1.11 1.18 1.11
Total correction factor 1.13 1.36 1.22
Calibration factor 𝐹𝐷𝐷 (n/count) 3.6 × 108 5.3 × 108 2.9 × 108
Table 5.2 The corrections used to determine the calibration factor in the 2017 calibration to
a DT plasma neutron source. As the calibration process is still in progress, the values are
preliminary.
Fission chamber D1 D2 D3
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔/𝑆𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 (counts/neutron) 2.52 × 10−9 1.37 × 10−9 2.70 × 10−9
𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑆 1.07 1.09 1.19
𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐 0.98 0.99 0.99
Total correction factor 1.05 1.08 1.17
Calibration factor 𝐹𝐷𝑇 (n/count) 3.8 × 108 6.7 × 108 3.2 × 108
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Figure 5.8 RHS correction factors for the three 235U ﬁssion chambers as a function of the Cf
source position.
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Figure 5.9 RHS correction factors for the three 235U ﬁssion chambers as a function of the
DT source position. As the calibration process is still in progress, the values are preliminary.
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Figure 5.10 A vertical cross-section of the reactor with marked source positions (U for upper,
M formiddle, and L for source lower position) used in the calibration of the activation system.
The irradiation end used as a neutron yield detector is indicated with green.
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Figure 5.11 Activation reactions suitable for DD (115In (n, n’)) and DT (93Nb (n, 2n),
27Al (n, a), 27Al (n, p), and 56Fe (n, p)) neutron yield measurements from IRDFF dosimetry
library [70].
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the other hand, a system consisting of two lasers (red and green) was used. The intersection
point of the two laser beams indicated the expected location of the irradiation end so the
intersection of beams at the lower surface of the irradiation end conﬁrmed the appropriate
position of the neutron generator. These positioning tools were needed due to the high sen-
sitivity of irradiation foil activity to the position of the source in the position closest to the
irradiation end. Additionally, to minimise the uncertainty due to the source position, the
source was positioned in each irradiation position multiple times.
The measured activities of the sample are compared to the calculated values using the
detailed model of JET. The good ﬁt between the average measured value and the calculated
value for the three source positions validates the model and conﬁrms that the model can be
used in the calculation of the calibration factor (Figure 5.5 bottom). Approximate calibra-
tion factors calculated for the 2017 DT calibration are in Table 5.3. For actual calibration
factors the geometry of foils needs to be modelled to take into account the self shielding and
moderation.This means that more accurate calibration factors need to be calculated for each
combination of foils individually.
Table 5.3 Approximate calibration factors for diﬀerent activation foils used in JET’s activa-
tion system in DT plasma discharges.
Reaction 27Al(n, p) 57Fe(n, p) 27Al(n, 𝛼) 93Nb(n, 2n) 115In(n, n’)
Calibration factor
2.0 × 107 1.5 × 107 1.4 × 107 3.8 × 106 5.6 × 106(n / reaction in
1024 nuclei)
Validation of the calibration factors
After the calibration, the consistencies of the neutron yields measured by diﬀerent detectors
are compared during plasma operation. The level of discrepancy gives some insight into the
uncertainties of the calibration factors.
In the DD calibration of JET’s neutron yield detectors, the discrepancies between the
activation system measurements, and D1, D2, and D3 ﬁssion chambers were found to be
2%, 1%, and 3% respectively (Figure 5.12).
The two diﬀerent calibration procedures used in the calibration of ﬁssion chambers and
the activation system meant that many of the contributions to the total uncertainty were
not the same. Thus, the good agreement of the neutron yield values measured by ﬁssion
chambers to the values produced by the activation system over a large range of neutron yields
was considered to validate the calibration factors.
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Figure 5.12 Neutron yield measurements by the three 235U ﬁssion chambers (FC) as a func-
tion of the neutron yield measured by the activation system (AS) based on the activation of
115In. Measurements were performed during DD plasma operation.
5.1.4 Jarvis et al. approach
Origin
The measurements performed during the calibration of ﬁssion chambers in the calibration
campaingns in 1984 (using both 252Cf neutron source and a compact DT neutron generator)
were assisted by the interpolation of the measured results. In this process the measured
detector responses from a limited set of positions inside the reactor were interpolated based
on the insight into the problem and the understanding of the physical background made by
Jarvis et al. [31, 69] rather than through the linear interpolation between themeasured points.
Our results (Figure 5.1) indicate that a suﬃcient number of measurement positions,
which reduce the need for this process, is not excessive. The 40 positions used in the latest
DD and DT calibration procedures should negate the need for this procedure. However, due
to the historical use of this process, the eﬀect of this method on the calibration factors was
investigated.
Calibration procedure
The measurements required for this procedure are
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• Central ring scan: Fission chamber responses for the calibration source in the posi-
tions describing the ring source at the centre of the plasma emission proﬁle.
• Vertical and radial scans: Measurement of the detector responses to the calibration
source in diﬀerent vertical (port vertical scan) and radial (port radial scan) positions
in front of the port closest to the neutron detector.
The measured data is ﬁtted with analytical functions to get an analytical function de-
scribing the sensitivity of the detectors to diﬀerent regions of the plasma source. The ﬁt of a
ring source is used to determine the ring integral while the ﬁts of a vertical and radial scans
are used to determine the relative sensitivities of the detector response at diﬀerent vertical
and radial plasma regions.
Ring integral
An important assumption in the process is that all the neutrons detected in ﬁssion chambers
were scattered in the scattering centre near the detector. The scattering centre used in the
analysis is either the plate covering the port closest to the detector (the assumption used in
the majority of positions) or the the port itself (the assumption used for the vertical scan).
This way the path of neutrons can be divided into two parts: the path between the neutron
source position and the scattering centre (diﬀerent for each of the source positions), and the
path from the scattering centre to the detector (same for all detector positions). Based on this
assumption 𝑝1, the detector response to a calibration source of intensity 𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡, positioned on
the central ring, can be described as a modiﬁed response to a point neutron source (response
to a point source is expressed by Equation 5.1)
𝑝1(𝜃) =
𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡
4𝜋𝑟2
⋅ 𝑓 (𝜃) ⋅ 𝒫 (5.6)
where 𝑟 is the distance between the neutron source and the scattering centre, 𝑓(𝜃) the screen-
ing factor of the JET structure, and 𝒫 the probability for a neutron in the scattering centre
to reach the detector. 𝑟2 for the scattering centre at (𝑅𝑆 , 𝑍𝑆 = 0, 𝜃𝑆 = 0) can be expressed
as
𝑟2 = 𝑅2𝑆 + 𝑅
2 − 2𝑅𝑆𝑅 ⋅ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) + 𝑍2. (5.7)
𝑝1(0°) of the ring scan, the value used for normalization in latter steps, can be expressed
using Equations 5.6 and 5.7 as
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𝑝1(0°) =
𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡
4𝜋𝑟2
⋅ 𝑓 (0°) ⋅ 𝒫 =
𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 ⋅ 𝑓 (0°) ⋅ 𝒫
4𝜋 ((𝑅𝑆 − 𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔)2 + 𝑍
2
𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔)
(5.8)
for𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔, the radius of the ring scan, and𝑍𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔, its vertical position relative to the mid-plane
of the tokamak. 𝑝1(𝜃) and 𝑓(𝜃) are actually functions of 𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 and 𝑍𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔; however, in the
process shown here only the central ring scan is used, and the radial and vertical sensitivities
are applied at a later step.
To separate the dependency of the detector response on the distance from the scattering
centre, the detector responses are multiplied by the square of their distance to the scattering
centre 𝑟2 and normalized by the detector response to the neutron source in front of the port
nearest to the detector (𝑝1(0°)). The remaining part of the dependency is then ﬁtted to de-
termine the analytical approximation of the screening factor. The symmetry of the tokamak
means that the detector responses, i.e. their dependences on 𝜃, are expected to be roughly
symmetrical with respect to the port closest to the detector (at 𝜃 = 0). Some asymmetry is
expected due to the asymmetries in the reactor structure and the level of asymmetry in the
latest JET calibration is expected to be higher than in 1980s due to the various upgrades to
the machine. However, data is symmetrised to simplify the analysis and then ﬁtted with a
series of cosines
𝑓(𝜃)
𝑓(0°) =
𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥
∑
𝑖=1
𝑎𝑖 ⋅ 𝑐𝑜𝑠[(𝑖 − 1) ⋅ 𝜃]. (5.9)
The next step is to determine the ring integral (𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔), which represents the detector re-
sponse to a ring source of radius 𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 and intensity 𝑆𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 as
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 = ∫
𝑓(𝜃) ⋅ 𝒫
4𝜋𝑟2
d𝑆 = ∫
𝜋
−𝜋
𝑓(𝜃) ⋅ 𝒫
4𝜋𝑟2
⋅
𝑆𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 ⋅ 𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
2𝜋𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
d𝜃 =
𝑆𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 ⋅ 𝒫
8𝜋2 ∫
𝜋
−𝜋
𝑓(𝜃)
𝑟2
d𝜃.
(5.10)
The integral for a symmetric 𝑓(𝜃) is
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
𝑆𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 ⋅ 𝒫
(2𝜋)2 ∫
𝜋
0
𝑓(𝜃)
𝑟2
d𝜃. (5.11)
The screening factor is, through the process of ﬁtting, expressed by a sum of cosines
(Equation 5.9) therefore the integral in Equation 5.11 can be solved by a standard integral
(for 𝑛 = 1, 2, 3...)
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∫
𝜋
0
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑛 ⋅ 𝑥)
1 − 𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑥) d𝑥 =
𝜋
√1 − 𝛼2
⋅
(
1 −√1 − 𝛼2
𝛼 )
𝑛
(5.12)
by introducing new variables
𝐴 = 𝑅2𝑆 + 𝑅
2
𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝑍2𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 (5.13)
𝐵 = 2𝑅𝑆 ⋅ 𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 (5.14)
and combining them into 𝛼 from Equation 5.12 as
𝛼 = 𝐵𝐴. (5.15)
Combining the above equations, the ring integral (Equation 5.11) can be written as
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 =∑
𝑖
𝑆𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 ⋅ 𝑓 (0°) ⋅ 𝒫
𝐴 ⋅ (2𝜋)2 ∫
𝜋
0
𝑎𝑖 ⋅ 𝑐𝑜𝑠[(𝑖 − 1) 𝜃]
1 − 𝛼 ⋅ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) d𝜃 (5.16)
and its solution for 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3... as
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
𝑆𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 ⋅ 𝑓 (0°) ⋅ 𝒫
𝐴 ⋅ (2𝜋)2
⋅ 𝜋
√1 − 𝛼2
⋅∑
𝑖
𝑎𝑖 [
1 −√1 − 𝛼2
𝛼 ]
𝑖−1
. (5.17)
Using Equations 5.8 and 5.17, the detector response per emitted neutron can be expressed as
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑆𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
= 𝑝1(0°)𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡
⋅ (
𝑅𝑆 − 𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔)
2 + 𝑍2𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑅2𝑆 + 𝑅
2
𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝑍2𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
⋅ 1
√1 − 𝛼2
⋅∑
𝑖
𝑎𝑖 [
1 −√1 − 𝛼2
𝛼 ]
𝑖−1
, (5.18)
where 𝑝1(0°)𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 is the measured detector response per neutron emitted from a calibration source
at (𝜃 = 0°, 𝑅 = 𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔, 𝑍 = 𝑍𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔), i.e. source position on the central ring in front of the
port.
Vertical and radial dependencies
The next step is to include the dependencies on the radius and vertical position. This can be
done by multiplying the values of the ring integral for the central ring scan (𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔) with the
vertical and radial sensitivity proﬁles obtained through scans in front of the port nearest to
the detector. However, a more rigorous but time-consuming approach would be to perform
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ring scans at a large number of radii and vertical positions, and ﬁt the resulting ring integrals.
The combined expression
𝑝𝑅𝑍(𝑅,𝑍) = 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 ⋅ 𝑔(𝑅) ⋅ ℎ(𝑍) (5.19)
describes the response of the detector to the ring source with radius𝑅 at vertical position𝑍.
Similarly to the ﬁtting of the ring integral, the ﬁtting of vertical and radial scans can be
performed to the detector response multiplied by the square of the distance to the scattering
centre 𝑟2 to eliminate the expected dependence on the distance.
As neutrons emitted frommany of the vertical scan positions do not have an unobstructed
path through the port, the position of the eﬀective scattering centre used in the ﬁtting is ex-
pected to be somewhere inside the reactor’s horizontal port and not at the plate covering
the port, i.e. the eﬀective scattering centre is expected to be closer to the plasma than in
other scans. The results presented in [69] indicate that in the case of the 1984 calibration
the vertical sensitivity was described entirely by decreasing of the neutron ﬂux as 1𝑟2 . The
radial dependence of the detector response, on the other hand, was approximated by 1𝑟2 de-
pendence and an additional linear function. Based on the reports from the 1984 calibrations
[69] it seems that the selection of the scattering centre location (𝑅𝑆) can be used as a ﬁtting
parameter.
Analyses showed the polynomial
𝑦(𝑥) = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1(𝑥 − 𝑥0) + 𝑎2(𝑥 − 𝑥0)2 + 𝑎3(𝑥 − 𝑥0)3 + 𝑎4(𝑥 − 𝑥0)4 (5.20)
to be a suitable function for the ﬁtting and was thus used as a ﬁtting function for the nor-
malized vertical and radial scans multiplied by the 𝑟2. After ﬁtting the radial and vertical
scans, and determining the 𝑦𝑅(𝑅) and 𝑦𝑍(𝑍) in a form of Equation 5.20, the full sensitivity
proﬁles 𝑔(𝑅) and ℎ(𝑍) can be deﬁned as
𝑔(𝑅) = 𝑦𝑅(𝑅)𝑦𝑅(𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔)
⋅
(𝑅𝑆 − 𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔)2 + 𝑍2𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
(𝑅𝑆 − 𝑅)2 + 𝑍2𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
⋅ 𝐼(𝑅) (5.21)
and
ℎ(𝑍) = 𝑦𝑍(𝑍)𝑦𝑍(𝑍𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔)
⋅
(𝑅𝑆 − 𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔)2 + 𝑍2𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
(𝑅𝑆 − 𝑅𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔)2 + 𝑍2
. (5.22)
These functions are used to account for relative changes from the central ring scan. 𝐼(𝑅) is a
linear function introduced in report [69] which accounts for the diﬀerences between the ﬁts
of the diﬀerent ring integrals for ring scans at multiple radii. However, as this would lead to
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the double use of the radial dependence, it was not used in our analyses where 𝐼(𝑅) = 1.0
was used.
Calibration factor
The ﬁnal step is to use the sensitivity proﬁle 𝑝𝑅𝑍 together with the plasma neutron emission
proﬁle 𝑆(𝑅,𝑍) to get the calibration factor 𝐹 (in units of neutronsdetector count ) as
𝐹 =
∬𝑆(𝑅,𝑍) ⋅ 𝑅 d𝑅 d𝑍
∬𝑝𝑅𝑍(𝑅,𝑍) ⋅ 𝑆(𝑅,𝑍) ⋅ 𝑅 d𝑅 d𝑍
, (5.23)
where the source intensity is divided by the detector response.
A simpliﬁed plasma neutron emission proﬁle can be approximated using plasma major
radius 𝑅0, plasma minor radius 𝑅𝑚, vertical elongation 𝐸𝑙, and peaking factor 𝛾𝑃 as
𝑆(𝑅,𝑍) = 𝑆0(1 −
1
𝑅2𝑚 [
(𝑅 − 𝑅0)
2 + 1
(𝐸𝑙)2 (
𝑍 − 𝑍0)
2
])
𝛾𝑃
. (5.24)
An even simpler plasma approximation is the constant neutron emission probability over the
volume of plasma.
Limitations of the approach
Analyses of the ﬁssion chamber calibration circumstances [51, 52] have shown that the as-
sumption of the same scattering centre for all calibration source positions is not entirely
justiﬁed. Indeed, the port closest to the detector remains an important neutron pathway for
all calibration source positions but the largest contribution to the detected neutrons was found
to come from the neutrons that leave the reactor vessel through the port closest to the neutron
source while the port closest to the detector was found to be the second most important.
Variations
There are various possible variations and extensions of the described procedure where the
approach would describe the neutron pathways more accurately. However, a signiﬁcantly
more accurate approach would lose the relative simplicity of the measurement data analysis,
and most likely require detector response measurements for sources in a larger number of
positions, which would additionally negate the need for use of the described interpolation
method.
A tested variation of the procedure was to skip the symmetrisation of the measurements
and ﬁt data for 𝜃 ≥ 0° and 𝜃 ≤ 0° (Equation 5.9) separately. This way the asymmetry of
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the tokamak can be taken into account and, presumably, more relevant ring integral values
produced. However, results (described below) showed that the eﬀects on the ring integral
were minimal.
Analysis of measurements from the 1984 DD calibration campaign
Themeasurements from the 1984DD calibration [31, 69] were re-analysed. Unless explicitly
stated, the results presented are the results of the re-analysis and not the results of the analysis
made at the time of the initial calibration. The ring integral was determined using the above-
described method by Jarvis et al. (Figure 5.13) for diﬀerent numbers of terms in the ﬁtting
function from Equation 5.9 and using a simple linear interpolation between the measured
values.
It was found that the ﬁtting with at least 5 terms produced consistent results which did
not show signiﬁcant variation with the number of terms. The values of the ring integral
obtained in such a way were also within the uncertainty interval of a value from the linear
interpolation (Table 5.4). The asymmetrical ﬁtting of 𝑓(𝜃)𝑓(0°) , i.e. the ﬁtting of the data for
angles ≥ 0° and ≤ 0° separately, resulted in minor changes to the determined ring integrals.
The minor diﬀerences in the ring integrals determined through the ﬁtting and simple
linear interpolation indicate that the procedure, while scientiﬁcally interesting, should not
be necessary when a suﬃcient number of measurements is performed. For comparison,
the uncertainty of the neutron source intensity was assessed to be 2% [31]. The upside of
such a procedure is the determination of an analytical function describing the sensitivity
of the neutron detector to a source in positions inside the reactor. However, performing a
lower number of measurements and then relying on this procedure can be dangerous due to
insuﬃcient information about the eﬀects of the machine on the neutron transport resulting
in inaccurate analytical ﬁts.
To conclude the analysis, vertical and radial scans were ﬁtted (Table 5.5, Figure 5.14 and
5.15), and the calibration factor 𝐹 determined (Equation 5.23). The results were compared
to the results of a simulation performed with the simpliﬁed MCNP model of JET which has
proven to reasonably reproduce the results of early calibrations [51]. Simulations were used
to determine the correction factor 𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐 , i.e. the ratio between the plasma source and the
ring source. The plasma source with constant neutron emission probability over its circular
cross-section (minor radius 80 cm) was used to somewhat simplify the analysis.
The results in Table 5.6 show signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the values produced through
MCNP simulations using the simpliﬁed model and the values determined through the ap-
proach described above. The simplicity of the model and the approximations made in the
semi-analytical approach make it diﬃcult to determine which value is more accurate; how-
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Figure 5.13 Analytical functions describing 𝑓(𝜃)𝑓(0°) for a diﬀerent number of ﬁtting terms
(Equation 5.9) for the central ring (𝑅 = 322 cm) of the 1984 DD calibration. The mea-
sured values and an analytical curve with 6 terms used by Jarvis et al. [69] are added for
comparison.
Table 5.4 The ring integrals from the 1984 DD calibration for the central ring (𝑅 = 322 cm)
based on diﬀerent interpolations. The uncertainty in the linear interpolation is the statistical
uncertainty due to a limited number of detector counts.
Ring integral (counts/neutron)
Interpolation Symmetric Asymmetric
3 terms 5.16 × 10−9 5.16 × 10−9
4 terms 4.98 × 10−9 5.00 × 10−9
5 terms 4.93 × 10−9 4.92 × 10−9
6 terms 4.91 × 10−9 4.92 × 10−9
7 terms 4.90 × 10−9 4.91 × 10−9
8 terms 4.90 × 10−9 4.91 × 10−9
Original 1984, 6 terms 4.96 × 10−9 /
Linear 4.92 × 10−9 ± 0.03 × 10−9
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Figure 5.14 The ﬁt of the radial scan for the 1984 DD calibration. The measured values and
ﬁtting curve used by Jarvis et al. [69] are added for comparison.
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Figure 5.15 The ﬁt of the vertical scan for the 1984 DD calibration. The measured values
and ﬁtting curve used by Jarvis et al. [69] are added for comparison.
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Table 5.5 The ﬁtting parameters for the normalized radial and vertical scans from the 1984
DD calibration using Equation 5.20 as a ﬁtting function and the scattering centre at 𝑅𝑆 =
568 cm and 𝑅𝑆 = 464 cm for the vertical scan.
Radial scan × 𝑟2 Vertical scan × 𝑟2
𝑥0 −1.1013 × 101 3.1048 × 10−1
𝑎0 1.0214 × 101 9.9979 × 10−1
𝑎1 −1.0947 × 10−1 −6.6431 × 10−4
𝑎2 5.0125 × 10−4 4.0134 × 10−6
𝑎3 −1.0453 × 10−6 2.0825 × 10−8
𝑎4 8.3405 × 10−10 −1.0673 × 10−10
Table 5.6 The corrections from the ring (1984 DD calibration,𝑅 = 322 cm,𝑍 = 0 cm) to the
volumetric source (plasma with ﬂat neutron emission proﬁle and 𝑅 = 290 cm, 𝑅𝑚 = 80 cm,
𝑍 = 0 cm). The uncertainties quoted for the results obtained using MCNP are statistical
uncertainties of simulations only.
Correction Tool/method Value
Cf volume / Cf ring MCNP 0.952 ± 0.001
Cf volume / Cf ring semi-analytical 1.049
Cf volume / Cf ring (Jarvis et al.) semi-analytical 1.107
Cf volume / Cf ring (Jarvis et al., without 𝐼(𝑅)) semi-analytical 1.050
DD volume / DD ring MCNP 0.956 ± 0.001
DD ring / Cf ring MCNP 1.072 ± 0.001
DD volume / Cf volume MCNP 1.076 ± 0.001
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ever, the ﬂat plasma proﬁle used in this analysis is uncharacteristic and a more peaked proﬁle
would show lower discrepancies.
Analysis of measurements from the 2013 DD calibration campaign
The results of the latest DD calibration campaign were also re-analysed using the two ap-
proaches described above. Unless explicitly stated, the results presented here are the results
of the re-analysis and not the results of the analysis made at the time of the calibration.
Due to the presence of the remote handling system, the measured values had to be modi-
ﬁed using the calculated correction factors. The correction factors are calculated for each of
the source positions (ratio between ”MCNP” and ”MCNP (calibration)” for each detector in
each neutron source position in Figure 5.6) and can thus be applied to the measured values
individually before the ﬁtting process. Alternatively, the correction factor for the ring source
𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑆 calculated using the linear interpolation can be applied to the ring integral calculated
by the Jarvis et al. method performed on the unmodiﬁed measurement data. The correction
for uncharacteristic conditions was not applied to vertical and radial scans due to similar
conﬁgurations of the remote handling system throughout the scans.
Data from themeasurements (Figure 5.16) and ring integrals (Table 5.7) show signiﬁcant
changes in the detector response from the 1984 calibration (Figure 5.13 and Table 5.6). Due
to changes in the reactor’s structure and the movement of the plasma centre to 𝑍 = 30 cm
(caused by the instalment of the divertor), the ring integral from 2013 is for a factor of 2
lower compared to the one from 1984, and the latest ring scan measurements exhibit larger
asymmetry compared to earlier measurements.
Vertical and radial scans were ﬁtted (Table 5.8, Figure 5.17 and 5.18), and correction
factors for the correction of the response from ring to volumetric plasma source calculated.
Again the plasma with a ﬂat neutron emission proﬁle was chosen.
5.2 Uncertainty due to neutron sources
5.2.1 Calibration sources
One of the potentially largest contributions to the total uncertainty of the calibration pro-
cedure is the uncertainty of the neutron source intensity and other emission properties. To
minimize the uncertainty, the calibration sources are characterised in neutronics laboratory
through the measurements of its neutron emission intensity, anisotropy, and neutron spec-
trum. It is beneﬁcial for the characterisation to be supported with neutron transport calcula-
tions both during the preparation to the characterisation and during the analysis of results.
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Figure 5.16 Analytical functions describing 𝑓(𝜃)𝑓(0°) for a diﬀerent number of ﬁtting terms
(Equation 5.9) for the central ring (𝑅 = 300 cm, 𝑍 = 30 cm) of the 2013 DD calibration.
The measured values are added for comparison.
Table 5.7 The ring integrals for the central ring (𝑅 = 300 cm,𝑍 = 30 cm) based on diﬀerent
interpolations resulting from the symmetric ﬁtting. The results of the asymmetric ﬁtting
were close to the presented values, similar to Table 5.4. The uncertainties in the linear
interpolation are the statistical uncertainties due to the limited number of detector counts.
Ring integral (counts/neutron)
Interpolation As measured As measured × 𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑆 RHS removed
3 terms 2.72 × 10−9 2.78 × 10−9 2.77 × 10−9
4 terms 2.51 × 10−9 2.58 × 10−9 2.58 × 10−9
5 terms 2.48 × 10−9 2.54 × 10−9 2.56 × 10−9
6 terms 2.47 × 10−9 2.53 × 10−9 2.55 × 10−9
7 terms 2.45 × 10−9 2.51 × 10−9 2.53 × 10−9
8 terms 2.45 × 10−9 2.51 × 10−9 2.52 × 10−9
Linear 2.43 × 10−9 ± 0.015 × 10−9 2.49 × 10−9 ± 0.016 × 10−9
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Table 5.8 The ﬁtting parameters for the normalized radial and vertical scans from the 2013
DD calibration using Equation 5.20 as a ﬁtting function and the scattering centre at 𝑅𝑆 =
618 cm for radial scan and 𝑅𝑆 = 470 cm for the radial scan.
Radial scan × 𝑟2 Vertical scan × 𝑟2
𝑥0 8.0969 1.6984 × 101
𝑎0 4.6918 × 101 1.0006
𝑎1 −6.2407 × 10−1 −3.8838 × 10−4
𝑎2 3.1652 × 10−3 2.6376 × 10−5
𝑎3 −7.1002 × 10−6 1.6648 × 10−8
𝑎4 5.9431 × 10−9 −3.0002 × 10−9
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Figure 5.17 The ﬁt of the radial scan for the 2013 DD calibration. The measured values and
ﬁtting curve used by Batistoni et al. [71] are added for comparison.
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Figure 5.18 The ﬁt of the vertical scan for the 2013 DD calibration. The measured values
and ﬁtting curve used by Batistoni et al. [71] are added for comparison.
Table 5.9 The corrections from the ring (𝑅 = 300 cm, 𝑍 = 30 cm) to volumetric source
(plasma with a ﬂat neutron emission proﬁle and 𝑅 = 290 cm, 𝑅𝑚 = 80 cm, 𝑍 = 30 cm).
The uncertainties quoted for the results obtained using MCNP are statistical uncertainties of
simulations only.
Correction Tool/method Value
Cf volume / Cf ring MCNP 1.001 ± 0.006
Cf volume / Cf ring semi-analytical 1.055
Cf volume / Cf ring (Batistoni et al.) semi-analytical 1.069
Cf volume / Cf ring (Batistoni et al., without 𝐼(𝑅)) semi-analytical 1.058
DD volume / DD ring MCNP 0.996 ± 0.005
DD realistic plasma / DD ring MCNP 0.977 ± 0.005
DD ring / Cf ring MCNP 1.143 ± 0.006
DD volume / Cf volume MCNP 1.138 ± 0.006
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While the uncertainties of the neutron emission from calibration sources can be signiﬁ-
cantly decreased through the process of characterization, the use of the compact DT neutron
generator introduces signiﬁcant complications due to its time dependence of the neutron
emission. Detectors attached to the generator, monitoring detectors, can be used to monitor
the time dependence in the neutron emission intensity during experiments. However, this in-
troduces new sources of uncertainty, i.e. uncertainties due to detector response stability and
its absolute calibration. In addition, storage time or extended use of the generator can lead to
changes in the neutron emission properties due to changes in the target or beam properties,
e.g. T decay and changes in its concentrations.
Generally, the total uncertainty due to the calibration source should not signiﬁcantly
exceed 5% if the target uncertainty of the calibration is 10%. The source characterisation
and calibration experiments should be planned accordingly.
5.2.2 Plasma sources
The neutron emission properties of diﬀerent plasma discharges can vary signiﬁcantly both
in terms of intensity (i.e. neutron yield must be detectable over a wide range of source
intensities) and in the properties of the plasma as a source of neutrons, e.g. in the geometry
of the neutron emission proﬁle and in the energy of emitted neutrons.
The sensitivities of detector responses to changes in various plasma parameters were
investigated through Monte Carlo simulations. Both the DD and DT plasma sources were
used in combination with the simpliﬁed model of JET to study the sensitivities in a JET-
relevant system while at the same time the machine-speciﬁc details (e.g. position and shape
of various limiters) were omitted. One of the goals of this study was to determine which
kind of neutron detector systems are the most suitable for use as plasma monitoring systems
in fusion power plants. The results, on the other hand, can also be used to quantify the
uncertainties of the detector response associated with uncertainties in the properties of the
plasma as a source of neutrons.
Detector approximations
To quantify and compare the expected detector responses, without imposing too many as-
sumptions on the detector properties, the reaction rates of reactions typically used in neutron
detectors were compared. The selected reactions were ﬁssions of certain U (235U, 238U)
and Pu (239Pu, 240Pu, 241Pu, 242Pu) isotopes, which are relevant for use in ﬁssion chambers,
C(n, 𝛼) and elastic scattering on C, relevant for diamond detectors, and 115In(n, n’) as rep-
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resentative of a typical activation reaction used in fusion neutronics. Some tests were also
performed with 232Th, which has shown characteristics similar to 238U.
Both the absolute magnitude and the sensitivity of the relative reaction rates to changes
of the plasma parameters were investigated. The sensitivities vere investigated through the
relative reaction rates deﬁned in Equation 5.25 as reaction rates 𝑝 normalized by their refer-
ence value 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓 . The emphasis of the analysis was on the identiﬁcation and use of a small
set of neutron detectors for the plasma position determination. The reaction rates were cal-
culated using the tally multipliers of the neutron spectra in the detector cells, which multiply
the neutron ﬂux inside the cell with the reaction cross-sections. For the calculations of the
absolute reaction rates the uncertainties of cross-sections were assessed using the RR_UNC
software [72], while in the analyses of the relative reaction rates, the uncertainties due to
cross-sections were assumed to cancel out and only the statistical uncertainties of simula-
tions were considered (error bars in graphs).
Relative reaction rate = 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓
(5.25)
The cells used as neutron detectors were positioned behind the reactor’s ﬁrst wall (Fig-
ure 5.19) to further minimise the eﬀects of the reactor’s geometry. This roughly corresponds
to irradiation positions near the plasma (e.g. JET’s activation system shown in Figure 3.9).
Figure 5.19 A vertical cross-section of the model highlighting the positions of the cells used
as tallies for detector approximation. Upper, lower, inner, and outer detectors are 180 cm,
180 cm, 112.5 cm, and 120.5 cm from the plasma centre respectively.
1Here I would like to thank my colleague Dr. Vladimir Radulović for his help in performing the analyses
using the RR_UNC software.
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The results of these analyses indicate that the detectors can be divided into two groups
based on the presence or absence of the threshold energy in their reaction cross-section. It
was found that:
• Reactions without threshold energy have higher absolute reaction rate per detector
atom and low sensitivity to changes in plasma parameters.
• Reactions with threshold energy have lower absolute reaction rate and higher sensi-
tivity to changes in the plasma parameters.
The majority of results are presented for ﬁssion reaction on 235U and 238U as two typical
representatives of both groups of reactions. Also, if not stated otherwise, the results are
presented for the DT plasma with peaking factor 1. Results for diﬀerent reactions and at
diﬀerent peaking factors generally exhibit similar behaviour. The peaking factor equal to 1
was chosen due to the tendency towards more advanced plasma proﬁles with a relatively ﬂat
central emission proﬁle and steep drop in source intensity on the edge of the plasma [56].
These properties are, to some extent, approximated by the use of lower peaking factors (i.e.
1) in the parametric plasma source.
The neutron source used in analyses in this section was the parametric source described
in Parametric plasma neutron source. The reference values of the plasma source parameters
are in Table 3.2.
Sensitivity to plasma position
The sensitivity of detector response to vertical position and major radius of the plasma was
investigated by analysing the relative reaction rates. Both vertical position (Figure 5.20)
and plasma major radius (Figure 5.21) were varied in the range of −30 cm to 30 cm from
their reference values. A 30 cm change in position was considered a major change as it
corresponds to 10% of the plasma major radius.
Based on Figures 5.20 and 5.21, and Table 5.10, the reactions can be divided into two
groups with signiﬁcantly diﬀerent sensitivities. The criterium for the separation of reactions
is the presence or absence of the threshold energy needed for the reaction, i.e. reactions with
threshold energy (e.g. 238U) are signiﬁcantly more sensitive to plasma position, compared
to reactions with no threshold energy (e.g. 235U). The absolute reaction rates, (Table 5.10)
on the other hand, serve as a guideline on the amount of detector material needed to get a
suitable amplitude of detector response.
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Figure 5.20 Relative reaction rates for diﬀerent vertical positions of the plasma for all reac-
tions considered. Total neutron ﬂux is added for comparison.
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Figure 5.21 Relative reaction rates for diﬀerent radial positions of the plasma for all reactions
considered. Total neutron ﬂux is added for comparison.
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Table 5.10 Reference values of reaction rates for the considered reactions for DT plasma with
peaking factor 1. The uncertainties were assessed using RR_UNC [72] and include both the
uncertainty due to the statistics of MCNP simulations and, where available, uncertainties in
nuclear data. ”N.A.” denotes the cross-sections where the uncertainty data was not available.
Reaction Average cross-section Uncertainty in Statistical
(i.e. reaction rate / neutron ﬂux) in barns cross-section uncertainty
115In (n, n’) 3.93 × 10−2 1.5% 0.1%
235U (n, f) 9.57 × 100 N.A. 0.1%
238U (n, f) 1.81 × 10−1 N.A. 0.2%
239Pu (n, f) 1.02 × 101 N.A. 0.2%
240Pu (n, f) 6.24 × 10−1 N.A. 0.1%
241Pu (n, f) 1.94 × 101 N.A. 0.2%
242Pu (n, f) 4.67 × 10−1 N.A. 0.1%
C (n, n) 3.68 × 100 0.2% 0.1%
C (n, 𝛼) 1.04 × 10−2 8.3% 0.2%
Sensitivity to neutron emission proﬁle
To quantify the eﬀects of the variations in the neutron emission proﬁle, the sensitivity to
changes in the peaking factor of the plasma neutron source was investigated. This sensitivity
was used to estimate the variation of the detector responses caused by the changes in the
shape of the neutron emission proﬁle. However, this assessment is limited to the changes
which do not result in the change in the neutron emission proﬁle centre position. Such change
would represent a change in the position of the plasma.
Again, the results in Figure 5.22 show signiﬁcant sensitivity of the reactions with thresh-
old energy to changes in the plasma peaking factor, while the sensitivity of the reactions with
no threshold energy is signiﬁcantly lower. For example, the total change in the reaction rate
on 235U for peaking factors between 1 and 15 is below 1% for all detector positions. The
highest sensitivity to the values of peaking factors for all detector positions is below the
peaking factor equal to 4, while their sensitivity signiﬁcantly decreases for higher values of
the peaking factor.
Typical peaking factors of plasma neutron sources in JET are between 4 and 8 [73]. Based
on this range, the uncertainty in the activation system response to the plasma discharge of
unknown peaking factor is up to 1%, while the eﬀect on the response of ﬁssion chambers is
negligible.
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Figure 5.22 Relative reaction rates for plasma peaking factors in the range from 1 to 15. The
presented graph is for the ﬁssion rate of 238U in all four detector positions.
Detector position
The position of neutron detectors directly behind the ﬁrst wall is often not realistic due to
harsh conditions at such locations. Positions deeper in the wall of the reactor were tested
(Figure 5.23) and their relative sensitivities compared.
Figure 5.23 Positions of cells used as tallies for estimation of the neutron detector responses
at various depths in the reactor wall.
The analysis again showed diﬀerent eﬀects for reactions with threshold energy than for
detectors without threshold energy. The reactions without threshold energy showed increas-
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ing sensitivity to changes in the plasma emission parameters when put deeper inside the
reactor’s wall (Figure 5.24). After a certain depth, the sensitivity remained roughly constant
and similar to the sensitivity of reactions with threshold energy (Figure 5.25). Reactions
with threshold energy showed only low eﬀects of the position on the sensitivity to plasma
parameters, which can be at least partially explained by increased distance from the source.
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Figure 5.24 Relative reaction rates approximating the 235U ﬁssion chambers in diﬀerent de-
tector locations above the plasma.
Another important change in the detector response when put behind a larger amount of
material is the absolute reaction rate. Simulations showed signiﬁcantly lower decrease for the
reaction rates of reactions without the threshold energy compared to reactions with threshold
energy, which further increases the diﬀerence in the absolute reaction rates (Figure 5.26).
This is expected due to the lowering of the relative amount of fast neutrons with depth in the
material, which leads to a lower amount of neutrons above the threshold energy.
The increase in the sensitivity of the reactions with no threshold energy to changes in
plasma parameters can be explained based on basic neutron transport properties. Neutrons
with higher energies are more penetrating than neutrons with lower energies. This means
that when a detector is put deeper in the reactor wall, eﬀectively an energy above a certain
threshold is required of neutrons in order to have signiﬁcant probability of reaching the de-
tector position. The higher reaction rates of reactions with no threshold energy compared
to threshold reactions, on the other hand, are expected as the former can interact with all
neutrons that reach their position while the latter can only interact with neutrons of energies
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Figure 5.25 Relative reaction rates approximating the 238U ﬁssion chambers in diﬀerent de-
tector locations above the plasma.
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Figure 5.26 Relative ﬁssion reaction rates on 235U and 238U for diﬀerent detector positions.
Reaction rates are normalized to their reference values. The reaction rate in the detector
closest to the plasma and relative neutron ﬂux is added for comparison.
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higher than the reaction threshold energy, e.g. Figure 5.27 indicates that for the analysed case
the 75% of the reaction rate is due to neutrons with the energy below 280 keV and 14.1MeV
for 235U and 238U respectively. Additionally, cross-sections for reactions with low energy
neutrons are typically signiﬁcantly larger than reactions at higher energies, resulting in 52.4
times higher reaction rate using 235U compared to 238U for the case analysed in Figure 5.27.
These eﬀects get even more pronounced deeper inside the reactor wall due to neutrons inter-
acting with material on their path toward the detector. Through these interactions neutrons,
on average, lose a signiﬁcant part of their energy so their average energy is lower compared
to positions closer to the source.
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Figure 5.27 Cumulative relative contribution to ﬁssion reaction rates on 235U and 238U as a
function of neutron energy for upper detector position and a DT plasma source. Absolute
reaction rate for 235U is 52.4 times higher than for 238U.
Sensitivities
The sensitivity of the detector system to plasma parameters can be increased or decreased
through use of multiple detectors. An attempt in use of two detectors for the determination
of plasma neutron yield and position is demonstrated below.
An approximation of the detector response for a narrow range of plasma parameter𝑋 can
often be described by a linear function. The response of the two detectors whose detector
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responses change in the opposite direction for changes of the parameter 𝑋, e.g. plasma
vertical and radial position, can be described as
𝑝𝐴 = 𝐹−1𝐴 ⋅ 𝑌 ⋅ (1 + 𝑘𝐴𝑋) (5.26)
𝑝𝐵 = 𝐹−1𝐵 ⋅ 𝑌 ⋅ (1 − 𝑘𝐵𝑋) (5.27)
for detector calibration factors 𝐹𝐴 and 𝐹𝐵, neutron yield 𝑌 , and sensitivity coeﬃcients 𝑘𝐴
and 𝑘𝐵 of the same sign. The use of upper and lower detector from the model depicted in
Figure 5.19 is an example of such a system based on two detectors. The product of the two
detector signals is thus
𝑝𝐴 ⋅ 𝑝𝐵 =
𝑌 2
𝐹𝐴𝐹𝐵 (
1 + 𝑘𝐴𝑋) (1 − 𝑘𝐵𝑋) =
𝑌 2
𝐹𝐴𝐹𝐵 [
1 + (𝑘𝐴 − 𝑘𝐵)𝑋 − 𝑘𝐴𝑘𝐵𝑋2] . (5.28)
For minor changes in detector response (𝑘𝐴𝑋, 𝑘𝐵𝑋 ≪ 1) and similar amplitudes of the
sensitivity (𝑘𝐴 ≈ 𝑘𝐵), the sensitivity to parameter 𝑋 decreases signiﬁcantly. This can be
beneﬁcial for use in neutron yieldmeasurements which are linearly proportional to the square
root of the product of the two detector responses.
Dividing the two detector signals with these properties (𝑘𝐴𝑋, 𝑘𝐵𝑋 ≪ 1 and 𝑘𝐴 ≈ 𝑘𝐵),
on the other hand, can increase the sensitivity as
𝑝𝐴
𝑝𝐵
=
𝐹−1𝐴 𝑌 (1 + 𝑘𝐴𝑋)
𝐹−1𝐵 𝑌 (1 − 𝑘𝐵𝑋)
≈ 𝐹𝐵𝐹𝐴 (
1 + 𝑘𝐴𝑋) (1 + 𝑘𝐵𝑋) ≈
𝐹𝐵
𝐹𝐴 (
1 + (𝑘𝐴 + 𝑘𝐵)𝑋) .
(5.29)
The ratio is also independent of the neutron yield, which is useful for the determination of
other plasma neutron source characteristics.
The diﬃculties of the operation of a system based on multiple detectors are related to the
sensitivity to temporal drifts in detector responses, which can lead to signiﬁcant errors. Such
drifts could be especially problematic in fusion power plants where frequent recalibration
of detectors might not be possible due to the need for uninterrupted long term operation.
However, crucial power plant systems should in any case be based on redundant systems
consisting of components with well known characteristics, which would at least partially
mitigate the eﬀects of detector drifts.
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Plasma monitoring system
The above sensitivity studies can be used to assess the accuracy of the plasma monitoring
system based on neutron detectors. A downside of the single neutron detector measurement
is the linear dependency on the neutron yield, which needs to be taken into account, most
likely by another detector. To address this, the use of pairs of detectors was tested for neutron
yield and plasma position determination. Pairs were chosen so one detector was in upper
and one in lower position, or one in inner and the other in outer detector position. The used
detector pairs are not the most representative due to unrealistic vertical symmetry in case of
the upper-lower detector pair resulting from the lack of a divertor in the simpliﬁedmodel, and
signiﬁcant diﬀerences in detector sensitivity for the inner-outer pair. However, the realistic
detector pairs would most likely perform somewhere between these two cases.
The resolution of the plasma vertical and radial position determination was assessed
through comparison with uncertainty due to neutron emission proﬁle. The uncertainty in
detector response caused by the lack of information about the plasma peaking factor was
taken as an approximation of the uncertainty in the detector response. Assessments for DT
plasma and the 238U ﬁssion chambers are presented in Table 5.11. The vertical position
was assessed using the upper detector or the ratio between the upper and lower detector
positions while the radial position was determined either through an outer detector or through
the ratio between outer and inner detector responses. The results for the combinations of
two detectors are promising; however, the resolution of such a system would be decreased
due to experimental uncertainties and uncertainties in the calibration factor of the system.
Information about the plasma neutron emission proﬁle, on the other hand, would increase
the resolution of the system.
Table 5.11 Assessment of the plasma monitoring system resolution based on the uncertainty
introduced by the plasma peaking factor for 238U ﬁssion chambers.
Vertical position Radial position
One detector 7 cm 9 cm
Two detectors <1 cm 2 cm
The importance of the streaming pathways for the neutron transport in typical reactor
designs would complicate the practical application of such a plasma monitoring system.
Depending on the locations and surrounding area, detectors at similar depths in the reactor
wall can have signiﬁcantly diﬀerent sensitivities to plasma parameters. This means that the
amplitude of a detector’s response and its sensitivity to changes in plasma parameters can be
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signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by the design of the reactor and position of detectors in it. Thus the
suitable detector positions depend on the speciﬁc design solutions.
Assessment of uncertainties due to plasma source in JET
The sensitivity studies can also be used to determine the uncertainty of the reaction rates in
the irradiation end of the JET’s activation system. Due to its position close to the plasma,
the detector can, in principle, produce neutron yield values with signiﬁcant errors for plasma
discharges notably diﬀerent from the reference plasma. However, the activation system is
typically not used for neutron yield measurements in all of the plasma discharges. It is mostly
used to provide a reference point for the recalibration of the ﬁssion chambers due to tem-
poral drifts of the detectors and after minor changes in the reactor’s structure/conﬁguration.
The uncertainty due to the range of expected plasma peaking factors (from 4 to 8, sensi-
tivity shown in Figure 5.22) and a 10 cm uncertainty in the vertical position of the plasma2
(combined with sensitivity proﬁles shown in Figure 5.20) result in a 6% uncertainty in the
reaction rates of the activation system.
The analysis here was mostly relevant for detectors relatively close to the plasma. De-
tectors located far, e.g. JET’s ﬁssion chambers positioned near the transformer limbs in the
reactor hall, are not as sensitive to minor changes in the shape and position of the plasma.
5.3 Uncertainties due to geometry
The uncertainties due to the discrepancies between the models and the actual system are dif-
ﬁcult to rigorously assess. In JET, one of the problems is that the availability of information
about the geometry and materials used in many of the systems in and around the reactor
is limited. The reactor and its support systems were upgraded often throughout the years
and the data about their components is distributed between diﬀerent sources ranging from
CAD models to printed books of blueprints. Due to this, a signiﬁcant man-hour investment
would be required to produce meaningful improvement of the existing models, which were
developed through the years.
2The 10 cm uncertainty in vertical position was chosen based on [74], which reports that the channels of
the neutron emission camera cross the plasma at distances 15 cm to 20 cm apart, and the typical uncertainty in
the radial position of magnetic axis of 5 cm to 10 cm.
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5.3.1 Uncertainties in the calibration factor of the activation system
In the calibration of JET’s activation system, or other detectors close to the plasma, the
largest uncertainty seems to come from the uncertainty in the relative distance between the
irradiation foils and the calibration neutron source.
The calibration factor of the activation system is based entirely on the calculations per-
formed using the model of the reactor validated by comparison to the experiments. The
two main potential sources of uncertainty of the calibration factor are the uncertainty in the
validation model and the uncertainty in the plasma source of neutrons which is used as an
approximation of the reference plasma discharge.
Due to a limited number of measurements performed during the calibration of the acti-
vation system, it is diﬃcult to assess the uncertainties due to the validation procedure. The
repetitions of the measurements oﬀer some insight, as do the simulations performed in sup-
port of the experiments. The relatively high sensitivity of the activation reaction rate to the
distance between the irradiation foils and the neutron source, especially for neutron source
positions close to the irradiation end, results in one of the largest contributions to the uncer-
tainty of the validation procedure. The uncertainty in the neutron source position is assessed
to be 2 cm. The assessment of uncertainties in the activation reaction rates resulting from the
change in the distance between the source and the irradiation foils of 2 cm are presented in
Table 5.12 and represent the worst case scenario, i.e. the scenario where the vertical position
of the source has 2 cm uncertainty.
Table 5.12 The uncertainties resulting from a 2 cm uncertainty in the distance between the
calibration source and the detector for positions used in the 2013 DD calibration. Simple
1/𝑟2 approximation and 115In(n, n’) reaction rate in the detailed model of JET were used.
Corresponding calibration Source-detector Uncertainty
source position distance 1/𝑟2 MCNP
Upper position 30 cm 13.5% 13.8%
Middle position 90 cm 4.4% 4.0%
Lower position 160 cm 2.5% 2.2%
Uncertainties due to the simpliﬁcations in the plasma source modelling are diﬃcult to
analyse without analysing the plasma source in signiﬁcant detail. This is being done by
various researchers so a better understanding of these eﬀects is expected to be available in
the coming years when more realistic plasma source models will be developed and vali-
dated. However, the activation system is typically used in well-deﬁned plasma discharges
with known characteristics so the uncertainty should be reasonable. The assessment in this
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work, taking the uncertainties due to uncertainties in the plasma peaking factor and position,
resulted in the uncertainty estimate of 6% and 1% respectively.
5.3.2 Uncertainties in 𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑆
The uncertainty of the total correction due to the remote handling system (deﬁned by Equa-
tion 5.5) is diﬃcult to assess because of the multitude of its conﬁgurations during the cali-
bration campaign. However, analyses show that a large part of the total correction is a result
of the remote handling system blocking the equatorial port where it enters the reactor (rele-
vant for both DD and DT calibration) and in case of DD calibration by the operational shield
blocking the equatorial port on the opposite side of the reactor. The uncertainties of the cor-
rection factors presented in this section resulting from statistical uncertainties of simulations
are≪ 1%.
Table 5.13 Correction of detector responses due to the presence of remote handling system
(RHS) and operational shield (OS) in DD calibration experiments and horizontal neutron
camera (KN3) during normal operation (Figure 3.12).
Correction factor Change in geometry Detector
From To D1 D2 D3
JET + RHS + OS JET + OS 0.986 1.001 1.093
JET + OS JET + KN3 1.039 1.150 1.002
𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑆 JET + RHS + OS JET + KN3 1.024 1.149 1.098
To assess the uncertainties in 𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑆 caused by the uncertainties in the material compo-
sition of the remote handling system, the density of materials used in the model was varied.
Results indicate that 𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑆 is insensitive to these variations. Additionally, correction factors
produced by both simpliﬁed and detailed model of the tokamak were compared (up to 4.5%
diﬀerence), and the variation of the correction factors for diﬀerent detector positions in the
simpliﬁed model analysed (less than 1% variation for similar positions). Due to signiﬁcant
diﬀerences in reactor models, e.g. equatorial ports have entirely diﬀerent shapes, the maxi-
mum diﬀerence in 𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑆 was taken as an assessment of the uncertainty due to geometrical
uncertainties. The results of the assessments are in Table 5.14.
5.3.3 Uncertainties in 𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐
The correction factors 𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐 for DD and DT calibrations, deﬁned in Section 5.1.3, were cal-
culated using the detailed and the simpliﬁed model of JET to get some insight into the sen-
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Table 5.14 Sources of uncertainties in 𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑆 and their assessed values for DD and DT cali-
bration.
DD calibration DT calibration
D1, D2, D3 D1, D2 D3
RHS materials ≪ 1% ≪ 1% ≪ 1%
RHS + OS geometry 4.5% 1% 4.5%
Total 4.5% 1% 4.5%
sitivity of our calculations to the uncertainties in the models. Uncertainties of the correction
factors presented in this section resulting from statistical uncertainties of simulations are
≪ 1%.
𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐 includes corrections both due to the spectrum and shape of the neutron source (Ta-
ble 5.15). The correction due to diﬀerences in the spectrum of the calibration source com-
pared to the plasma source was assessed through two calculations featuring 40 isotropic point
sources describing the central ring scan where one simulation used the calibration neutron
source spectrum (252Cf) and the other the DD neutron spectrum, the spectrum of the plasma
source.
The uncertainties of the correction due to the neutron spectrum can be assessed through
comparisons of the corrections for the three detectors. The variation between the value of
correction due to diﬀerences in the spectrum for the three ﬁssion chambers is 3%. The cor-
rections in the detailed model (average value) and the simpliﬁed model, on the other hand,
are roughly 1.15 and 1.08 respectively, resulting in a 6% diﬀerence between the correction
factors. The simpliﬁed model is missing all of the surrounding systems and is as such far
from the current machine approximation. However, even the model with large approxima-
tions produces values for the relative corrections only 6%, 9%, and 4% diﬀerent from the
corrections calculated using the detailed model for detectors D1, D2, and D3.
The uncertainty of the correction from the ring source to the reference volumetric plasma
source was assessed through the comparison of values produced by the two diﬀerent plasma
source approximations in two diﬀerentmodels of the reactor (Tables 5.6 and 5.9). One source
was the reference plasma deﬁned as a source deﬁnition card and the other a simple toroidal
volume with a constant plasma emission probability. Based on these results, the uncertainty
due to the correction in the shape of the source, i.e. translating the detector response from a
ring source to a volumetric plasma source, is assessed to be up to 3%.
Based on these values, the uncertainty in 𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐 can be assessed to 4% based on the as-
sessed 3% uncertainty due to energy correction and 3% uncertainty due to correction in the
shape of the source. However, previous analyses found that using a simple Watt approxima-
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Table 5.15 The MCNP calculated correction factors used in 2013 DD calibration.
Fission chamber D1 D2 D3
DD ring / Cf ring 1.14 1.18 1.12
DD plasma / DD ring 0.977 0.988 0.982
𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐 1.11 1.18 1.11
tion of the neutron emission spectrum for the simulation of Cf spontaneous ﬁssion source
results in signiﬁcant bias. In the case of the activation system, the reaction rates in the ac-
tivation system were found to be 7% lower for Watt emission spectra, compared to a more
detailed approximation from IRDFF [30]. Fission chamber responses are expected to be af-
fected to a lesser degree; however, there is still a possibility for the introduction of signiﬁcant
bias.
5.4 Uncertainties in calibration factors of detectors
Both the detector response measured during routine neutron yield measurements and the
response during the calibration procedure introduce some uncertainty. Due to the use of the
calibration neutron sources with intensities typically on the lower end of the detector’s range,
the suﬃcient amount of detector counts or sample activity must be achieved in order to oﬀer
reasonable counting statistics. In most cases the neutron sources with as high intensity as
practical are used together with appropriate counting times (of the order of 1000 s in the case
of the ﬁssion chamber measurements and an order of magnitude longer irradiation times for
the activation system measurements in the latest JET calibrations).
5.4.1 Fission chambers
During the JET DD calibration campaign in 2013, the uncertainties in the responses of the
235U ﬁssion chambers to the source in each individual position resulting from the counting
statistics were in the range between 1.5% and 19%. This resulted in the relative uncertainty
of the ring integral values of 0.6% to 0.8%.
At JET, the time-resolved neutron yield monitors are the ﬁssion chambers consisting of
three pairs of 235U and 238U ﬁssion chambers. These detectors are relatively insensitive to
changes in plasma parameters, but are sensitive to changes in reactor’s geometry. However,
the three pairs of ﬁssion chambers are located in diﬀerent toroidal positions (Figure 5.3), to
limit eﬀects of the frequent modiﬁcations of the machine to neutron yield measurements.
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Cross-calibrations
Due to signiﬁcantly lower sensitivity of 238U ﬁssion chambers compared to 235U ﬁssion
chambers, the detector responses of the former are cross-calibrated to the latter during plasma
pulses with neutron emission rates suitable for both detectors. Similarly, the current mode of
235U is cross-calibrated to its counting mode in the range of neutron yields where both modes
work reliably. Additionally, cross-calibrations to the activation system are used to check the
accuracy of the ﬁssion chamber calibration factors, which can change due to changes in the
reactor or due to temporal drifts in the sensitivity of the ﬁssion chambers.
The assessment of the uncertainties in the detector responses due to various cross-calibrations
is beyond the scope of this work. According to literature, the uncertainties introduced by the
cross-calibrations are expected to be 2% [33].
5.4.2 Activation system
Due to its position inside the JET machine, the activation system is relatively insensitive to
most of the changes in the reactor’s construction. However, it was found that the details of the
irradiation end and limiters in its vicinity (mushroom shaped limiters visible in Figure 3.10)
do have an eﬀect in the order of 10% [75], so it is not completely insensitive.
5.5 Combined uncertainties
Signiﬁcantly diﬀerent approaches to the calibration of ﬁssion chambers and activation system
result in diﬀerent contributions to the uncertainties of the calibration factors. However, once
the uncertainties from various sources are assessed, the total uncertainty of the calibration
factors can be determined.
The assessed uncertainty estimates only include the uncertainties in the calibration factor
determination, while the experimental uncertainties in the neutron yield measurements have
to be added to these values. Rough assessments of the experimental uncertainties, based on
available data, were added below to attempt to determine the total uncertainty of the neutron
yield measurements.
5.5.1 Fission chambers
The main sources of uncertainties in the calibration of the ﬁssion chambers used as a time-
dependent neutron yield detectors at JET are presented in Table 5.16.
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Table 5.16 The main sources of uncertainty in the calibration factor of the JET ﬁssion cham-
bers and their magnitudes.
DD calibration DT calibration
D1, D2, D3 D1, D2 D3
Neutron source intensity 2% < 5% < 5%
Ring integral 2% 2% 2%
𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑆 4.5% 1% 4.5%
𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐 4% 4% 4%
Cross calibrations 2% 2% 2%
Combined uncertainty 6.9% 7.1% 8.3%
When the sources of uncertainty which were not evaluated here, i.e. stability of detector
system and electronics (2%), counting statistics (2%) and dead-time correction (5%) from
Table 2.4 [33]) are added, the combined uncertainties in the absolute calibration reach 9%
to 10%.
5.5.2 Activation system
The assessed main sources of uncertainties and their amplitudes for the case of the activa-
tion system are listed in Table 5.17. The 5% uncertainty due to modelling is a conservative
estimate based on the roughly 10% eﬀect of the objects close to foils in the irradiation end,
and typical uncertainties due to nuclear data. However, due to a high sensitivity of the neu-
tron spectrum at lower energies to the uncertainties in the material composition, the choice
of activation reactions with high threshold energy is crucial, e.g. for DT neutron source,
diﬀerences of up to 700% in neutron ﬂux below 1 eV were found for models with only 2%
diﬀerence in neutron ﬂux above 10MeV. The uncertainties due to modelling could be min-
imised by increasing the number of calibration source positions and using these to improve
the validation of the model.
Table 5.17 The main sources of uncertainty in the calibration factor of the JET activation
system and their magnitudes.
Magnitude of uncertainty
Plasma position 6%
Plasma peaking factor 1%
Modelling 5%
Combined uncertainty 8%
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Typical experimental uncertainty associated with gamma spectroscopy is expected to be
between 2% and 5%, which results in combined uncertainty in the neutron yield measure-
ments of 8% to 9%.
5.5.3 Discussion
Presented analyses indicate that <10% combined uncertainty in the absolute calibration of
the two neutron yield detector systems at JET is achievable. Compared to uncertainty anal-
yses from the past experience [33, 69, 32], the uncertainties associated with computational
support to the experiments have decreased due to the use of more detailed and tested mod-
els and codes; however, the neutron scattering on the remote handling system used as the
source positioning system has introduced signiﬁcant additional uncertainties, compared to
past source delivery systems.
After absolute calibration is performed, the measured neutron yield detectors from well-
understood plasma shots can be used to test the calibration by comparing themeasured values
by the 4 detectors (3 ﬁssion chambers and one activation system). The calibration factors
are typically adjusted after a suﬃcient number of plasma shots to produce neutron yield
measurements as consistent as possible between all detectors. Afterwards, the activation
system is considered as a reference detector to which the ﬁssion chambers are routinely
calibrated to maintain. The reason is the relative insensitivity of the activation system to
changes in the reactor composition and general stability of its calibration factor resulting
from its simplicity.
Based on analyses, the best way to improve the accuracy of the future calibrations in
large tokamaks is to assure a high level of accuracy in the reactor models, and the use of a
well-characterised neutron source.

Chapter 6
Variance reduction
6.1 Introduction
The purpose of variance reduction techniques is to increase the eﬃciency of Monte Carlo
simulations in simulating the particles that contribute to the tallies of interest. In some cases,
e.g. shielding studies for nuclear power plants [76] or fusion machines [77], these methods
represent the only way to calculate the required parameters in all relevant regions of ma-
chines using the computer power available. There are various ways to achieve the increase
of eﬃciency, in most cases either by reducing the CPU time spent in the parts of the phase
space that do not contribute to the tallies of interest (for localized tallies) or by working to-
wards equalizing the CPU time spent in diﬀerent relevant subsections of the geometry (for
tallies covering large parts of the geometry). All variance reduction techniques require a suf-
ﬁciently skilled user who is familiar with the physical properties of the problem to be used
eﬀectively. Generally, the more information about the properties of the system and about
the solution is available, the more the simulation time can be reduced without introducing
additional errors or biases.
6.1.1 Motivation
The work using variance reduction techniques was conducted to test the performance of the
relatively new variance reduction code on the model with which we had suﬃcient experi-
ence, i.e the simpliﬁedmodel of a JET-like tokamak. While the neutron transport simulations
presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 were performed without the use of variance reduction
techniques, the work presented in this chapter shows that signiﬁcant improvements in eﬃ-
ciency are possible. This means that the simulations in support of the calibration procedures
in even larger machines such as ITER and DEMO can be performed with reasonable CPU
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time requirements. The work described in this chapter was published in [52]. The ﬁgures
presented in this chapter were prepared for the publication as a collaborative eﬀort together
with colleagues Bor Kos and Žiga Štancar so their input is greatly appreciated.
6.1.2 Tools used
ADVANTG
An Automated Variance Reduction Parameter Generator (ADVANTG) [17] has been re-
leased by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in 2015. The deterministic solver
used by the code is a modern discrete ordinates solver Denovo which enables parallel com-
puting to speed up the simulations. The presented work represents one of the ﬁrst uses of
the code outside the ORNL.
The main idea behind ADVANTG is to use the solution of the deterministic calculation
for the production of variance reduction parameters while keeping the process as automated,
straightforward, and as user friendly as possible. To achieve this, ADVANTG prepares the
input ﬁle for the deterministic code Denovo including the model of the geometry based on
the geometry in the user-provided MCNP input ﬁle and a small number of additional param-
eters. This ”semi-automatic” generation of appropriate deterministic models signiﬁcantly
simpliﬁes the use of deterministic code using models close to the MCNP models. However,
due to the geometry based on the rectangular mesh the user needs to have some understand-
ing of the properties of the problem in order to select suitable mesh dimensions.
The generation of variance reduction parameters in ADVANTG is based on the CADIS
and FW-CADIS methods (described in Generation of variance reduction parameters). To
produce usable variance reduction parameters, the relevant adjoint (for both CADIS and FW-
CADISmethod) and direct neutron ﬂux (for FW-CADIS) need to be calculated. The absolute
accuracy of the neutron ﬂux calculations is not crucial as long as its gradients through the
important parts of the geometry are relevant.
The ease of use, preparation of the models, and convenient presentation of results are
the main positive aspects of ADVANTG. The methods used are known and there are many
suitable deterministic solvers available, which means that it was possible to use a similar ap-
proach for generation of the variance reduction parameters before. However, the preparation
of the models for the deterministic solver, analysis of deterministic results, and their use in
the generation of variance reduction parameters can be excessively time consuming for the
analyst.
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Table 6.1 The description of the two types of compute nodes used in our analyses.
Type A node Type B node
Processors Intel Xeon E5-2680 v2 Intel Xeon E5-2697 v3
CPUs per node 2 2
Cores per node 2 × 10 2 × 14
Threads per core/node 2/40 2/56
Frequency of cores 2.8GHz 2.6GHz
Memory per node 128GB DDR3 256GB DDR3
Computer hardware
The main point of the variance reduction methods is to increase the eﬃciency of simulations
in terms of the CPU time needed to obtain results. As the CPU time needed to solve the
problem depends on the used hardware and software, the compared simulations must be
performed using the same software on the same or at least comparable hardware in order to
make relevant comparisons of eﬃciencies.
The simulations presented were performed on two diﬀerent types of compute nodes de-
scribed in Table 6.1. Most of the calculations for the variance reduction parameter generation
were performed on Type A nodes with the exception of the ADVANTG simulations with the
library 200n47g (details in Table 6.2 ), which were performed using Type B compute nodes
due to higher memory requirements. However, all MCNP simulations were performed on
Type A compute nodes to enable the comparison of eﬃciencies between all simulations.
6.2 Variance reduction for JET ﬁssion chambers
To assess the performance of ADVANTG in a JET-relevant geometry, a scoping study was
performed using a relatively simple JET-like tokamak. To test the performance, ADVANTG-
accelerated simulations were compared to analog simulations both in terms of their relative
speed and to make sure that no bias was introduced due to the use of these methods.
6.2.1 Computational tools and models
ADVANTG version 3.0.21 [17] and MCNP5 version 1.60 [45], the version of MCNP for
which ADVANTG was developed and tested, were used. The simpliﬁed model of the toka-
mak based on JET (Figure 6.1) was used to test the performance of the code in a relevant
1ADVANTG 3.0.2 is an unoﬃcial version of the code based on the publicly released ADVANTG 3.0.1 with
some bug corrections related to the algorithm for the unfolding of geometry in models with reﬂective surfaces.
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Figure 6.1 AnMCNPmodel of the tokamak used in our analyses. A horizontal cross-section
(left) and half of the vertical cross-section (right). The toroidal surface in the vertical cross-
section indicates the shape of the plasma used in some of the calculations where the perfor-
mance of ADVANTG was tested.
geometry while keeping the number of device-speciﬁc parameters low and thus increase the
relevance of ﬁndings to other machines. Tallies for all 16 spheres approximating the ﬁssion
chambers and the symmetry of the model were used to minimize the number of simulations
necessary.
6.2.2 ADVANTG settings
ADVANTGwas developed to be relatively user-friendly as it aims to decrease both the over-
all CPU time of the calculations and the eﬀort of the user. To achieve this, it features a set of
predeﬁned values that were chosen in such a way that they, in a large variety of typical prob-
lems, produce relevant variance reduction parameters while using a relatively low amount of
computer resources, i.e. CPU time and required memory. Only a small number of input pa-
rameters are necessary to be deﬁned by the user. These parameters are: the MCNP input ﬁle
name, the deﬁnition of tallies to be optimised, the variance reduction method (CADIS/FW-
CADIS), the nuclear data library to be used by the Denovo deterministic transport code [78],
and the spatial mesh grid used by Denovo. The small number of parameters with no default
value makes the use of the code relatively easy; however, the user needs to be aware of the
limitations of the predeﬁned settings and always check the calculated (direct and adjoint)
neutron ﬁelds for possible unphysical behaviour.
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Table 6.2 The description of the ANISN format nuclear data libraries tested in our analysis.
The libraries are suitable for both neutron (n), and 𝛾 transport calculations [17].
Library Evaluation1 Groups (n / 𝛾) Intended use Weighting functions
27n19g E/B-VII.0 27 / 19 general shielding
ﬁssion spectrum,
1/E slowing-down,
Maxwellian distribution
200n47g E/B-VII.0 200 / 47 general shielding
ﬁssion spectrum,
1/E slowing-down,
Maxwellian distribution
BPLUS E/B-VII.0 47 / 20 LWR shielding typical LWR shielding
spectra
DPLUS E/B-VII.0 46 / 23 defense-relatedshielding
DT peak,
Fission spectrum,
1/E slowing-down,
Maxwellian distribution
FENDL67 F/MG-2.1 46 / 21 fusion collapse to a broad-group
structure
For transport simulations, Denovo uses the ANISN-format nuclear data libraries. Vari-
ous libraries included in the ADVANTG release, based on relevant evaluations, were tested
and their suitability assessed. Only the libraries based on the relatively recent evaluations
(FENDL-2.1, ENDF/B-VII.0) were considered relevant and were tested rather than the li-
braries based on signiﬁcantly older evaluations, e.g. ENDF/B-V in the case of DABL69
library. The libraries used are described in Table 6.2. The appropriate choice of the nuclear
data library used in the deterministic simulations is important. The choice of nuclear data
library deﬁnes the nuclear data evaluation, the energy group structure used in the determin-
istic transport calculations, and also the weighting function used in the preparation of the
group-wise nuclear data. The weighting function should resemble the shape of the neutron
ﬂux in the problem as closely as possible. This means that the data libraries prepared for
the use in light water ﬁssion reactors (LWR) are typically not suitable for the use in fusion
applications (e.g. BPLUS from Table 6.2).
The eﬀects of various ADVANTG settings on the performance of the produced variance
reduction parameters was tested. If not speciﬁed otherwise the parameters used were the
1E stands for Evaluated Nuclear Data Files (ENDF), and F for Fusion Evaluated Nuclear Data Library
(FENDL).
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default values or the values speciﬁed in Table 6.3. The parameter values were chosen based
on good experience with these settings in our preliminary tests.
Table 6.3 ADVANTG parameters used as reference settings in our analysis.
Parameter Default Setting used
Method Not deﬁned FW-CADIS
Library Not deﬁned 27n19g
Number of azimuthal angles 4 8
Computation time of ADVANTG
The choice of the nuclear data libraries, through the number of energy groups, the size of
the mesh and certain other ADVANTG input parameters aﬀect the CPU time and memory
requirements for the Denovo simulation. The excessive size of the spatial mesh and the large
number of energy groups of some of the data libraries can lead to memory requirements
exceeding 200GB which can be problematic with typical computational nodes currently
available (see Table 6.1 for the description of nodes used). The ADVANTG manual [17]
provides an approximate way for determining the amount of memory M that ADVANTG
requires as
𝑀 = 𝑀1 ⋅ 𝑁𝑣 ⋅ (𝑁𝑔 +𝑁𝐾 ) ⋅ (𝐿 + 1)2 ⋅ 𝑁𝑢 (6.1)
where𝑀1 is the amount of memory required to store one solver state (double precision ﬂoat,
8 bytes), 𝑁𝑣 the total number of mesh voxels, 𝑁𝑔 the number of energy groups used in the
calculation, 𝑁𝐾 the number of Krylov vectors (the default number is 20, the number can
be reduced at the risk of increasing the number of necessary iterations), 𝐿 the Legendre
scattering-angle expansion order (default 3), and 𝑁𝑢 the number of unknowns per voxel (1
for default Denovo discretization). Parallel execution requires a small amount of memory
overhead while the use of sources like ﬁrst collision neutron source and adjoint neutron
source (used for FW-CADIS) can lead to additional signiﬁcant increases in the memory
requirements.
6.2.3 Evaluation of the results
The results of the Monte Carlo simulation are relevant whenever all important contribu-
tions to the tallies of interest, both geometry- and energy-wise, are sampled with a suﬃcient
number of particles. Generally, an inﬁnite number of simulated particle histories leads to
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statistically relevant results throughout the whole geometry. However, the simulations are
performed with a ﬁnite number of particles, which means that tests need to be performed
to determine if the calculated tallies are statistically relevant. Typically, to keep the CPU
time and system memory requirements reasonable, the Monte Carlo code stores a limited
amount of information about the particle histories and tally estimate values at various steps
of the simulation. This means the tests of statistical relevance of the results are based on
the limited amount of information from a possibly under-sampled tally and passing the tests
does not guarantee good convergence of the tallies. Passing the tests is a necessary but not
a suﬃcient condition. Due to this the statistical properties of the results obtained through
the Monte Carlo simulations should always be critically examined to check for signs that
the phase-space was not sampled suﬃciently. This is especially important when variance
reduction methods are used as the poor choice of the variance reduction parameters can lead
to under-sampling of important parts of the phase-space.
Statistical tests in MCNP
To provide some indication on howwell the problemwas sampled,MCNP includes statistical
tests that are performed on tallies. The tests are not performed on the mesh tallies due to
large memory and CPU requirements of such tests for large mesh sizes. To circumvent this
deﬁciency it is advisable to always put cell-based tallies in the parts of the geometry where
the reliability of mesh tally values is required.
The built-in tests provide some insight into the statistical behaviour of the tallies but are
not infallible. In the results presented in this chapter we relied on the ten statistical tests and
the results of the very long analog simulations to provide feedback about the relevancy and
statistical properties of the tallies calculated using ADVANTG-generated variance reduc-
tion parameters. In cases where the analog simulations are not feasible, the statistical tests
should always be closely examined and possible deviations from the expected behaviour
investigated.
The statistical tests are described in Volume 1, Section 2.VI. (Estimation of the Monte
Carlo precision) of the MCNP5 manual [18]. The values of statistical quantities, e.g. sta-
tistical error, ﬁgure of merit (FOM deﬁned in 2.30), and variance of the variance (VOV),
are saved at diﬀerent numbers of simulated particle histories and their changes compared to
expected good statistical behaviour. If all the tested quantities follow expected trends within
predeﬁned margin, the statistical tests are passed, otherwise the user is alerted of possible
irregularities.
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Speed-up of the simulation
To determine the speed-up of the acceleratedMonte Carlo simulation compared to the analog
simulation, 𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙 deﬁned as
𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙 =
𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑣𝑟
𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑎
(6.2)
was calculated from 𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑣𝑟, the 𝐹𝑂𝑀 of a variance reduction accelerated simulation, and
𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑎, the 𝐹𝑂𝑀 of an analog simulation. 𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙 is heavily tally-dependent and typically
higher values can be achieved for tallies with lower𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑎 as it is diﬃcult to further optimise
eﬃcient simulations.
Consistency of results
To test for possible biases introduced through the use of variance reduction, the results of
accelerated simulations, 𝐶𝑣𝑟, were compared to the results of a long analog calculations, 𝐶𝑎,
as
𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑙 =
𝐶𝑣𝑟
𝐶𝑎
. (6.3)
6.2.4 Fission chamber responses
At JET, the ﬁssion chambers located next to the transformer limbs outside the vacuum-vessel
are the main time-dependent neutron yield detectors. Their response function is relatively
ﬂat with the ratio between the highest and the lowest eﬃciencies around 2.5 for neutron
energies between 1 eV and 15MeV (Figure 3.14).
Previous studies of the detector responses to a point source in positions inside the reac-
tor identiﬁed the large equatorial ports of the vacuum vessel to be the major pathways for
neutrons contributing to the response of the ﬁssion chambers. It was found that ≈ 90% of
neutrons detected by these detectors leave the vacuum vessel through the equatorial ports
and that room return is also very important, contributing up to 50% of the detected neutrons
[51].
In the study of the performance of the detector response calculations, both point (with
DD, DT, and 252Cf neutron spectra) and plasma neutron sources (with DD and DT neutron
spectra) were used to test the performance in calculations related to JET calibration experi-
ments and to plasma operation.
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Plasma neutron source
In calculations with plasma neutron sources, DD and DT neutron spectra built into MCNP
were used and, to keep the number of parameters low, the geometrical shape of the plasma
was very simple. The plasma had a toroidal shape with a ﬂat emission proﬁle. The major
radius, minor radius and elongation were based on those of a typical JET plasma, i.e., 2.9m,
0.8m, and 1.6 respectively.
The simplicity and symmetric properties of both the plasma neutron source and themodel
of the tokamak allowed us to reduce the number of necessary calculations. In terms of the
detector response, all of the detectors are, to a large extent, equivalent.
The speed-ups between 4 and 18 times were observed, where the lower value corresponds
with cases where optimisation was performed for all 16 ﬁssion chambers in the model at the
same time and the higher value for a single detector optimisation. More details about the
speed-ups of diﬀerent cases are presented in Table 6.4.
Point neutron source
Variance reduction for various relative positions of the neutron source and ﬁssion chambers
were analysed. Due to the symmetry of the geometrical model, the neutron source was only
simulated in two representative positions, i.e. the position directly in front of the port and
in the position halfway between two ports. Diﬀerent tally optimisations were tested. Each
of the ﬁssion chamber cells was used as a tally of interest to test the behaviour for diﬀerent
relative distances between the source and the tally of interest. From the variance reduction
point of view, the cases with a large distance between the neutron source and the tally are
the most interesting as those are the most time-consuming in analog simulations.
Inﬂuence of the cross-sections/libraries used by Denovo
The eﬀects of the use of nuclear data libraries with diﬀerent energy groups (diﬀerent number
of groups and diﬀerent energy structure), weighting functions used in the collapsing of the
data (some fusion- and some ﬁssion-oriented), and sources of data (i.e. ENDF/B-VII.0 or
FENDL/MG-2.1) on the eﬀectiveness of the variance reduction parameters was tested. Ex-
perience with diﬀerent libraries is needed as it is important to use the libraries which work
reliably for a given application. At the same time, due to computer memory restraints, the
number of energy groups also deﬁnes the maximum number of mesh voxels which can be
used to deﬁne the geometry. This means that in simulations of large, geometrically com-
plex machines (e.g. large fusion reactors) a well-performing library with a lower number of
energy groups is preferred to the one with a larger number of energy groups.
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Figure 6.2 Eﬀects of Denovo libraries: 𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙 for a DD plasma neutron source and a single
ﬁssion chamber tally cell optimisation as a function of the number of simulated neutron
histories.
The 𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙 values for both DD and DT neutron sources (Figures 6.2 and 6.3) indicate
that the acceleration of MCNP simulations using ADVANTG-generated variance reduction
parameters is eﬀective. However, use of diﬀerent libraries leads to diﬀerent speed-ups. The
results (neutron ﬂux values in ﬁssion chambers) of calculations (Figure 6.4 and 6.5), on the
other hand, show relatively good agreement between the accelerated calculations and the
long analog simulations, i.e. the diﬀerences are within two standard deviations for all tested
cases.
It was found that for the cases tested the 27n19g performed well for all neutron sources
(252Cf, DD and DT). Good performance with the DT sources was surprising as its high-
est neutron energy group extends from ≈6.4MeV to 20MeV. However, the low number of
energy groups means that the library is very eﬃcient in terms of memory and CPU time re-
quirements. Good performance of FENDL69 and comparably poor performance of BPLUS,
on the other hand, were expected as the former was produced for use in fusion and the latter
for use in light water ﬁssion reactor applications.
Results
Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 show two examples of the direct and Figure 6.8 an example of
the adjoint neutron ﬂux produced by the ADVANTG/Denovo neutron transport simulation.
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Figure 6.3 Eﬀects of Denovo libraries: 𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙 for a DT plasma neutron source and a single
ﬁssion chamber tally cell optimisation as a function of the number of simulated neutron
histories.
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Figure 6.4 Eﬀects of Denovo libraries: 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑙 of a neutron ﬂux tally in a ﬁssion chamber cell
for a DD plasma neutron source and a single ﬁssion chamber tally cell optimisation. The
area between the two dashed lines corresponds to the ﬁnal uncertainty of the long analog
simulation.
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Figure 6.5 Eﬀects of Denovo libraries: 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑙 of a neutron ﬂux tally in a ﬁssion chamber cell
for a DT plasma neutron source and a single ﬁssion chamber tally cell optimisation. The
area between the two dashed lines corresponds to the ﬁnal uncertainty of the long analog
simulation.
Figures show the combined values on the two ﬁelds for all energies, while actually the group-
wise ﬁelds are used to generate the weight windows.
Speed-up of the calculations through the use of ADVANTG-generated variance reduc-
tion parameters is problem-dependent. Typically, the largest increases are achieved in prob-
lems with large decreases in the neutron ﬂux due to shielding and optimisations for multi-
ple tallies resulting in lower speed-ups compared to optimisations for single tallies. How-
ever, the combined CPU time of optimisations for multiple tallies can be lower than the
sum of multiple single-tally optimised simulations. Generally, optimisations for multiple
tallies in geometrical vicinity is encouraged while separate optimisations are suggested for
tallies in diﬀerent parts of the geometry. Speed-ups achieved in our analysis are shown in
Table 6.4 where results using diﬀerent neutron sources (both DD andDT relevant), optimiza-
tions for diﬀerent tallies (single or multiple cells), and using diﬀerent transport libraries in
ADVANTG/Denovo simulation are summarised.
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Figure 6.6 Direct neutron ﬂuence calculated by Denovo for a DD plasma neutron source.
Figure 6.7 Direct neutron ﬂuence calculated by Denovo for a point neutron source at 0°.
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Table 6.4 Values of 𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙 or speed-ups of simulations. Optimization was performed for
neutron ﬂux tally/tallies in ﬁssion chamber detector cell/cells.
Source Optimized tally Speed-up Comment
DD plasma single detector 6 to 18 Diﬀerent values for diﬀerent
transport libraries.
DD plasma all detectors 4 to 5 Diﬀerent values for diﬀerent
transport libraries.
DT plasma single detector 7 to 17 Diﬀerent values for diﬀerent
transport libraries.
DT plasma all detectors 4 to 5 Diﬀerent values for diﬀerent
transport libraries.
Cf point source single detector 10 to 30 Larger speed-up for larger rel-
ative distance between the
source and detector.
Cf point source all detectors 2 to 10 Larger speed-up for larger rel-
ative distance between the
source and detector.
10 Cf point sources in
1/4 of the reactor
single detector 25 27n19g library, detector on
the opposite side from the
sources.
10 Cf point sources in
1/4 of the reactor
all detectors 3 to 10 Speed-ups larger for detectors
further from the sources.
Ring of 40 Cf point
sources
single detector 15 27n19g library
Ring of 40 Cf point
sources
all detectors 4 27n19g library
DT point source single detector 8 to 29 Speed-ups larger for detectors
further from the source.
DT point source all detectors 2 to 10 Speed-ups larger for detectors
further from the source.
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Figure 6.8 Adjoint neutron ﬂuence calculated by Denovo for a single ﬁssion chamber tally
cell positioned at 166° and denoted as a bold circle.
6.2.5 ADVANTG for neutron pathways analysis
To generate the variance reduction parameters through the FW-CADIS method, scalar ap-
proximations of both the direct (𝜙) and adjoint neutron ﬂux (𝜙+) need to be calculated. From
these two ﬁelds the scalar approximation of the contributon ﬁeld 𝐶 can be calculated (Equa-
tion 6.4). As the contributon ﬁeld can give valuable insight into the problem, ADVANTG
produces the total (energy integrated) values of this ﬁeld whenever FW-CADIS method is
used for the production of the variance reduction parameters.
𝐶 = 𝜙 ⋅ 𝜙+ (6.4)
The contributon ﬁeld (C) is a useful quantity for particle transport analysis. It gives in-
sight into the important neutron pathways as the parts of the geometry where the contributon
ﬁeld is high indicate neutronic pathways from the neutron source to the tally of interest. The
reasoning is that in those parts of the geometry both direct neutron ﬂux and adjoint neutron
ﬂux are high, indicating a relatively high number of neutrons (direct ﬂux) and high proba-
bility for tally event coming from that region (adjoint ﬂux) respectively.
Our analyses showed that contributon ﬁeld analyses can be a useful side-product of the
generation of the variance reduction parameters using the FW-CADISmethod. However, the
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Figure 6.9 The contributon ﬁeld for a case of a point neutron source at 0° and a ﬁssion
chamber at 166° denoted as a bold circle.
limitations of contributon ﬁeld analyses based on the ADVANTG/Denovo simulation need
to be understood. The values of the direct and adjoint neutron ﬂuxes are often calculated with
signiﬁcant uncertainties due to both selection of the parameters and limitations of the deter-
ministic code in complex geometries. Additionally, only the scalar values of the ﬁelds are
produced, meaning that there is no information about the angular dependence of the neutron
ﬁeld. Due to these limitations the analyses of neutron pathways using ADVANTG/Denovo-
generated neutron ﬁelds can only be used as an approximate tool for a preliminary analysis of
the problem and should not be used as the only tool when accurate understanding of neutron
pathways is needed. An example of the analysis using ADVANTG-generated contributon
ﬁeld is presented in Figure 6.9. The results are in agreement with previous analyses.
6.2.6 Global mesh tally results
One of the important functions of ADVANTG is the ability to decrease the statistical un-
certainties in large parts of the geometry. Variance reduction parameter generation is an
important tool for the calculations of neutron ﬂux via mesh tallies in large parts of the geom-
etry. Typical examples of such calculations are the assessments of the dose rates in fusion
or ﬁssion reactor buildings. Due to the size of these machines and buildings surrounding
them, the amount of shielding material used, and the fact that these machines are designed
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Figure 6.10 The ratio of statistical uncertainties between the ADVANTG-assisted and analog
MCNP simulation. The main purpose of the chosen colormap is to show the regions where
the uncertainties increased (red), stayed roughly the same (green) and decreased (blue) com-
pared to the analog simulation.
to provide as much shielding as possible, the calculation of the dose rate maps using the
analog simulation is diﬃcult if not impossible even on large computer clusters so variance
reduction is sometimes the only way to provide results.
To test the performance of ADVANTG in global variance reduction (GVR) cases, a vari-
ety of optimisations of themesh tally were tested. It has to be noted that the problem analysed
was not the most suitable test case due to the large part of the geometry consisting of low
scattering media (air or even vacuum). However, even in this case ADVANTG performed
reasonably well, i.e. signiﬁcant accelerations were achieved and tallies showed consistent
statistical behaviour.
To make sure that comparisons are reasonable, the CPU times of the compared analog
and ADVANTG-accelerated simulations were the same, i.e. the simulations were limited by
the CPU time. As seen from Figure 6.10, the global option of FW-CADIS in ADVANTG
decreases the statistical uncertainty in the parts of the reactor with high statistical uncer-
tainty in an analog simulation at the expense of the increased uncertainty in the parts of the
geometry with relatively low statistical uncertainty. This is expected as the goal is a more
homogeneous distribution of the statistical uncertainties over all parts of the mesh.
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Figure 6.11 The cumulative fraction of voxels with statistical uncertainty lower than a certain
value for a global variance reduction over the whole model.
Figure 6.12 The cumulative fraction of voxels with statistical uncertainty lower than a certain
value for a global variance reduction over the whole model not including the concrete walls
around the reactor.
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To additionally test the eﬀects of the global variance reduction the relative cumulative
fractions of voxels with statistical uncertainty below a certain value as functions of the sta-
tistical uncertainty were compared. The results in Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 indicate that
whereas variance reduction would typically not be needed for analyses in most parts of this
model, it can still be useful. This is especially true if information about the neutron ﬂux
values deep inside the concrete wall is required.

Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Overview of the dissertation
The dissertation focuses on the absolute calibration of neutron detectors in large fusion re-
actors and the simulations performed in support of the experimental work. Due to the linear
relation between the number of emitted neutrons and the amount of energy released through
DD, DT or TT fusion reactions, neutron detectors represent the most direct way for power
measurements in such machines. Most of the work was performed in support of the in-situ
neutron detector calibrations experimentally performed at Joint Europen Torus (JET) in 2013
and 2017 for calibrations to DD and DT neutrons respectively. The work consists of three
main topics:
• Simulations of the neutron emission from the compact DT neutron generator used in
the calibration at JET. Some more general studies were also performed to expand the
applicability of results to other neutron generators, e.g. larger non-portable generators,
and more powerful portable generators suitable for calibration experiments in larger
machines.
• Calculations performed in support of the in-situ calibrations of neutron detectors at
JET to DD and DT neutrons.
• The testing of the relatively newly released variance reduction code ADVANTG in the
speed-ups of the MCNP calculations in relevant geometries.
The work resulted in several publications in scientiﬁc journals and contributions at con-
ferences referenced below. As the proposed calibration procedures of future machines are
based on past experience, the work is relevant for the calibration of the future largest reactors,
the experimental reactor ITER and the demonstration fusion power plant DEMO.
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7.1.1 Simulation of the DT neutron generator
In order to use this source of neutrons as a calibration source in the absolute calibration of
neutron detectors, it has to be well characterised both in terms of intensity of its neutron
emission and in the spectrum of emitted neutrons. Additionally, any anisotropy of neutron
emission must be quantiﬁed.
The use of a compact accelerator-based DT neutron generator as a calibration source
has thus required an extensive set of characterisation measurements and calculations in their
support. The use of diﬀerent source simulation codes, the ENEA-JSI source subroutine,
MCUNED, and DDT, was considered [58], and the complex neutron emission properties
resulting from the generator’s mixed beam operation and geometrical features simulated [62,
66].
7.1.2 Calculations in support of the calibration of neutron detectors
Several large sets of simulations were performed in support of the neutron detector cali-
bration experiments. The author was involved in support to both DD and DT calibrations;
however, most of the results focus on the DD calibration, which has been completed, while
the analyses related to the DT calibration are still ongoing.
The author’s involvement in the calibration process began with his contribution to the
modelling of the remote handling system in his latest years at the university before start-
ing his PhD studies. This system was used for in-vessel neutron source positioning in both
DD and DT calibrations of neutron detectors at JET. After the model was constructed and
validated, it was used for the analyses of the eﬀects of the remote handling system on the re-
sponse of neutron yield monitors [54, 79]. This work led to the determination of the absolute
calibration factors for both ﬁssion chambers and the activation system [71], which are JET’s
main neutron yield monitors. To perform simulations required for a DT calibration, a reli-
able model of the neutron generator was needed and once produced, analyses similar to the
ones performed in preparation and analysis of the DD calibration were performed for the DT
calibration. However, some preliminary studies are the only published results of this work
so far [9, 62–64, 67, 80] due to the fact that the process is still ongoing. More publications
will be published in the near future, e.g. [36, 81] are currently in the review process.
7.1.3 Variance reduction with ADVANTG
The tests of the performance of the newly released code ADVANTG show that it is a promis-
ing, easy to use code that can signiﬁcantly speed up the calculations and give preliminary
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insights into the problem [52]. However, as is the case with most approaches to variance
reduction, it is important for the user to check the results of all steps of the process, i.e.
from model generation for use in deterministic calculations, the results of these calculations
producing the variance reduction parameters, to the ﬁnal results of accelerated MCNP cal-
culations. Results show that signiﬁcant speed-up of simulations in support of the calibration
of ex-vessel detectors is possible.
7.2 Future work
The complexity of the problem and lack of data or sometimes even understanding of the
physical processes means that there are still several important aspects of the problem which
can be studied in the future. Some areas where further work would be beneﬁcial:
• An analysis of uncertainties due to the uncertainties in nuclear data used in simula-
tions.
• An improvement of the MCNP models used and a more rigorous analysis of the un-
certainties introduced due to the use of current approximations.
• Improved accuracy of the simulations of the neutron production in fusion plasmas.
This is important to better understand the uncertainties introduced by a single plasma
source approximation used in the determination of the calibration factors of various
neutron yield detectors, and to ensure a more reliable link between neutron measure-
ments and plasma physics simulations.
• The work done and the experiences gained will be applied to the calibrations of the
neutron detectors in the next-step machine ITER.

Del III
Razširjen izvleček

Uvod
I.1 Zlivanje jeder
Zlivanje jeder je proces, kjer interakcija dveh ali več jeder privede do nastanka jedra z višjim
masnim številom. Pri tem se običajno sprostijo še drugi delci, kot so protoni in nevtroni.
Zlivanje jeder je tako popolno nasprotje jedrske cepitve, kjer jedro razpade na dve ali več
jeder z manjšim masnim številom. Reakcije, tipično primerne za uporabo v elektrarnah,
torej eksotermne reakcije z veliko sproščene energije, so zlivanje najlažjih jeder ter cepitev
najtežjih jeder.
I.1.1 Zlivanje jeder v zvezdah in v reaktorjih
Zlivanje jeder v središču zvezd je mogoče zaradi visokih tlakov in temperatur. V zvezdah z
zadostno količino vodika, poteka t.i. cikel proton-proton, oziroma zlivanje protonov v 4He
(posredno 6 × 1H ⟹ 4He + 2 × 1H), kjer se sprosti 26,73MeV energije [1]. Ker pa je
za cikel proton-proton ključna interakcija preko šibke sile, je presek za potek take reakcije
bistveno premajhen za uporabo v elektrarnah. Vodila za izbor primernih reakcij so sledeča
(povzeto po [3]):
• V reakciji morata biti udeleženi samo dve jedri. Tro- in večdelčni trki so mnogo manj
verjetni od dvodelčnih.
• Oba reaktanta morata za manjši elektrostatski odboj imeti čim nižje vrstno število.
• Reakcija mora imeti vsaj dva produkta. Ta pogoj je potreben za hkratno zadovoljitev
zakona o ohranitvi energije in zakona o ohranitvi gibalne količine.
• Število protonov in nevtronov se v reakciji mora ohranjati. Reakcije, kjer pride do te
spremembe, potekajo na osnovi šibke sile in imajo posledično bistveno nižje preseke.
Reakcije, ki zadostijo zgornjim pogojem, so reakcije med lahkimi jedri: devterijem (D),
tritijem (T) in 3He. Najobetavnejše reacije so tako
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𝐷𝐷2D + 2D⟹ 3T (+1,01MeV) + 1H (+3,02MeV) (I.1)
⟹ 3He (+0,82MeV) + n (+2,45MeV) (I.2)
𝐷𝑇 2D + 3T⟹ 4He (+3,5MeV) + n (+14,1MeV) (I.3)
𝐷𝐻𝑒32D + 3He⟹ 4He (+3,67MeV) + 1H (+14,68MeV) (I.4)
𝑇𝑇 3T + 3T⟹ 4He + n + n (+11,3MeV). (I.5)
Nadaljnji izbor najprimernejše izmed potencialno primernih reakcij se naredi na osnovi
odvisnosti presekov teh reakcij od energije. Izkaže se, da je najprimernejša reakcija zlivanja
D in T (reakcija DT), saj ima ta od vseh reakcij najvišji presek za zlivanje pri najnižjih
energijah jeder.
Pri reakcijah zlivanja jeder DD, DT in TT se sprostijo nevtroni. Ker je število spro-
ščenih nevtronov sorazmerno sproščeni energiji, je detekcija nevtronov najbolj neposreden
način za merjenje fuzijske moči. Število sproščenih nevtronov na enoto energije je podano v
Tabeli I.1, kjer je za primerjavo dodana še reakcija cepitve 235U. Poleg večjega števila nev-
tronov na enoto energije, imajo nevtroni, sproščeni preko zlivanja jeder, tudi višjo povprečno
energijo.
Tabela I.1 Število nevtronov, sproščenih na MeV in na MJ za relevantne reakcije.
Reakcija Nevtronov na MeV Nevtronov na MJ
Fuzija DD 0,14 8,6 × 1017
Fuzija DT 0,057 3,5 × 1017
Fuzija TT 0,18 1,1 × 1018
Cepitev 235U 0,0125 7,8 × 1016
I.1.2 Vloga nevtronike v fuziji
V razvoju fuzijskih reaktorjev v elektrarne je veda o transportu nevtronov, oziroma nevtro-
nika, ključnega pomena v fazah načrtovanja, licenciranja, obratovanja in zaustavitve. Tako
je, na primer, pomembna za dizajn reaktorja z vidika ščitenja, za meritve moči in nadzor
količine T v napravi med obratovanjem ter pri razgradnji po koncu obratovanja.
Teoretično ozadje
II.1 Simulacije transporta nevtronov
Različne simulacije transporta nevtronov so na nek način zgolj različni pristopi k reševanju
splošne transportne enačbe (enačba II.1) za odvisnost kotnega ﬂuksa𝜑(𝑟, 𝐸, Ω̂, 𝑡) od položaja
𝑟, energije 𝐸, smeri Ω̂ in časa 𝑡:
1
𝑣
𝜕𝜑(𝑟, 𝐸, Ω̂, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑡 = − Ω̂ ⋅ ∇⃗𝜑(𝑟, 𝐸, Ω̂, 𝑡) − Σ𝑇 (𝑟, 𝐸) 𝜑(𝑟, 𝐸, Ω̂, 𝑡) +
𝑆0(𝑟, 𝐸, 𝑡)
4𝜋
+∫𝐸′ ∫̂Ω′
Σ𝑠(𝑟, 𝐸′ → 𝐸, Ω̂′ ⋅ Ω̂) 𝜑(𝑟, 𝐸′, Ω̂′, 𝑡) ⋅ dΩ̂′ d𝐸′.
(II.1)
Ostale pomembne količine v transportni enačbi so še hitrost nevtronov 𝑣, totalni makroskop-
ski presek Σ𝑇 , gostota izvora 𝑆0 in makroskopski sipalni presek Σ𝑠.
Zaradi eksplicitne odvisnosti od položaja ter energije in smeri delcev, je za večino realnih
problemov iskanje splošne analitične rešitve preveč zahtevno, tako da se tipično poslužujemo
reševanja z raznimi približki, upravičenost katerih je odvisna od problema.
Deterministične simulacije
Pri reševanju transportne enačbe s pomočjo determinističnih simulacij gre v resnici za re-
ševanje poenostavljenega problema, kjer fazni prostor diskretiziramo tako v prostorskem
smislu (približna geometrija) kot tudi v energijskem smislu (približki v presekih za reakcije
in v obnašanju nevtronov), diskretno se obravnava tudi kotne odvisnosti. Numerično reše-
vanje teh približnih enačb tako vrne rešitev transporta delcev po celotni podani geometriji,
dobljene vrednosti pa tipično dobro popišejo relativne spremembe, obenem pa so absolutne
vrednosti zaradi približkov lahko podvržene znatnim sistematskim napakam.
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Stohastične simulacije
Pristop stohastičnih simulacij, oziroma simulacij Monte Carlo, pa je tak, da program s pomo-
čjo simulacij transporta velikega števila individualnih delcev pridobi informacije o lastnostih
sistema. Na nek način te simulacije posnemajo dogajanje v realnem sistemu, kjer je nev-
tronsko polje zgolj posledica poti nevtronov po prostoru. Na tak način dobimo informacije
o lastnostih sistema zgolj na mestih, ki nas zanimajo, in tam deﬁniramo celico ali površino,
kjer nas zanima vrednost cenilke.
Medtem ko simulacije na osnovi metode Monte Carlo še vedno vsebujejo določene pri-
bližke v geometriji, ﬁzikalnih modelih in uporabljenih jedrskih podatkih, uporabijo te si-
mulacije mnogo manj približkov, kot je tipično za deterministične izračune. To privede do
rezultatov, natančnejših v absolutnem smislu, so pa ti izračuni lahko računsko zelo zahtevni,
še posebej za ﬁzično velike sisteme z veliko ščitenja, kot so jedrske elektrarne ali veliki fu-
zijski reaktorji. Zaradi manjših približkov so te simulacije relativno enostavne za uporabo
in so lahko uporabne tudi za relativno neizkušenega uporabnika.
Kljub hitremu povečevanju dostopnosti računske moči, stohastične simulacije velikih
sistemov lahko zahtevajo več računskega časa, kot ga je na voljo. V takih primerih so de-
terministični izračuni kljub pomanjkljivostim lahko še vedno močno orodje za reševanje
problemov, saj je njihov računski čas tipično mnogo manjši od stohastičnih izračunov.
Ker računalniki delujejo deterministično, stohastične simulacije uporabljajo zaporedja
psevdonaključnih števil. To so zaporedja števil, ki so generirana s pomočjo algoritma, torej
so ponovljiva, hkrati pa za njih velja, da na osnovi trenutnega števila 𝜂𝑁 nemoremo ugotoviti
naslednjega števila 𝜂𝑁+1. Ta števila so uporabljena v vseh delih simulacije. Tako je za primer
homogenega linearnega izvora nevtronov, ki se raztezamed𝐿1 in𝐿2, položaj, kjer se bo rodil
nevtron, izbran s psevdonaključnim številom 𝜂 kot
𝐿 = 𝐿1 + 𝜂 ⋅ (𝐿2 − 𝐿1), (II.2)
in prepotovana pot delca 𝑙 do naslednje interakcije znotraj celice s konstantnim materialom
kot
𝑙 = − 1Σ𝑇
ln(𝜂). (II.3)
II.2 Interakcija ionov s snovjo
Interakcija nabitih delcev s snovjo je bistveno drugačna kot interakcija nevtronov in žarkov
𝛾 . Zaradi dolgega dosega elektrostatske sile vsak ion na poti skozi snov (npr. v tarči genera-
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torja nevtronov) čuti interakcijo z velikim številom delcev v materialu, tako da je eksplicitna
simulacija vseh interakcij računsko zelo zahtevna. Programski paket SRIM [22], ki pred-
stavlja standard za simulacijo interakcije ionov s tarčo, za povečanje učinkovitosti uporablja
nekaj pomembnih približkov. Tako se ločeno upošteva interakcije preko elastičnih trkov z
jedri ter vpliv elektronov v smislu zmanjševanja energije iona na poti med dvema trkoma
z jedri. Za simulacijo trkov z jedri se uporablja približek tako imenovane čarobne formule
(angleško magic formula), ki bistveno zmanjša računsko zahtevnost simulacij. V tem pri-
bližku sta sipalni kot in s tem energija, izgubljena v trku, izračunana s pomočjo analitičnega
približka. Dodatno se zanemari tudi vpliv trkov z minimalnim vplivom na trajektorijo ionov.
Interakcija z elektroni v snovi na poti med dvema elastičnima trkoma (Δ𝑙) pa je obravnavana
kot
Δ𝐸 = d𝐸d𝑙 Δ𝑙 (II.4)
za d𝐸d𝑙 iz programskega paketa SRIM.

Tokamak JET in uporabljeni modeli
III.1 Tokamak JET
Joint European Torus (slovensko Skupni evropski torus, v nadaljevanju JET) je največji to-
kamak, zgrajen do sedaj, in trenutno edini zmožen uporabe tritija. Prvič je bil zagnan junija
1983 kot skupni projekt Evropske skupnosti, od takrat pa je bil večkrat nadgrajen, saj nje-
gova prilagodljiva zasnova omogoča znatne nadgradnje. Tako je bil npr. naknadno vgrajen
reaktorjev izpušni sistem, t.i. divertor, večkrat so bili nadgrajeni sistemi za gretje plazme,
dodani ali nadgrajeni detektorski sistemi in testirane različne prve stene, del reaktorja, ki je
delno v stiku s plazmo. Ob približno istem času sta bila zgrajena še dva druga reaktorja,
TFTR v ZDA in JT60 na Japonskem, vsi trije reaktorji pa so predstavljali velik preskok v
zmogljivostih glede na predhodnike [2].
III.1.1 Modeli tokamaka JET
V preteklih desetletjih je bilo narejenih več modelov tokamaka JET za uporabo v simulaci-
jah transporta nevtronov, ki so služili različnim namenom. V predstavljenem delu sta bila
uporabljena dva modela za program MCNP, enostaven model JET-u podobnega tokamaka
ter razmeroma podroben model tokamaka JET. Oba modela bazirata na 8-kratni simetriji, ki
pa je v primeru podrobnega modela in v dejanskem reaktorju nekoliko nepopolna.
Poenostavljeni model
Poenostavljeni model JET-u podobnega tokamaka je bil uporabljen, kadar je bil namen pri-
dobiti čim bolj splošne informacije o ﬁzikalnih lastnostih velikih tokamakov. Sestavljen je
iz enostavnih površin, kot so ravnine, cilindri in sfere, obenem pa se je pri modeliranju kar
najbolj skušalo reproducirati mase komponent, njihovo materialno sestavo in glavne dimen-
zije, da je model kar najbolj relevanten za tokamak JET. Horizontalni in vertikalni presek
modela reaktorja sta prikazana na Sliki III.1.
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(a)
(b)
Slika III.1 Horizontalni (a) in vertiakalni (b) prerez poenostavljenega modela tokamaka JET.
Dimenzije so v cm, barve pa določajo materialno sestavo celic. Fluks nevtronov v kroglah, ki
se nahajajo ob krakih transformatorja prikazanih v modri barvi na Sliki (a), se lahko uporabi
za oceno odziva ﬁsijskih celic.
Podrobni model
Podrobni model reaktorja JET je bil uporabljen za izračune, kjer je bil namen dobiti rezul-
tate, ki kar najbolje popisujejo določeno konﬁguracijo reaktorja ali določen eksperiment na
reaktorju JET. Model vsebuje divertor, realistično modelirane odprtine v vakuumski posodi
in natančno modelirano obsevalno mesto z okolico. Kljub temu pa so določeni deli reaktorja
še vedno modelirani z uporabo znatnih poenostavitev, ki so deloma posledica pomanjkljivih
informacij o dimenzijah in materialni sestavi določenih komponent, deloma pa tudi pomanj-
kanju človeških virov na voljo za modeliranje. Horizontalni in vertikalni presek modela
reaktorja sta prikazana na Sliki III.2.
Model sistema za oddaljeno rokovanje
Za potrebe simulacij kalibracijskih eksperimentov je bil razvit model sistema za oddaljeno
rokovanje [54]. Model vključuje sistem, ki je bil uporabljen za postavitev izvora nevtronov
na vnaprej določena mesta v reaktorju (Slika III.3), v poenostavljeni obliki je bil modeliran
tudi sistem, ki je bil v kalibraciji DD uporabljen za transport ščita, ki bi v primeru okvare
sistema za dostavo izvora poskrbel za zaščito delavcev pred nevtroni iz izvora 252Cf. Ščit je
z oznako OS označen na Sliki III.6.
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(a)
(b)
Slika III.2 Horizontalni in vertikalni prerez podrobnega MCNP modela tokamaka JET. Di-
menzije so v cm, barve pa določajo materialno sestavo celic.
Slika III.3 MCNP model sistema za oddaljeno rokovanje. Prikazane barve ne kažejo ma-
terialne sestave komponent ampak so zgolj posledica 3D načina prikaza različnih celic v
programu MCNP Visual Editor.
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Slika III.4 Odzivna funkcija 235U ﬁsijskih celic tokamaka JET.
III.1.2 Detektorji
JET ima široko paleto detektorjev, ki vključuje tudi več sistemov za detekcijo nevtronov.
Sistema, ki sta relevantna za disertacijo, sta sistem za določanje časovne odvisnosti pro-
dukcije nevtronov (KN1) in sistem za določanje časovno integrirane produkcije nevtronov
(KN2). KN1 deluje na osnovi treh parov ﬁsijskih celic (po ena 235U in ena 238U), KN2 pa
na osnovi aktivacije vzorcev v enem od obsevalnih mest v bližini plazme, kamor so folije za
obsevanje dostavljene s pomočjo pnevmatskega sistema.
Analize, narejene s poenostavljenimmodelom, so večinoma namenjene analizam relativ-
nih občutljivosti detektorjev nevtronov na spremembe v parametrih analize, npr. geometriji
ali lastnostih izvora nevtronov. Posledično so v tem modelu tako celice, ki popisujejo ﬁsij-
ske celice, kot tudi celice, ki približno popišejo aktivacijski sistem, modelirane kot prazne
celice, kjer se ocena odziva detektorjev izračuna kot zmnožek spektra nevtronov in detek-
torjeve odzivne funkcije oziroma preseka za relevantno reakcijo.
Zaradi negotovosti v sestavi reaktorja in približkov v podrobnem modelu so absolutne
vrednosti odziva ﬁsijskih celic podvržene znatni negotovosti. Za poenostavitev izračunov,
katerih namen je tipično izračun relativnih popravkov k odzivu ﬁsijskih celic, ima tudi po-
drobni model ﬁsijske celice modelirane kot prazne celice, njihov odziv pa se določi s pomo-
čjo odzivne funkcije, ki popiše verjetnost, da nevtron v celici povzroči odziv detektorja, kot
funkcijo energije (Slika III.4).
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Po drugi strani pa je obsevalno mesto aktivacijskega sistema v tokamaku JET tako blizu
plazemskem izvoru, da je vpliv negotovosti v geometriji obvladljiv. Posledično je obsevalno
mesto natančno modelirano (Slika III.5) in tako lahko bistveno bolje popiše obnašanje v
absolutnem smislu. Natančnost popisa se med kalibracijskim eksperimentom tudi absolutno
validira.
(a) (b)
Slika III.5 MCNP model obsevalnega mesta za aktivacijske analize, kjer so dimenzije v cm,
barve pa določajo materialno sestavo celic (a). Zelene celice predstavljajo folije obsevanega
materiala. Shematski prikaz lokacije obsevalnega mesta (b).
III.1.3 Kalibracijski izračuni
Eden od glavnih namenov izračunov v podporo kalibracije detektorjev nevtronov tokamaka
JET je kvantiﬁkacija vpliva razlik med konﬁguracijo reaktorja med normalnim obratovanjem
in reaktorja med kalibracijo. Slika III.6 tako prikazuje oba modela, uporabljena v izračunih
za podporo kalibracije ﬁsijskih celic na nevtrone s fuzijskim spektrom DD. Slika III.6a tako
kaže model, ki popisuje reaktor med normalnim obratovanjem, Slika III.6b pa reaktor med
kalibracijskim eksperimetom. Opazne so razlike v konﬁguracijah reaktorja: nevtronska ka-
mera (KN3), sistem za oddaljeno rokovanje (RHS) in ščit (OS), namenjen intervenciji v
primeru okvar RHS, s sistemom za njegovo postavitev.
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(a) (b)
Slika III.6 MCNP model reaktorja JET med normalnim obratovanjem (a) in med kalibracijo
detektorjev nevtronov (b). Glavne razlike med modeloma so prisotnost horizontalne nev-
tronske kamere (KN3) v (a) ter sistem za oddaljeno rokovanje (RHS) in pomožni ščit (OS)
v (b). Prikazane dimenzije so v cm, barve pa so določene glede na materialno sestavo.
III.2 Orodja, uporabljena v simulacijah
Za Monte Carlo simulacije transporta nevtronov, predstavljene v tem delu, so bile upora-
bljene različice programa MCNP/MCNPX [18, 45–47], ki je standardni program za tovr-
stne analize. Uporabljene knjižnice jedrskih podatkov so pretežno bazirale na Fusion Eva-
luated Nuclear Data Library in sicer FENDL-2.1 za izračune, povezane s kalibracijo DD
ter FENDL-3.1b za izračune, povezane s kalibracijo DT. Uporabljeni preseki za reakcije
zlivanja jeder pa so bili povzeti iz ENDF/B-VII.1.
Izračuni so bili v veliki meri narejeni na računskih gručah v skupni lasti Odseka za reak-
torsko ﬁziko in Odseka za reaktorsko tehniko Instituta Jožef Stefan: Razor, Krn in Mangrt.
Vsi izračuni, kjer je bil namen primerjava učinkovitosti različnih programov ali načinov si-
mulacije, so bili izvedeni na enakih računskih vozliščih računske gruče Razor. Vozlišča,
uporabljena v primerjavah, so tako vsebovala po 20 procesorskih jeder, oz. 40 procesor-
skih niti, delujočih na 2,8GHz (dva Intel Xeon E5-2680 v2 procesorja) in 128GB DDR3
pomnilnika.
Simulacije izvorov nevtronov
IV.1 Kalibracijski izvori nevtronov
IV.1.1 Zaželene lastnosti
V kalibracijskem postopku, kjer je cilj absolutna kalibracija detektorjev nevtronov na nev-
trone, sproščene iz plazme, je potrebno uporabiti izvor s primernimi in dobro poznanimi
lastnostmi. Izvor mora tako zadostiti sledečim pogojem:
• Nevtroni morajo biti sproščeni s podobnimi energijami, kot so energije nevtronov,
sproščene iz fuzijske plazme (DD ali DT).
• Intenziteta in spekter izvora morata biti poznana s primerno natančnostjo.
• Anizotropija izvora mora biti dobro kvantiﬁcirana in raproducirana s pomočjo tran-
sportnih izračunov.
• Časovna odvisnost emisije nevtronov je dobro poznana ali nadzirana s pomočjo pri-
mernih detektorjev nevtronov.
• Intenziteta izvora mora biti primerna, da omogoča razumne dolžine merilnih časov.
Obenem je intenziteta izvora nevtronov na osnovi jedrskih razpadov navzgor ome-
jena, saj morata biti rokovanje z izvorom ter transport izvora med proizvajalcem in
reaktorjem praktično in formalno izvedljiva.
• Običajnomora biti kalibracijski izvor prenosen, da se lahko izvedemeritve na različnih
položajih v reaktorju. Ta pogoj je odvisen od metode pozicioniranja v reaktorju.
IV.1.2 Relevantni primeri izvorov
Za potrebe kalibracije so tipično v uporabi tako izvori na osnovi razpada jeder (npr. 252Cf
in AmBe) kot tudi izvori na osnovi pospeševanja ionov (generatorji nevtronov DD ali DT
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nevtronov). Lastnosti najpogosteje uporabljenih izvorov so v tabeli IV.1, njihovi spektri pa
na Sliki IV.1. Pri kalibraciji detektorjev nevtronov na osnovi že kalibriranega detektorja, to-
rej preko navzkrižne kalibracije, se lahko uporabi tudi plazemski izvor nevtronov, z uporabo
zgolj plazemskih pulzov dobro poznanih lastnosti.
Pri izvorih, ki nevtrone sproščajo zaradi razpada jeder, je intenziteta izvora (𝐴) določena
že s pomočjo meritve intenzitete ob nekem času (𝑡0), poznavanjem razpadne konstante (𝜏)
ali razpolovnega časa (𝑡1/2) in časa, preteklega od meritve intenzitete (Δ𝑡):
𝐴(𝑡0 + Δ𝑡) = 𝐴(𝑡0) ⋅ 𝑒−
Δ𝑡
𝜏 = 𝐴(𝑡0) ⋅ 2
− Δ𝑡𝑡1/2 . (IV.1)
252Cf ima npr. razpolovni čas 2.645 let, 241Am pa 432.6 let, tako da so tudi spremembe v
intenziteti izvora med tipičnim trajanjem kalibracijskih eksperimentov majhne.
Zaradi primernih emisijskih spektrov so generatorji nevtronov primerni za uporabo v ka-
libracijskih eksperimentih. Tipično se nevtroni sprostijo preko DD ali DT reakcije zlivanja
jeder v tarči, na katero vpadajo pospešeni ioni. Tako tarča kot žarek ionov in točna lokacija,
kjer žarek obseva tarčo, se skozi čas lahko spreminjajo, kar lahko privede do sprememb v la-
stnostih, še posebej v intenziteti izvora. Vpliv časovne odvisnosti intenzitete izvora se lahko
upošteva tako, da se na generator pritrdi detektorje, ki spremljajo izsev nevtronov med kali-
bracijskim eksperimentom. Uporabi se lahko detektor časovne odvisnosti izseva nevtronov,
kot je diamantni detektor, ali pa aktivacijske vzorce, s katerimi se določi integralno število
nevtronov v določenem času obsevanja vzorcev, npr. število nevtronov, sproščenih v dnevu
kalibracijskih eksperimentov.
Tabela IV.1 Izvori nevtronov, tipično uporabljeni v kalibracijskih eksperimentih fuzijskih
reaktorjev.
Kalibracijski izvor Nezaželjene lastnosti
252Cf drugačen spekter ( ̄𝐸 ≈ 2MeV)
AmBe drugačen spekter ( ̄𝐸 ≈ 4MeV)
Generator DD ali DT nevtronov
anizotropija
časovna odvisnost
nizka intenziteta (DD generatorji)
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Slika IV.1 Normalizirani emisijski spektri tipičnih kalibracijskih izvorov nevtronov. Spekter
252Cf je simuliran na osnovi opisa v IRDF-2002 [27], AmBe na osnovi deﬁnicije izvora v
[28], ki je narejena na osnovi standarda ISO 8529, spektra generatorjev DD in DT pa sta bila
simulirana s pomočjo podrutine ENEA-JSI.
IV.2 Generator nevtronov DT
IV.2.1 Primerjava različnih programov za simulacijo
Narejena je bila primerjava lastnosti izvorov nevtronov v generatorju nevtronov DT, simuli-
ranih s pomočjo treh neodvisno razvitih programov oziroma dodatkov k obstoječim progra-
mom [58]. Tako smo primerjali lastnosti izvora, simuliranega s pomočjo podrutine ENEA-
JSI [59], MCUNED razširitve standardnega MCNPX 2.70 [23] in programa DDT. Avtor
slednjega je Sean Conroy iz Univerze v Uppsali in deluje na osnovi programa DRESS [14],
ki je bil prav tako razvit na prej omenjeni švedski univerzi.
Ker so bili rezultati simulacij, izvedenih z različnimi programi, različno normalizirani,
smo najprej morali določiti način za renormalizacijo rezultatov. Za kar največjo splošnost
postopka smo vse rezultate za medsebojne primerjave programov (𝑅) delili s številom nev-
tronov, izsevanih iz tarče (𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚). To število smo dobili tako, da smo simulirano tanko tarčo
obdali s krogelno površino, na kateri je bilo izvedeno štetje izsevanih nevtronov. Zaradi
majhne količine materiala v tarči in posledično majhne verjetnosti za interakcijo nevtronov
z materialom v tarči je število izsevanih nevtronov zelo podobno številu nevtronov, produ-
ciranih preko zlivanja jeder v tarči.
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𝑅𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 =
𝑅
𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚
(IV.2)
Primerjane količine so bile: celotni izsevani spekter, ki popisuje spekter nevtronov, iz-
sevanih v vse smeri, kotna odvisnost ﬂuksa in spektra nevtronov ter učinkovitost simulacij,
ki je bila ocenjena preko 𝐹𝑂𝑀 .
Rezultati primerjave kažejo, da vsi trije načini simuliranja izvora privedejo do relativno
podobnih rezultatov, smo pa opazili nekatere pomembne razlike, ki bi lahko vplivale na
rezultate. Največja in najbolj očitna razlika je tako neﬁzikalno velika širina emisijskega
spektra, simuliranega pri kotih okrog 90° s kodo MCUNED. Zaradi dobrih izkušenj in vali-
diranosti na eksperimentih, narejenih z generatorjem nevtronov Frascati Neutron Generator,
je bila kasneje kot referenčni program uporabljena podrutina ENEA-JSI. Ker je bila podru-
tina pogosto uporabljena v podporo FNG eksperimentom v bazi SINBAD [82], je njena koda
tudi del te baze. Če ni eksplicitno omenjeno drugače, so vse nadaljnje simulacije narejene s
pomočjo te podrutine.
IV.2.2 Karakterizacija generatorja nevtronov
Ker je uporabljen generator kompleksen izvor nevtronov, je bila pred uporabo za namen kali-
bracije potrebna obsežna karakterizacija lastnosti njegove emisije nevtronov. Karakterizacija
je tako obsegala meritve kotne odvisnosti spektra z diamantnim detektorjem in scintilacij-
skim detektorjem, analizo kotne anizotropije, merjene s pomočjo aktivacijskih folij in dolgih
števcev, ter absolutno kalibracijo detektorjev izseva, ki so pritrjeni na generator nevtronov
(aktivacijske folije in dva diamantna detektorja).
Za potrebe računske analize meritev je bilo najprej treba določiti spekter nevtronov, pro-
duciranih v tarči generatorja, nakar pa je bil ta spekter uporabljen v simulacijah, kjer se
je ugotavljalo primernost in kvaliteto simuliranega modela. Te simulacije so pokazale po-
membne razlike med enostavnim in podrobnim modelom geometrije, slednji pa je tudi bi-
stveno bolje popisal meritve [67], zaradi česar je bil kasneje uporabljen v vseh relevantnih
simulacijah.
IV.2.3 Simuliranje izvora nevtronov
Manjši generatorji nevtronov tipično obratujejo po principu mešanega žarka [35]. To po-
meni, da sta D in T prisotna tako v žarku kot tarči. Pogosto pa je žarek sestavljen tako iz
ionov (D+, T+) kot ioniziranih molekul (D2+, T2+, D1 T1+), kar še dodatno zaplete emi-
sijske lastnosti takega izvora nevtronov, saj lahko pride do reakcij T(d, n), D(t, n), D(d, n)
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in T(t, 2n), kjer imajo vpadni delci zaradi prisotosti v različnih oblikah tudi različne ener-
gije. Rezultat tega je, da je realni izvor superpozicija 6 DT, 3 DD in 3 TT komponent. Ker
pa sta preseka za zlivanje jeder DD in TT pri tipičnih energijah za okrog dva reda veliko-
sti manjša od preseka za zlivanje jeder DT, sta pričakovani intenziteti teh komponent raz-
meroma majhni. Zaradi nizkih relativnih intenzitet lahko uvedemo poenostavitev, kjer vse
komponente DD in TT izvora združimo v zgolj eno komponento DD in eno komponento TT,
npr. s spektrom, izračunanim pri najvišji pričakovani energiji vpadnih ionov, in intenziteto
enako vsoti vseh treh pričakovanih komponent.
Za potrebe opisa izvora nevtronov v simulacijah smo razvili postopek za določanje re-
lativnih intenzitet komponent izvora [62]. Postopek bazira na meritvi spektra nevtronov pri
energijah okrog 14MeV s spektrometrom z visoko resolucijo (npr. diamantni detektor) ter
simulacijah vseh komponent. Koraki so sledeči:
• Meritev emisijskega spektra na položaju neposredno pred generatorjem nevtronov,
kjer je razmak v emisijskih spektrih različnih komponent največji.
• Določanje spektra vsake od DT komponent preko ločenih simulacij vsake komponente
s podrutino ENEA-JSI in podrobnimmodelom generatorja, ki je opisan kasneje. Spek-
ter, izmerjen v prejšnjem koraku, deﬁnira energijo pospeševanja (𝐸𝑖𝑜𝑛), uporabljeno
v izračunih.
• Izmerjeni spekter je rekonstruiran s superpozicijo izračunanih spektralnih komponent,
pri čemer se upošteva tudi odzivna funkcija uporabljenega spektrometra. Na ta način
se pridobi podatke o relativnih intenzitetah različnih DT komponenet izvora. Pri-
čakovane komponente ter njihove relativne intenzitete določene v tem koraku so v
Tabeli IV.2.
• Sestava ionskega žarka se določi na osnovi relativnih intenzitet DT komponent in
MCUNED izračunov verjetnosti za produkcijo vsake od DT komponent. Uporabljeni
sta bili predpostavki o enakem deležu D in T v tarči ter 100% korelaciji komponent
izvora, ki sta posledici D in T vezanih v D1 T1+.
• Izluščenje relativnih intenzitet vseh komponent DD, TT in DT preko rezultatov simu-
lacije celotnega izvora z MCUNED in enostavnim modelom, kjer sta prisotna le žarek
in tarča, zanima pa nas spekter nevtronov, izsevanih v vse smeri. Uporabljena je prej
pridobljena sestava žarka in predpostavljena sestava tarče, intenzitete komponent pa
se določijo iz analize dobljenega spektra na osnovi pričakovanih energijskih intervalov
komponent (Slika IV.2, DT predstavlja vrh okrog 14MeV, DD vrh okrog 2,5MeV,
TT pa širok interval med 0MeV in 10MeV).
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Tabela IV.2 Relativne intenzitete različnih komponent DT, producirane s kompaktnim gene-
ratorjem nevtronov, ki je bil uporabljen v zadnji kalibraciji detektorjev nevtronov tokamaka
JET na nevtrone DT [9].
Komponenta izvora nevtronov Energija iona (keV) Relativna intenziteta (%)
T(d, n) 73.0 7.32
T(d, n) 36.5 15.14
T(d, n) 29.2 24.95
D(t, n) 73.0 11.06
D(t, n) 36.5 2.39
D(t, n) 43.8 38.61
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Slika IV.2 Emisijski spekter generatorja nevtronov DT z realistično sestavo žarka. Kom-
ponente izvora, ki izvirajo iz reakcij zlivanja jeder DT, DD in TT so ločene, ugotovljeni
prispevki pa so 98,86% za DT, 0,17% za DD in 0,96% za TT komponente.
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Zaradi relativno nizkega prispevka komponent DD in TT (skupno le okrog 1%) smo v
nadaljevanju uporabljali približek, kjer smo te komponente zanemarili in je bil izvor sesta-
vljen samo iz 6 komponent DT.
Ko so intenzitete in spektri vseh komponent določeni, je smiselno, da se opis izvora za-
piše v obliko, primerno za branje s programi za simulacijo. V našem primeru smo zapisali
izvor v obliko kartice SDEF, ki je ena izmed standardnih oblik deﬁnicije izvora za simulacije
s programom MCNP. S tem smo naredili izvor, ki se lahko uporabi v katerikoli od zadnjih
verzij MCNP/MCNPX, obenem pa smo zmanjšali računski čas, potreben za reprodukcijo
izvora, saj pri vsaki simulaciji ni treba ponovno simulirati produkcije nevtronov preko reak-
cij zlivanja jeder v tarči. Postopek priprave je temeljil na izluščenju podatkov o odvisnosti
emisijskega spektra od smeri izsevanih nevtronov za vsako od komponent izvora iz opcijske
MCNP izhodne datoteke PTRAC. Za vsako komponento smo tako zapisali 2 × 108 dogod-
kov zlivanja jeder ter jih s Python skripto (Python skripta 1) razvrstili po kotu (v 400 raz-
delkov enakomerno po kosinusu kota izseva) in energiji (v 10 keV široke intervale). Skripta
je razvrščene komponente podala drugi Python skripti (Python skripta 2), ki je kot vhodne
datoteke prejela relativne intenzitete komponent izvora ter za vsako komponento podatke
o kotni odvisnosti intenzite izvora (1D niz) in odvisnosti spektra za vsakega od kotov (2D
matrika). Izhodna datoteka te skripte je bila datoteka SDEF, ki popisuje latnosti celotnega
izvora. Postopek je shematično opisan v Sliki IV.3.
Slika IV.3 Shematski prikaz ekstrakcije podatkov o lastnostih vseh pomembnih komponent
izvora nevtronov iz MCNP izhodnih datotek PTRAC in priprava skupne deﬁnicije izvora za
uporabo v MCNP s pomočjo dveh Python skript.
Model geometrije
Vprvi fazi analiz je bil uporabljen relativno enostavenmodel generatorja nevtronov (Slika IV.4),
ki je bil narejen na osnovi skice podane s strani proizvajalca. Kasneje, ko je bila notranjost
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generatorja analizirana s pomočjo CT naprave, je bil narejen podroben model na osnovi 3D
rekonstrukcije (Slika IV.5) in s tem bistveno izboljšana natančnost reprodukcije eksperimen-
talnih meritev [67]. Rezultati kotnih odvisnosti in kumulativnih emisijskih spektrov za oba
uporabljena modela sta prikazana na Sliki IV.6 in Sliki IV.7.
Slika IV.4 MCNP model generatorja nevtronov, ki je bil narejen na osnovi informacij posre-
dovanih s strani proizvajalca.
Slika IV.5 Presek podrobnega MCNP modela generatorja nevtronov, ki je bil narejen na
osnovi CT analize njegove sestave.
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Slika IV.6 Kotna odvisnost ﬂuence nevtronov za oba uporabljena modela generatorja nev-
tronov.
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Slika IV.7 Kumulativna spektra nevtronov, producirana z obema uporabljenima modeloma
generatorja nevtronov. Kumulativna spektra sta normalizirana na DT nevtron sproščen v
tarči.

Simulacije v podporo kalibracijam
V.1 Kalibracija na JET
Zadnji kalibraciji detektorjev nevtronov na nevtrone s spektri DD in DT, eksperimentalno
izvedeni v 2013 in 2017, sta potekali na enak način. Meritve odziva detektorjev nevtronov,
na izvor nevtronov karakteriziran v ﬁzikalnem laboratoriju, in simulacije v podporo tem
meritvam so bile uporabljene za pridobitev absolutnih kalibracijskih faktorjev za odziv ak-
tivacijskega sistema in ﬁsijskih celic na plazemski izvor nevtronov. Kalibracija na nevtrone
DD je bila že zaključena, na nevtrone DT pa je še v teku.
Postopek za kalibracijo ﬁsijskih celic (sistem KN1) je osnovan na meritvah odziva de-
tektorjev v 40 točkah, ki predstavljajo približek odziva na obročast izvor (𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔) z intenziteto
𝑆𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔, in s simulacijami določenih popravkov (Slika V.1 zgoraj). Popravki upoštevajo raz-
like v geometriji reaktorja med kalibracijskim eksperimentom in normalnim obratovanjem
(𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑆) ter razlike med kalibracijskim in plazemskim izvorom v smislu razlik v spektru kot
v prostorski razsežnosti (𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐). Kalibracijski faktor za ﬁsijske celice se tako izračuna kot
𝐹 =
𝑆𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 ⋅ 𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑆 ⋅ 𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐
. (V.1)
Vrednosti popravkov in kalibracijskih faktorjev za vse tri ﬁsijske celice so za DD izvor
v Tabeli V.1, za DT pa v Tabeli V.2.
Postopek za kalibracijo aktivacijskega sistema (KN2) pa je osnovan na izračunih kali-
bracijskih faktorjev v modelu MCNP, ki dobro popiše meritve kalibracijskega eksperimenta
(Slika V.1 spodaj). Model se validira s pomočjo meritev aktivacije folij za kalibracijski izvor
na nekaj položajih zelo blizu obsevalnega mesta. Ujemanje med izmerjenimi in izračuna-
nimi vrednostmi pokaže, da je obsevalno mesto z okolico dobro modelirano in s tem, da je
model primeren za izračun kalibracijskega faktorja. Preliminarne vrednosti kalibracijskih
faktorjev za zadnjo kalibracijo na DT nevtrone so v Tabeli V.3.
Kalibracijski faktorji za aktivacijski sistem ter ﬁsijske celice D1, D2 in D3 se po kali-
braciji še dodatno validirajo s primerjavo njihovih meritev na večjem številu dobro deﬁni-
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Slika V.1 Shematski prikaz procesa kalibracije aktivacijskega sistema in ﬁsijskih celic. Me-
ritve so pomemben del obeh kalibracijskih postopkov.
Tabela V.1 Popravki, izračunani za kalibracijo vseh treh ﬁsijskih celic na nevtrone sproščene
med plazemskimi pulzi DD.
Fisijska celica D1 D2 D3
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔/𝑆𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 (sunki/nevtron) 2,4 × 10−9 1,4 × 10−9 2,8 × 10−9
𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑆 1,02 1,15 1,10
𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐 1,11 1,18 1,11
Skupni popravek 1,13 1,36 1,22
Kalibracijski faktor 𝐹𝐷𝐷 (n/sunek) 3,6 × 108 5,3 × 108 2,9 × 108
Tabela V.2 Popravki, izračunani za kalibracijo vseh treh ﬁsijskih celic na nevtrone sproščene
med plazemskimi pulzi DT.
Fisijska celica D1 D2 D3
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔/𝑆𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 (sunki/nevtron) 2,52 × 10−9 1,37 × 10−9 2,70 × 10−9
𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑆 1.07 1.09 1.19
𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐 0.98 0.99 0.99
Skupni popravek 1.05 1.08 1.17
Kalibracijski faktor 𝐹𝐷𝑇 (n/sunek) 3,8 × 108 6,7 × 108 3,2 × 108
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Tabela V.3 Kalibracijski faktorji za različne aktivacijske folije, obsevane med DT plazem-
skim obratovanjem. Ker je kalibracija še v teku, so vrednosti preliminarne.
Reakcija 27Al(n, p) 57Fe(n, p) 27Al(n, 𝛼) 93Nb(n, 2n) 115In(n, n’)
Kalibracijski faktor
2,0 × 107 1,5 × 107 1,4 × 107 3,8 × 106 5,6 × 106(n / reakcijo v
1024 jeder)
ranih plazemskih pulzov. Primerjava meritev pridelka nevtronov v plazemskih pulzih DD
po kalibraciji v 2013 na osnovi vsake od ﬁsijskih celic z meritvami aktivacijskega sistema je
pokazala relativno majhna odstopanja (2% za D1, 1% za D2 in 3% za D3), kar je potrdilo
dobro kalibracijo obeh sistemov.
V.2 Pristop po metodi Jarvis in sodelavcev
V pristopu h kalibraciji po metodi Jarvis et al. [69] se odziv na plazemski izvor lahko določi
na osnovi odziva na obročast izvor (𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔) in relativnih občutljivosti na radialni (𝑅) in ver-
tikalni (𝑍) položaj v reaktorju. Prvega se določi z analizo meritev odziva ﬁsijskih celic na
izvor nevtronov na položajih, ki opisujejo obroč v reaktorju, slednja proﬁla pa iz analize me-
ritev občutljivosti na spremembe v radialnem (𝑔(𝑅)) in vertikalnem (ℎ(𝑍)) položaju izvora
v reaktorju. Skupna odvisnost se zapiše kot
𝑝𝑅𝑍(𝑅,𝑍) = 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 ⋅ 𝑔(𝑅) ⋅ ℎ(𝑍). (V.2)
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 se lahko na osnovi meritev določi na različne načine. Ker so v preteklih kalibra-
cijskih eksperimentih interpolacijo med merjenimi točkami naredili s pomočjo interpolacije
[31, 69], smo primerjali rezultate, dobljene s to metodo z rezultati enostavne linearne inter-
polacije. Glavna ideja interpolacije po Jarvis et al. je, da se odvisnost od položaja v reaktorju
zapiše kot kotno odvisnost, tako da se loči 1𝑟2 odvisnost od razdalje od vpliva strukture re-
aktorja (𝑓(𝜃)), dodatno pa se pot nevtronov razdeli še na pot od izvora do sipalnega centra
v vratih v reaktor. Tako se odziv ﬁsijskih celic zapiše z intenziteto točkastega izvora 𝑆1,
razdaljo med izvorom in sipalnim centrom, faktorjem senčenja 𝑓(𝜃), ki kvantiﬁcira vpliva
strukture reaktorja, in verjetnosti, da od sipalnega centra povzroči odziv detektorja 𝒫 :
𝑝1(𝜃) =
𝑆1
4𝜋𝑟2
⋅ 𝑓 (𝜃) ⋅ 𝒫 . (V.3)
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Zaradi približno simetrične kotne odvisnosti obnašanja odvisnosti faktorja senčenja se nje-
govo relativno spremembo lahko zapiše kot vsoto kosinusov
𝑓(𝜃)
𝑓(0°) =
𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥
∑
𝑖=1
𝑎𝑖 ⋅ 𝑐𝑜𝑠[(𝑖 − 1) ⋅ 𝜃], (V.4)
ki tako predstavljajo analitično interpolacijo meritev. Ker obstaja analitični integral tako
določene odvisnosti 𝑝1(𝜃), se odziv detektorja na obročast izvor 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 lahko izračuna anali-
tično. Primerjave, narejene na osnovi kalibracijskih meritev iz 1984 [31] in 2013 [71], so
pokazale, da se vrednosti 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔, pridobljene s pomočjo analitičnih približkov in z linearno
interpolacijo, razlikujejo za 1% do 2%. 2% odstopanje smo kasneje uporabili kot oceno za
negotovost določenega 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔.
Na podoben način lahko iz diskretnih meritev odvisnosti odziva detektorja na radialne
in vertikalne premike izvora pridobimo analitični reprezentaciji 𝑔(𝑅) in ℎ(𝑍). V naših ana-
lizah smo ti dve odvisnosti razstavili na 1𝑟2 in polinom četrte stopnje. Za odvisnost odziva
detektorja na obročast izvor pri različnih 𝑅 in 𝑍 je 𝑝𝑅𝑍(𝑅,𝑍) deﬁniran kot
𝑝𝑅𝑍(𝑅,𝑍) = 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 ⋅ 𝑔(𝑅) ⋅ ℎ(𝑍) (V.5)
in emisijski proﬁl izvora 𝑆(𝑅,𝑍), se tako kalibracijski faktor lahko izračuna kot
𝐹 =
∬𝑆(𝑅,𝑍) ⋅ 𝑅 d𝑅 d𝑍
∬𝑝𝑅𝑍(𝑅,𝑍) ⋅ 𝑆(𝑅,𝑍) ⋅ 𝑅 d𝑅 d𝑍
. (V.6)
Ta postopek predstavlja alternativo postopku, kjer se zanašamo na simulacije MCNP z mo-
delom tokamaka. Se je pa treba zavedati, da še tako dobro izbrani analitični približki ob-
čutljivostnih proﬁlov ne morejo nadomestiti meritev. Kvaliteta kalibracijskih fatorjev, pri-
dobljenih na zgoraj opisani način, je tako močno odvisna od količine in kvalitete meritev,
izvedenih v kalibracijskem eksperimentu.
V.3 Celotna negotovost
Kalibracijski faktorji so podvrženi različnim prispevkom k njihovi negotovosti. Ocenili smo
prispevke k negotovosti, ki so vneseni kot posledica analize meritev in negotovosti v simu-
lacijah, ter jih prišteli k ostalim negotovostim za oceno celotne negotovosti v kalibracijskih
faktorjih.
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V.3.1 Fisijske celice
Ocenili smo glavne prispevke k negotovosti v kalibracijskih faktorjih treh ﬁsijskih celic 235U
(Tabela V.4). Zaradi velike vpletenosti simulacij v kalibracijski postopek te prispevajo tudi
pomemben del k celotni negotovosti. Modeli namreč niso dovolj natančni, da bi zanesljivo
popisali nevtronsko polje v absolutnem smislu, tako da se pri analizah za kalibracijo pogosto
zanašamo, da se večina negotovosti pri analizi relativnih popravkov pokrajša.
Tabela V.4 Glavni prispevki k negotovosti v kalibracijskih faktorjih ﬁsijskih celic tokamaka
JET in ocene njihovih amplitud.
DD kalibracija DT kalibracija
D1, D2, D3 D1, D2 D3
Intenziteta kalibracijskega izvora 2% < 5% < 5%
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 2% 2% 2%
𝐶𝑅𝐻𝑆 4,5% 1% 4,5%
𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐 4% 4% 4%
Navzkrižne kalibracije 2% 2% 2%
Skupna negotovost 6,9% 7,1% 8,3%
V.3.2 Aktivacijski sistem
Glavni prispevki k negotovosti kalibracijskega faktorja za aktivacijski sistem so v Tabeli V.5.
Ocene so bile narejene na osnovi simulacij z enostavnim in podrobnim modelom tokamaka
JET.
Tabela V.5 Glavni prispevki k negotovosti v kalibracijskih faktorjih za aktivacijski sistem
tokamaka JET in ocene njihovih amplitud.
Negotovost
Položaj plazme 6%
Oblika plazme 1%
Modeliranje 5%
Skupna negotovost 8%
V.3.3 Komentar
Cilj preteklih kalibracij detektorjev nevtronov tokamaka JET in bodočih kalibracij detektor-
jev reaktorja ITER je absolutna kalibracija z negotovostjo ≤ 10%. Analize, predstavljene v
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disertaciji kažejo, da je taka negotovost dosegljiva, obenem pa kaže, da približki in negoto-
vosti v modeliranju prispevajo pomemben del k celotni negotovosti.
Pospeševanje stohastičnih simulacij
VI.1 Uvod
Ker so simulacije v podporo kalibracijskim eksperimentom lahko računsko zelo zahtevne,
smo testirali uporabo metod za redukcijo variance, ki bi računsko zahtevnost omilile. Glavni
cilj metod za redukcijo variance je povečanje učinkovitosti simulacij z vidika računskega
časa, potrebnega za pridobitev ocene iskane vrednosti. To se lahko doseže na več načinov,
večinoma pa gre za zmanjševanje količine porabljenega računskega časa v delih faznega
prostora, ki imajo zanemarljiv vpliv na vrednost cenilke. Ta pristop je uporaben pri lokali-
ziranih cenilkah, na primer za izračun odziva detektorja v nekem delu geometrije. Pristop,
primeren za izračune, kjer nas zanimajo vrednosti iskanega parametra po velikem delu ali
celotni geometriji problema, je drugačen. V takih primerih se poskusi izenačiti število simu-
liranih delcev, in s tem tudi do neke mere porabljen računski čas, v različnih delih faznega
prostora. Vsi pristopi k povečevanju učinkovitosti simulacij zahtevajo višjo stopnjo razu-
mevanja analiziranega problema, kot je potrebna za samo izvedbo simulacij Monte Carlo,
saj neprimerno uporabljene metode lahko vodijo do zanemarjenja prispevkov iz določenih
delov faznega prostora, kar pa lahko pripelje do sistematičnih napak. Ker pa so pogosto
primeri, kjer je potrebna uporaba metod za povečanje učinkovitosti simulacij, zelo komple-
ksni in bi bilo tako zanašanje zgolj na izkušenost uporabnika neprimerno, imajo programi za
Monte Carlo simulacije običajno vgrajene tudi teste, ki preverijo statistično konsistentnost
rezultatov simulacij. Običajno delujejo tako, da na osnovi rezultatov izračunov ter njihove
statistične negotovosti pri različnih številih simulairanih zgodovin ugotavljajo, ali je njihovo
obnašanje dovolj blizu obnašanju dobro popisanega sistema. Ena izmed tipično izračuna-
nih količin je tudi faktor učinkovitosti, angleško ﬁgure of merit, v nadaljevanju 𝐹𝑂𝑀 , ki je
neke vrste ocena za učinkovitost simulacije z vidika ugotavljanja vrednosti določene cenilke.
𝐹𝑂𝑀 je deﬁniran s pomočjo porabljenega procesorskega časa 𝑡𝐶 in statistične negotovosti
rezultata 𝜎𝑅 kot
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𝐹𝑂𝑀 = 1
𝑡𝐶𝜎2𝑅
, (VI.1)
ki je za dobro popisan sistem neodvisen od števila simuliranih zgodovin. Tako poleg mere
učinkovitosti simulacije predstavlja tudi način za ugotavljanje statistične stabilnosti izraču-
nanih vrednosti.
VI.1.1 Aplikacija na odziv ﬁsijskih celic reaktorja JET
Kmalu po tem, ko smo dobili dostop do programa ADVANTG, smo ga za potrebe testira-
nja uporabili na poenostavljenem modelu tokamaka JET. To je namreč relativno enostaven
model tokamaka, v katerem zaradi predhodnih analiz relativno dobro poznamo nevtronsko
polje in poti nevtronov, poleg tega pa še vedno omogoča pridobitev rezultatov brez uporabe
metod za pospeševanje izračunov.
Glavna ideja pristopa v programu ADVANTG je, da se relativno hitro pridobljena pribli-
žna rešitev problema uporabi za pripravo parametrov za pospešitev simulacij s programom
MCNP. Za primere, kjer pride do velike atenuacije ﬂuksa, so približni deterministični iz-
računi lahko narejeni mnogo hitreje kot stohastični izračuni. ADVANTG tako uporablja
skalarni ﬂuks nevtronov ter adjungirani skalarni ﬂuks nevtronov, izračunana s pomočjo de-
terminističnega programa Denovo.
Uporabljene so bile različne nastavitve, ki vplivajo na parametre za pospeševanje iz-
računov. Izvedli smo teste na različnih primerih, z različnimi geometrijskimi mrežami in
različnimi izvori nevtronov.
Namen testov je bil preveriti, ali uporaba tako pridobljenih parametrov za pospeševanje
ne privede do sistematskih napak, in kvantiﬁciranje pospešitve izračunov glede na analogne,
torej nepospešene, simulacije. Testiranje za sistematske napake smo naredili preko razmerja
rezultatov pospešenih (𝑅𝑣𝑟) in analognih (𝑅𝑎) simulacij
𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑙 =
𝑅𝑣𝑟
𝑅𝑎
. (VI.2)
Primerjave rezultatov niso pokazale statistično pomembnega odstopanja med rezultati dol-
gega analognega izračuna in rezultati pospešenih izračunov. Faktor pospešitve, oz. 𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙,
je deﬁniran kot razmerje med 𝐹𝑂𝑀 pospešenega izračuna (𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑣𝑟) in analognega izračuna
(𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑎)
𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙 =
𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑣𝑟
𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑎
, (VI.3)
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Slika VI.1 Fluenca nevtronov, izračunana s programom Denovo.
Slika VI.2 Adjungirana ﬂuenca nevtronov, izračunana s programom Denovo za položaj de-
tektorja, označenega z odebeljenim krogom.
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Slika VI.3 Prispevčno polje, izračunano na osnovi direktne (Slika VI.1) in adjungirane
(Slika VI.2) ﬂuence nevtronov, izračunane s programom Denovo.
ter kvantiﬁcira, kolikokrat daljši analogni izračun bi pripeljal do primerljive statistične nego-
tovosti, oz. za kolikokrat se je skrajšal potreben računski čas. Dodatno smo se za določanje
statistične konsistentnosti izračunov zanašali še na statistične teste, ki so vgrajeni v MCNP
in so namenjeni olajšanju identiﬁkacije problemov z vzorčenjem celotnega relevantnega fa-
znega prostora.
Primeri rezultatov determinističnih izračunov ﬂuence nevtronov, adjungirane ﬂuence
nevtronov in prispevčnega polja, kot so uporabljeni v programu ADVANTG, so na Sli-
kah VI.1, VI.2 in VI.3. Rezutati testov za različne primere so v Tabeli VI.1 in kažejo, da je
mogoče doseči znatne pospešitve, kljub temu, da uporabljen model ni ravno model, kjer bi
bila uporaba teh metod nujno potrebna. Pospešitev se veča z relativno razdaljo med izvorom
in cenilko, katere vrednost smo uporabili kot optimizacijski parameter. Izkazalo se je tudi,
da različne knjižnice, uporabljene v simulaciji Denovo, privedejo do različnih pospešitev.
Pričakovano je tako za analizirane probleme knjižnica, namenjena izračunom v lahkovo-
dnih reaktorjih, privedla do znatno manjših pospešitev kot ostale knjižnice, ki so primerne
tudi za uporabo v fuziji.
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Tabela VI.1 Vrednosti 𝐹𝑂𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙 oziroma pospešitve simulacij. Optimizacija je bila narejena
vedno za ﬂuks v celici ali celicah, ki predstavljajo ﬁsijske celice.
Izvor Optimizacija za Pospešitev Komentar
Plazma DD posamezen detektor 6 do 18 Različne vrednosti za različne
transportne knjižnice upora-
bljene v Denovo.
Plazma DD vseh 16 detektorjev 4 do 5 Različne vrednosti za različne
transportne knjižnice upora-
bljene v Denovo.
Plazma DT posamezen detektor 7 do 17 Različne vrednosti za različne
transportne knjižnice upora-
bljene v Denovo.
Plazma DT vseh 16 detektorjev 4 do 5 Različne vrednosti za različne
transportne knjižnice upora-
bljene v Denovo.
Točkast izvor Cf posamezen detektor 10 do 30 Pospešitev narašča z reativno
razdaljo med izvorom in de-
tektorjem.
Točkast izvor Cf vseh 16 detektorjev 2 do 10 Pospešitev narašča z reativno
razdaljo med izvorom in de-
tektorjem.
10 točkastih izvorov Cf
v 1/4 reaktorja
posamezen detektor 25 Knjižnica 27n19g, detektor
na nasprotni strani reaktorja
kot izvori.
10 točkastih izvorov Cf
v 1/4 reaktorja
vseh 16 detektorjev 3 do 10 Pospešitev narašča z reativno
razdaljo med izvori in detek-
torjem.
Obroč 40 točkastih iz-
vorov Cf
posamezen detektor 15 Knjižnica 27n19g
Obroč 40 točkastih iz-
vorov Cf
vseh 16 detektorjev 4 Knjižnica 27n19g
Točkast izvor DT posamezen detektor 8 do 29 Pospešitev narašča z reativno
razdaljo med izvori in detek-
torjem.
Točkast izvor DT vseh 16 detektorjev 2 do 10 Pospešitev narašča z reativno
razdaljo med izvori in detek-
torjem.
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VI.1.2 Uporabljena orodja
Za pospeševanje simulacij MCNP je bil testiran program ADVANTG [17], ki parametre za
pospeševanjeMonte Carlo simulacij generira na osnovi determinističnih izračunov programa
Denovo, za katere je uporabljen model, ki ga program pripravi glede na uporabnikov model
MCNP in mrežo.
ADVANTG za izračune s pomočjo programa Denovo uporablja knjižnice v formatu
ANISN. V naših analizah smo uporabljali knjižnice na osnovi ENDF/B-VII.0 (splošni knji-
žnici 27n19g in 200n47g, knjižnica, namenjena izračunom ščitenja v lahkovodnih reaktorjih
BPLUS, knjižnica, namenjena obrambnim izračunom DPLUS) in na osnovi fuzijske knji-
žnice FENDL/MG-2.1 (FENDL67, ki je namenjena fuzijskim izračunom) [17].
Zaključek
VII.1 Povzetek dela
Delo, predstavljeno v disertaciji, se v glavnem osredotoča na absolutno kalibracijo detek-
torjev nevtronov v velikih fuzijskih reaktorjih, natančneje na simulacije v podporo ekspe-
rimentalnemu delu kalibracije. Zaradi linearne zveze med številom izsevanih nevtronov
in energijo, sproščeno v reakcijah zlivanja jeder, predstavljajo meritve pridelka nevtronov
najbolj neposreden način za meritve moči v fuzijskih reaktorjih. Večina dela je povezana
z eksperimenti kalibracije in-situ tokamaka Joint European Torus (JET). Eksperimenta sta
bila izvedena leta 2013 za kalibracijo na DD in leta 2017 za kalibracijo na DT nevtrone.
Disertacija sestoji iz treh glavnih točk:
• Simulacije emisije nevtronov za kompaktni generator nevtronov DT, uporabljen v ek-
sperimentalnem delu kalibracije tokamaka JET na nevtrone DT. Narejene so bile tudi
določene posplošitve, ki razširijo uporabnost rezultatov še na druge generatorje nev-
tronov, kot so večji statični generatorji in večji prenosni generatorji, relevantni za ka-
libracije večjih naprav.
• Izračuni, narejeni v podporo kalibraciji detektorjev nevtronov tokamaka JET na nev-
trone z DD in DT spektrom.
• Testiranje relativno novega programa ADVANTG za pospeševanje Monte Carlo si-
mulacij s programom MCNP v za JET relevantnih geometrijah.
Rezultat predstavljenega dela je tudi več publikacij v znanstvenih revijah in prispevkov
na mednarodnih konferencah. Ker bodo kalibracijski postopki v prihodnjih napravah sloneli
na preteklem delu in izkušnjah, je predstavljeno delo relevantno tudi za kalibracije prihodnjih
naprav, kot sta eksperimentalni reaktor ITER in demonstracijska fuzijska elektrarna DEMO.
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VII.1.1 Redukcija variance s programom ADVANTG
Testi programa ADVANTG kažejo, da je program obetavno in uporabniku prijazno orodje
za pospeševanje simulacij MCNP in za hiter vpogled v glavne lastosti problema [52]. Vendar
pa, kot je običajno za vse pristope k pospeševanju izračunov, je še vedno potrebno uporabni-
kovo razumevanje problema in skrbno preverjanje rezultatov v vseh stopnjah procesa. Tako
je priporočljivo, da uporabnik preveri kakovost modela, ki je bil produciran za uporabo v de-
terminističnih izračunih, ﬁzikalnost rešitev teh izračunov in iz njih produciranih parametrov
za pospeševanje izračunov ter rezultate pospešenih simulacij MCNP.
VII.1.2 Simulacije generatorja nevtronov DT
Da je izvor nevtronov primeren za uporabo v eksperimentih za absolutno kalibracijo, ga je
potrebno karakterizirati tako v smislu intenzitete kot glede izsevanega spektra nevtronov.
Poleg tega se mora kvantiﬁcirati tudi anizotropija izvora.
Obsežen set meritev in izračunov je bil potreben, da je bila omogočena uporaba kompak-
tnega generatorja nevtronov DT, ki deluje na osnovi pospeševalnika ionov, za kalibracijski
izvor. Simulacija generacije nevtronov v tarči je bila narejena s pomočjo različnih progra-
mov: podrutina ENEA-JSI, MCUNED in DDT [58]. Simulacija izvora v kombinaciji z ge-
neratorjevo geometrijo pa je bila potem uporabljena za natančno rekonstrukcijo emisijskih
lastnosti generatorja [62, 66].
VII.1.3 Izračuni v podporo kalibraciji detektorjev nevtronov
Računska podpora kalibracijskim eksperimentom je bila narejena na osnovi več obsežnih
setov izračunov. Čeprav je bil avtor vpleten v izračune tako za kalibracijo DD kot DT, se
rezultati osredotočajo na že zaključeno kalibracijo DD, saj je kalibracija DT še v teku.
Avtorjeva vpletenost v proces kalibracije se je začela v zadnjih letih njegovega dodiplom-
skega študija z njegovim delom na modeliranju sistema za oddaljeno rokovanje. Sistem je
v obeh kalibracijah predstavljal način za postavitev izvora nevtronov na vnaprej določene
položaje. Po tem ko je bil model skonstruiran in validiran, je bil uporabljen za analize vpliva
sistema za oddaljeno rokovanje na odziv detektorjev nevtronov. To delo je bilo ključno za
določitev absolutnih kalibracijskih faktorjev za ﬁsijske celice in aktivacijski sistem [71], ki
sta glavna sistema za določanje pridelka netronov. Zanesljiv model generatorja nevtronov
DT je bil razvit za potrebe simulacij v podporo kalibraciji na nevtrone DT. Ker je proces še
v teku, so nekateri rezultati že objavljeni [9, 62–64, 67, 80], nekatere publikacije pa bodo
objavljene v bližnji prihodnosti, npr. [36, 81].
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VII.2 Odprta vprašanja
Kompleksnost procesa kalibracije, pomanjkanje podatkov in včasih tudi poznavanja ﬁzi-
kalnih procesov pomeni, da je ostalo še več področij, kjer je mogoča bistvena nadgradnja
opisanega dela. Nekatera področja, kjer bi bilo nadaljnje delo koristno so:
• Analize negotovosti kot posledice negotovosti v jedrskih podatkih, uporabljenih v si-
mulacijah.
• Izboljšave modelov MCNP ter rigorozna analiza negotovosti, ki so nastale kot posle-
dica trenutnih približkov v geometriji.
• Izboljšanje modelov produkcije nevtronov v fuzijskih plazmah. To delo je pomembno
za izboljšanje razumevanja negotovosti, ki jih vnesemo v proces kalibracije detektor-
jev nevtronov z uporabo enega samega približka plazemsekga izvora nevtronov ter za
izboljšano povezavo med meritvami emisije nevtronov in simulacijami plazme.
• Delo, rezultati in predvsem pridobljene izkušnje bodo pomembno prispevale k izvedbi
kalibracij detektorjev nevronov v prihodnjih velikih tokamakih, kot je ITER.
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